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Association business

The focus of this edition of the BATOD Magazine – Sign
Communication – could not have been timelier! Ever
since Rose Ayling-Ellis danced away with the Strictly
Come Dancing trophy in 2021, interest in British Sign
Language (BSL) has been high among the public and
demand for BSL classes is on the increase. This was
reinforced by Rose’s recent excellent documentary ‘Signs
for Change’, which was both powerful, and moving and
again brought BSL into the mainstream media. She also
called on the government to provide free access to BSL
lessons for parents and guardians of all deaf children.

Another documentary Name me Lawand, which follows a
young deaf Kurdish refugee as he learns BSL, has also
had great critical reviews. It was first shown at the
London Film Festival and has just recently been released
in select cinemas across the UK, but hopefully, it will
eventually gain a wider audience.

But it is not just in the world of entertainment that BSL
has grown in prominence; it has also had high profile
recognition recently from the governments. After the
recognition of BSL as an official language of Great Britain
with the passing of the BSL Act last year in June, the
government in England announced that the long-awaited
BSL GCSE (General Certificate of Secondary Education) is
going to become a reality with the first courses due to
start in September 2025. BATOD joined with other key
stakeholders Signature, NDCS (National Deaf Children's
Society), BDA (British Deaf Association), and ABSLTA
(Association of British Sign Language Teachers and
Assessors) to review the consultation and share the
feedback. This is available on the BATOD website. BATOD
is also working closely with the stakeholders and with the
Department for Education (DfE) to ensure the roll out is
done appropriately and effectively.  It is fantastic news
that finally, the BSL GCSE will be available in schools in a
year’s time!

Of course, in Scotland, BSL has been recognised in law
since 2015 with it being a legal requirement for the
Scottish Government and public bodies to promote and
facilitate the promotion, use, and understanding of BSL.
This has raised the profile of BSL in Scotland and has led
to a National Plan for supporting its development. One of
the outcomes has been the development of the British
Sign Language Toolkit for practitioners, a new resource to
support deaf children, young people, and their families.
You can read about it further on in the Magazine.

Wales has also passed legislation recognising BSL and it is

now officially part of the Curriculum for Wales. As well as
provision for deaf BSL users, it can be part of a school’s
curriculum for all children, like French or German, and
there is a BSL glossary published as part of the Curriculum
for Wales. In Northern Ireland, both BSL and Irish Sign
Language (ISL) have been recognised as languages in
their own right since 2004, but although there is a
commitment to introduce a Sign Language Act, this has
not yet come about. However, the legal recognition of
sign languages is gaining attention worldwide with laws
recognising sign languages becoming more common.

Another excellent resource – from Scotland again – is the
EdSign Lecture Series, which is hosted by four universities
and the deaf/signing community in Edinburgh and
provides regular public lectures about sign languages and
deaf studies. Most recently, they hosted a lecture on
‘Possible beings: Deaf children and linguistic justice about
access to sign language in education in Canada.
Hopefully, there will be more to come!

Also on the subject of resources, the BATOD Audiology
Refreshers publication is now live and free to access on
the BATOD website. The webinar for the soft launch was
attended by approximately 200 people, such was the
interest in this fantastic resource! The original Audiology
Refreshers was published in issues of the Magazine many
years ago and was last revised in 2009, so this is a very
welcome update. The content has been developed by six
working groups made up of Qualified Teachers of Deaf
Children and Young People (QToDs), qualified teachers of
multi-sensory impairment, educational audiologists, and
clinical audiologists from across the UK covering
everything you could want to know about audiology. As
an online resource, it will be possible to keep it up to date
in line with new developments and it really is an excellent
and wide-ranging resource for QToDs and any
professionals involved in deaf education. Join us on 3rd
October, 3.30-5pm, for the full launch.

I hope you enjoy all the articles on the subject of sign
communication as well as all the others on offer in this
edition – it really does look like a bumper Magazine and
just what you need to inspire you as you settle back
down to work after the summer break! If you want to
know more about any of the areas mentioned do get in
touch – you can contact me by email at
president@batod.org.uk. Last but not least, don’t forget
the FEAPDA, BATOD National and NCSE Congress
‘Exploring the diversity of deaf learners’ will be held in
Dublin on 26th and 27th April 2024.

Working together for a strong and stable future
Sue Denny, BATOD's 47th President, reflects on the growth in interest in BSL
classes, as well as its recognition as an official language in Great Britain and its
inclusion as part of a school’s curriculum



From your editor
BATOD hopes members have
settled into another new
academic year. Our spotlight
article for this edition reflects
on the work of the
Association since Sue Denny
stepped into the BATOD

President role in March 2023. 

This academic year there is a lot of work taking
place across the UK to support new and on-
going projects and activities linked to deaf
education. We thank members for giving their
time to share their feedback to a number of
different consultations, to complete research
requests and surveys, and to engage with
working groups, committee meetings, peer-to-
peer discussions on forums, etc. Together the
membership does make a difference.

BATOD is pleased this 'Sign communication'
edition includes articles written by and/or about
young people as well as articles by Qualified
Teachers of Deaf Children and Young People
about their intervention work. This edition also
shares information about the role of
professionals supporting deaf children, young
people and their families, research and new
resources.

The BATOD Map highlights events offered by
BATOD regions and nations this term plus 'save
the date' details for BATOD's 2024 National
joint Congress with FEAPDA and NCSE. 

BATOD would welcome contributions to the
theme editions listed below. As the Magazine
has a general section, we are also open to
article submissions that are not linked to the
theme. For details about the article
submission process please email
batod_aneo@icloud.com

Association business

Need to contact BATOD 
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Teresa Quail
via: exec@batod.org.uk
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Future issues will focus on:
December Enrichment (sports/arts) 
March 2024 Specialist placement
May Careers in deaf education
September Conference
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Spotlight

The current BATOD year
commenced in March 2023 with
the welcome of Sue Denny as
the 47th BATOD President at the
BATOD National Webinar and
AGM. BATOD was pleased that
the online event this year
enabled Dr Kaye Scott, Chair of
our Australian counterpart the
National Association of Australian Teachers of the Deaf
(NAATD), and Professor Louise Paatsch to co-present as
the keynote speakers. Since that popular event, the
National Conference Planning Committee has been busy
working with the National Council for Special Education
(NCSE), representatives from the Federation of
Associations of Teachers of the Deaf (FEAPDA), and BATOD
Northern Ireland on the 2024 BATOD National Joint
Congress: a two-day event in Dublin on 26th and 27th
April. The theme is ‘Diversity in deaf education’. The call
for contributions for presentations, workshops, and
posters is currently live. The tickets will be available this
autumn. 

In June Sue, in her first public official duty as President of
BATOD, welcomed attendees to a webinar for resource
provision Qualified Teachers of Deaf Children and Young
People (QToDs). Following the first event in 2022, which
had the theme ‘Progress’, the 2023 theme was
‘Outcomes’. Sue welcomed Sue Lewis and Helen Martin as
the session presenters. Sue Lewis spoke about ‘What sort
of outcomes are we looking for and how should we be
tracking towards them’ and Helen Martin provided an
overview of the new Clinical Evaluation of Language
Fundamentals (CELF) 5 assessment. 

The take home messages from Sue Lewis’s presentation
invited attendees to reflect on:

   l If, when the young person is 16, we look at
outcomes set in the earlier years, “have we
got our provision right?”

The QToD mandatory qualification (MQ) course and the
continued professional development opportunities,
particularly for school-based QToDs, have embedded a
knowledge of ‘intent’, ‘implementation’, and ‘impact’.
However, as practitioners often working in regular and
close contact with the internal school multi-professional
team, ie with Special Needs/Additional Needs Co-
ordinators, support staff, class teachers, and other on-site
specialists, is the infrastructure of the school/academy
system allowing children and young people (CYP) to truly
experience professionals achieving the environment that
secures a mutual understanding of what is good intent?
What would be a good outcome for each CYP now and at
future key stages in their childhood and young adulthood?

What is achieved from an
individual programme? What is
the impact in the progress
towards the intended
outcome? What determines if
things have improved? What
evaluations ensure everything
is in place to support the needs
of deaf CYP for any aspect of

our work? Is there sufficient partnership working with
primary and secondary school settings, colleges, local
authorities (LAs), and other relevant settings to ensure that
CYP are independent learners at the ages of 11, 16, and
24 with the future open with a range of possibilities?

   l “For our own provision in your own local
authority, how do you compare with
everybody nationally?”

Sue noted there are all sorts of challenges around the
population profile as data collected may not include all the
children in a resource provision or it might not include
children who are doing very well because they are no
longer perceived as having a special educational need.

   l What would be a good outcome?
Sue reflected that in 2023 there is so much work still to be
done. Sue reminded attendees that the ambition for
newborn hearing screening was that children would be
achieving at levels similar to the levels of their hearing
peers. Whilst there have been improvements in hearing
aids, cochlear implants, etc, there are still deaf CYP who
are significantly behind hearing CYP. If they are CYP with
social, emotional, and social deprivation as well as
deafness, then the gap between them and their hearing
peers doubles. 

Helen Martin delivered the second presentation. Helen
discussed how QToDs often review what is in their
assessment toolkit and need time to consider assessment
policies and protocols to ensure their specialist QToD roles
are doing the best to improve outcomes for deaf CYP. The
profile of deaf CYP in resource provisions can often be
complex, and they are often at a much greater risk of
developing a language delay for an array of reasons, which
affects literacy and access to the curriculum as well as
impacts on social and emotional well-being and long term
outcomes. Helen reminded the attendees that QToDs now
have access to two new assessments: the Preschool
Language Scales (PLS) 5 and the CELF-5. QToDs can use
these assessments as part of the QToD language
assessment toolkit. Helen discussed further the CELF-5, a
standardised assessment of different features of both
expressive and receptive language. It has 14 components
and 11 separate tests that can be used independently. The
CELF-5 can be used with CYP aged 5 to 21 years.

The Association year to date
This article reflects on some BATOD key activities that took place before the new academic year

commenced
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Spotlight

The 2022/2023 academic year ended with the introductory
launch of the BATOD Audiology Refreshers resource. This
exciting new, digital, and free-to-access resource provides
QToDs, students on the MQ courses, support staff, and
other allied professionals working with deaf CYP, in the UK
and internationally, quick access to refresh their memory
of basic audiological knowledge and practices. 

This BATOD project began in May 2022 and was jointly
funded by William Dement and BATOD. DeafKidz
International (DKI) have been commissioned to co-ordinate
the project for BATOD, working in partnership with the
British Society of Audiology, the lead partner. The first
series of this resource was originally conceived by
Margaret Glasgow to ensure QToDs could access updated
information related to audiology, post qualification. The
original materials were published over several years in
issues of the BATOD Magazine. The resources were last
updated in 2009 so this project has offered the
opportunity to seek the views of QToDs and associated
professionals to help shape and lead this vital update.

Six working groups made up of dedicated chairs, co-chairs,
and experts working in deaf education, audiology, and
technology across the UK have been developing new and
updated content on:

Anatomy and physiology of the ear
www.batod.org.uk/resources-category/audiology-
refreshers/1-anatomy-and-physiology-of-the-ear

Aetiology and types of deafness
www.batod.org.uk/resources-category/audiology-
refreshers/2-aetiology-and-types-of-deafness

Auditory perception and hearing testing
www.batod.org.uk/resources-category/audiology-
refreshers/3-auditory-perception-and-hearing-testing

Acoustics and physics of sound
www.batod.org.uk/resources-category/audiology-
refreshers/4-acoustics-and-physics-of-sound

Listening skills and functional hearing
www.batod.org.uk/resources-category/audiology-
refreshers/5-listening-skills-and-functional-hearing

Hearing technologies
www.batod.org.uk/resources-category/audiology-
refreshers/6-hearing-technologies

On the 21st June 2023, BATOD and DeafKidz International
co-hosted a webinar to showcase the work to date
through an introductory launch presented by the leads of
the six working groups. This provided an opportunity for
QToDs to become familiar with the content ahead of the
new academic year, to support planning for professional
training delivery, coaching and mentoring. The webinar
also enabled students who are due to commence the
mandatory qualification course to pre-read this material as
background reading. The audiology refreshers resource
can be accessed from the BATOD website –
www.batod.org.uk/resources-category/audiology-
refreshers

Following on from the webinar, BATOD has been collecting
comments and feedback from professionals about the
content developed so far, through email and a post-
webinar survey (www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/66G7PB5) to
gather more in-depth feedback for analysis and future
development. The survey is live to 26th September. It has
15 questions and takes about five minutes to complete.
Your feedback would be welcomed too.

In addition, the six working groups will continue to
develop content for the resource, with plans for a full
launch on Tuesday 3rd October 3.30–5.00 pm. However,
the work will not stop here as BATOD will continue to
review and update the resources as practices and
technology develop. 

BATOD is looking forward to the new academic year
ahead. The year has commenced with a range of live
consultations, eg ‘Do disabled children and young people
have equal access to education and childcare? – New
inquiry and consultation’ (Wales), GCSE British Sign
Language (BSL) proposed subject content (England),
Ofqual’s proposed assessment arrangements for GCSEs in
BSL (England). 

We hope members have embraced the
opportunity to have your say in those
consultations. We thank members who
submitted feedback to the NICE ‘Otitis media
with effusion in under 12s’ consultation. The
guideline publication was published on the NICE
website in late August.

For further information about the work of
BATOD visit the website www.batod.org.uk ■
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Within the Language and Communication Team, we have
had a need to design bespoke learning packages for the
increasing numbers of international deaf learners that are
arriving within our provision, Oak Lodge School (OLS) (a
secondary specialist D/deaf school).

Our IDeaLs (International Deaf Learners) arrive at OLS from
all over the world for a variety of reasons (eg refugees,
relocation to the UK) and with wide-ranging competency
levels in their first sign language, from very little expressive
skills to some level of fluency in their first language.
However, our most common attendees are the IDeaLs
(teenagers) with severe language deprivation meaning they
arrive with some basic gestures and pointing, but don’t
have a first signed/spoken language. Some arrive stating
that they have ‘international signs’ but sometimes these
are just gestures and home-lect signs (signs that are
created in the home). They often have had very
little/inaccessible previous educational experience. 

Initially we have found the need to ascertain current
abilities/strengths. Undertaking BSL assessments would not
be appropriate as they do not have BSL, so we devised our
own bespoke ones. These are: 
1) To test cognitive processing, we ask them to sequence a

simple story (it cannot have any culturally-bound
inferences, so we use a story about a child crossing a river)

2) To test for understanding (or the potential to
understand) spatial language, we give a simple iconic
video of a ‘cup’ classifiers and matching pictures. 

If they have completed these successfully, then we move on
to:
3) A picture (inspired from the Test of Abstract Language

Comprehension (TALC) assessments) and a BSL user
signing the picture three different ways with clear
differences of negation, plurals, classifiers etc to test their
(potential) ability to identify iconic grammatical features. 

We also undertake a simple maths assessment to check
their numeracy skills. This is provided by the Specialist
Maths ToD.

When these assessments have been undertaken, we can
then design a bespoke timetable. We prioritise the need for
language immersion as well as many opportunities to
socialise with their peers as Olsen (2018) states the
importance of this. For some IDeaLs, we would keep them
within the IDeaL’s class before evaluating whether they are
able to undertake some lessons with their peers. Some of
the first subjects that we integrate them into are BSL,
Maths, Food Technology and Physical Education classes. 

Teaching resources for refugees are often designed for
spoken language refugees and assumed a first language
basis; not reflective of our IdeaLs. This is not uncommon as
Olsen (2018) states that specialist resources are not
available. There is also no data showing progress (ibid)

either so our bespoke program can only be evaluated on
the successful anecdotal stories that we have. 
For this reason, we have included a web link
(vimeo.com/860422533/0239658fb2?share=copy) showing
our IDeals stories on our school website for you to watch
(it has voice over so accessible to all). 

We support additional inclusion by placing them in an
appropriate pastoral group. Currently, we have integrated
four males into the sixth form group of eight where all but
one is an IDeaL (and all are male). The pastoral teacher is a
male Deaf QToD and the group has found that this has
been the perfect opportunity to ask him questions that
explore personal, social, health and economic education
(PSHE) topics. One particular area of surprise was the fact
that some couples were not married and still have children,
so this enables them to explore topics in an informal
setting amongst peers. This has been an essential element
to help them widen their knowledge of British culture and
values. They all share a love of sport which also helps. 

What have we learnt:
1) Inclusion within a signing environment is crucial.

Mainstreaming IDeaL teenagers with a communication
support worker (CSW) may not be an ideal learning
environment for late learners. Specialist language
teachers/multi-lingual BSL tutors are needed to navigate
language barriers.

2) Life skills are very limited; therefore, regular field trips
are essential.

3) Cultural conflicts are likely especially from countries
where equality and diversity are not embraced;
therefore, a specialist programme to support their
knowledge and acceptance into the British system is
essential. It is essential to have an informal safe
language environment (such as a pastoral group) with
an appropriate Deaf role model.

4) Many have been isolated their entire lives for many
reasons. These could include being in a non- signing
family, no school attendance, no involvement in the
Deaf community or never meeting another Deaf person.
Often, they have made decisions about the world
around them to be true: from watching media without
understanding of the context/genre: eg expecting to see
zombies in a graveyard at night. Therefore, we often
need to unpick their misconceptions of the world. 

5) For some of our IDeaLs, they have only had hearing
aids recently and so we need to support them in the
world by developing their listening skills. Due to no
shared language at home, this is something that
cannot be taught there.

6) We film the BSL learning undertaken during the day
(eg using the SWIVL recording device) or film straight into
‘Seesaw’ which is our secure learning platform. Our
IDeaLs are the most studious students and will review their

IDeaLs
Becky Fenton-Ree, Daniel Hogan and Karolis Jaškus provide an insight to their programme for

International Deaf Learners at Oak Lodge School
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learning in the evenings which expedites the learning.

7) We document the first time they ‘tease’ us. A common
one is that they’re not coming the next day because
they are off to a party! However, when they have this,
we feel that they are developing some theory of  mind
as they know something that we don’t know and so can
play along with the tease. When we see this in our
IDeaLs, we see it as a milestone.

8) We track progress using our adapted Fengray (BSL and
language communication) tracker so that we can track
and evaluate progress to ascertain when they are ready
to begin attending class.

9) Many have no Deaf identify and can feel ashamed of
their Deafness. It is imperative that they develop a sense
of Deaf identity for inclusion into the wider Deaf
community.

Teaching these students over the last three years has meant
we have successfully  developed strategies. 
As the numbers of IDeaLs are becoming increasingly
common, there is a need to share good practice to enable
them to prepare and integrate them into a British life.
Therefore, we will be holding a ‘Sharing Good Practice with
IDeaLs’  in the Autumn Term (2023). 
If you are interested in attending, please email
bsl@oaklodge.wandsworth.sch.uk ■

Becky Fenton-Ree is a Qualified and Registered Sign Language
Interpreter (postgraduate route), a QToD. She also holds an MA
(with Distinction) in ‘Materials Development for Language
Teaching’ and a Postgraduate Certificate of Higher Education
(PGCE). Becky has been signing since 1990 and currently works
part-time for Oak Lodge in the Language and Communication
Department. She also works as a freelance Interpreter. She oversees
and leads the IDeaLs program.

Daniel Hogan is a Deaf ToD (currently on the ToD course). He teaches maths and PE and is the pastoral teacher. Daniel is a
former international football player for England and Great Britain Deaf team. When he isn’t teaching or studying, he can be
found on the court as an assistant manager for the England Deaf International Futsal men’s team (EDIF). 

Karolis Jaškus is a Level 6 Deaf HLTA who teaches the IDeaLs and plans the trips. His knowledge of four signed languages
supports his communication and teaching with the IDeaLs. Karolis' is working towards becoming a BSL tutor.
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It all started in Year 3 at TDA Junior. It was
my first day. I felt nervous and confused but
then my teaching assistant came. I thought
she was a little bit weird because she was
waving her hands around like she was
trying to fly.

The first few weeks were really hard. The
other children found it easy to talk to each
other and make friends, but I found a
friend in my teaching assistant, Miss Small. I
was frustrated for a long time because I
couldn’t express or communicate what I
was thinking. I had all these feelings but no
words to connect them to, and I didn’t like
using my voice because I felt like I couldn’t
speak. The BSL alphabet was on the wall
and one day I felt so frustrated at not being
understood that I decided to try and
fingerspell what I was trying to say.

That was the moment that changed
everything…

Miss Small recently told me my first sign
was ‘sad’. There was a child on the
playground that was upset, and I wanted to
let someone know so they could help them.
I don’t remember this moment, but it is
interesting to know what my first sign was.

During lockdown, we had to do our lessons
on Zoom. I found this difficult because I
had no idea what was going on. I couldn’t
hear my teacher at all, and I didn’t know
enough sign language to understand
anything Miss Small was trying to explain. I
felt really upset. We did a few 1:1 Zoom
sessions so she could teach me some basic
signs to help me when I returned to school.

In Year 4, I started to understand more
signs, but I didn’t feel confident enough to
communicate through sign myself. To help
me practise, I spent Tuesday afternoons
with a girl in Year 6 who wanted to learn
BSL. I connected with some deaf pen pals
through a project run by the National Deaf
Children’s Society (NDCS) and we would
send weekly videos and letters to each
other. I also made a deaf friend at another
local school. We would video call at school
in the afternoon and play games like
hangman. I was so excited when I finally
got to meet him in real life at the ‘Teddy
Bears Picnic’. That was the best day. I felt so
happy because the children were deaf and

My Deaf world
Natalia Hrickova describes her experiences in her communication journey through mainstream

education*

Me and Miss Small

PenPals
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used sign! We had so much
fun playing games, colouring
a giant bear, and decorating
cupcakes.

Another way I practised my
signing and improved my
confidence was through
performance. I signed
‘Walking in the air’ from
‘The Snowman’ to my class
and performed a BSL
interpretation of a piece of
poetry written by children
from my class as part of a
dance display in the park. I
enjoyed the performance at
the park because I got to do
it with my Year 6 friend and
watch the dancers.

By the end of Year 4, I had
become inquisitive about
other deaf people and the
deaf world. My passion for
sign language was growing
and I started to realise there were things I wanted to
change. I didn’t like wearing my radio aid and found it
much easier to learn through sign. I also began to notice
how different friendships were when they knew some BSL.

In Year 5, I was excited to see my deaf friends again when
we were invited to their school for the NDCS bus visit. One
of the men on the bus had a hearing dog and I wanted to
know its name. I felt too nervous to ask him but Miss
Small said “You must do this. Remember, sign
confidence!” So, I was brave and asked the man. He
fingerspelled the dog’s name to me and then showed me
its sign name.

In October last year, the school held a competition for
‘Black History Month’. All the children were given the
option to do a presentation on a person of their choice. I
chose to do my presentation about Andrew Foster, the first
African American to attend America’s deaf university,
‘Gallaudet’. I did my presentation as a fully signed and
captioned video with my friend from my class, who had
been learning BSL. We were both really proud of our
presentation.

Lots of my friends and other children at school are now
learning BSL, which makes me feel happy. I am in charge
of ‘BSL club’ where people can learn the alphabet,
numbers, colours, animals, food and drink, feelings, and
questions. When they are ready, I have a ‘voice-off’
conversation with them. If I think they are showing a good
level of skills, I give them a badge and lanyard. This helps
the teachers to know who can support me with
communication, it helps me to know who I can
communicate in sign with on the playground and creates
discussion, spreading awareness about deafness and BSL.

Recently, Miss Small persuaded me to enter a competition
called ‘Be the change’. It was run by the National Literacy

Trust in association with ‘Wicked Writers’. Children all over
the country were encouraged to “Write about a cause
important to them, raising awareness and support to fight
social injustice”. At first I wasn’t sure I could do it, but one
day I was feeling really sad and overwhelmed and decided
that I wanted to use my experiences to change the world.

Miss Small helped me to write down my thoughts and

Andrew Foster Presentation

Natalia Hrickova entry 
– Magic Hands
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feelings about my experiences as a
deaf child in a hearing world and we
submitted the final draft to the
competition. I wanted to share my
work in assembly, but I wanted to do
it in ‘my’ language ‘British Sign
Language’. It was the first time I had
translated something from English
into BSL and I was excited but very
nervous in case I couldn’t remember it
all. The whole school watched in
silence. My legs were shaking and I
felt a little bit sick, but I was brave and
courageous. Miss Small asked if there
was anyone who hadn’t understood
what I was signing. Everyone put their
hands up. She explained to them that
this is how I feel every day when
people are speaking and I can’t hear
what they are saying. I felt quite smug
(just kidding – but I did feel slightly
amused). Afterwards, I signed it again
and Miss Small voiced what I was
saying. Everyone was emotional and I
felt really proud of myself. I recorded
myself signing my competition entry

and the school posted it on social
media. My video got lots of views and
I was so excited to find out that the
chief executive officer (CEO) of the
British Deaf Association (BDA) had
retweeted and commented to say how
beautiful it was! I felt famous!

Waiting to find out who had won the
competition was nerve wracking. It felt
like I was waiting forever. Then the day
came. Mrs Burks, Head of TDA Juniors,
called Miss Small up to the front of
assembly, and I was confused as to
why she was talking about me. When
she called me up, my legs started
shaking again and then she told me
that I had won one of the prizes for my
piece of writing. I won some free
books for the school and tickets for 30
of the children in Year 5 to go to
London and watch Wicked the
musical. The first question I asked Miss
Small was “Will there be an
interpreter?” She said yes! I can’t wait
to go on the train to London to watch
the green lady! In December last year,
we went to watch a live BSL
interpreted performance of The
Nutcracker and The Snowman at a
local theatre. This was the first time I
had ever seen an interpreter on stage,
so I am excited to see a West End
performance with an interpreter!

Wicked Writers competition

Natalia’s trip to see Wicked
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When I grow up, I want to be a teaching assistant and
mentor for deaf children. If I could change the world, I
would make sure that everyone has the opportunity to
learn sign language so that no children have to feel alone
or like they can’t learn the same things as hearing children.
If I could talk to Rishi Sunak, the Prime Minister of the
United Kingdom, I would ask him to make sure that every
deaf child has a teaching assistant who signs with them.

BSL has changed my life. It has given me access to
education and opened up my world. It has also helped
improve my confidence as a deaf person. I have developed
a curiosity about language and a newfound love of
reading because BSL has given me the ability to imagine

and visualise the words on the pages. I even dream in BSL
now! I feel lucky to have a teaching assistant who uses
sign and I strongly believe every deaf child should
have this chance. ■

* All thoughts and feelings have been expressed by Natalia herself through various forms of communication including British Sign
Language (BSL), spoken word, and some writing. Natalia has the capacity to express deep thoughts in BSL, but she cannot yet
confidently articulate or write these in English. This piece has been translated into written English by Natalia’s teaching assistant, Miss
Emma Small, who has been working with her since she joined the Thomas Deacon Academy (TDA) in Year 3. After reading the article,
Natalia was happy that the translation authentically encompassed her perspective.

Natalia Hrickova, (sign name –
‘Beautiful’), is a student at the
Thomas Deacon Academy,
Peterborough.

“There are so many more things we could have added [to this article], but I would just like to say on my own behalf,
that one of the best moments for me, was seeing the wonder in Natalia's face when she stepped into Nova Primary
Academy (Deaf Hub) for the first time and realised everyone was signing. I was blown away when she fearlessly
initiated a conversation with one of the parents. Seeing her journey up to that point and knowing where she had
started made that moment so unbelievably special. It is one I will never forget. These opportunities and interactions
have been integral to the development of her deaf identity and sense of belonging and demonstrate to me the
importance of deaf role models for those children navigating a hearing world.”

(Quote from Natalia's teaching assistant, Miss Emma Small)
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Background
The British Sign Language (BSL) Toolkit for practitioners
emerged from the findings of focus groups, interviews,
and an online survey with deaf and hearing parents carried
out by Education Scotland. Data from this highlighted a
need for practitioners to have a greater understanding of
the barriers that deaf parents encounter when trying to
support the learning of their deaf and/or hearing
child(ren). In order to address these findings, it was agreed
that Education Scotland and BSL colleagues from the
British Deaf Association and Edinburgh University should
collaborate on the development of a toolkit. This would be
for practitioners who work with deaf children and young
people, their families, and parents who use BSL and Tactile
BSL in education.

Scotland is one of the few countries to have legislation on
involving and engaging parents in their children’s learning.
The vital role that parents play in children’s learning and
development is recognised in research and throughout the
Scottish Schools (Parental Involvement) Act 2006 and
accompanying Statutory Guidance. Supporting and
equipping all parents and families to capitalise on their
child(ren)’s opportunities for learning is key to raising
attainment and closing the poverty-related attainment
gap. In order to achieve this, it became evident that it was
necessary to build the capacity of practitioners who work
with parents and families. By doing so, this would further
build on the work Education Scotland has already
undertaken for the 2017–23 BSL National Plan
(www.gov.scot/publications/british-sign-language-bsl-
national-plan-2017-2023) through
developing case studies for practitioners, and
providing information to help parents who
use BSL get more involved in their child’s
learning (Actions 20, 21). Since rich data
and intelligence had already been gathered
by Education Scotland during this process,
this could then be used to inform the
Toolkit. Given that this falls within
Beverley’s remit at Education Scotland and
her area of expertise, it was a natural next
step for her to take the lead on this very
important piece of work
(education.gov.scot/resources/bsl-
toolkit-for-practitioners).

Education Scotland has a key role in
supporting the implementation and
communication of policies, key
documents, and advice on a range of
topics to settings, schools, and
stakeholders. One of Education

Scotland’s greatest privileges and strengths is to be able to
work in partnership with settings, schools, local
authorities, government, third sector and national
organisations, and research institutes. Partnering with the
British Deaf Association Scotland, University of Edinburgh,
and the Scottish Government resulted in a toolkit that is
meaningful, informed, and something that Scotland can
be proud to lead the way on. The range of expertise and
knowledge working on this document extended across a
number of relevant topics. These include research,
statistics, deaf identity, deaf culture, policy, and of course,
the needs identified by parents and practitioners
themselves about what was required as a next step to
improve outcomes for deaf/hearing children, young people
and their families in Scotland.

Following approximately nine months of developing the
Toolkit and consulting widely on the draft versions, it was
exciting to be able to publish the final document in
October 2022 to coincide with the seventh anniversary of
the British Sign Language (Scotland) Act 2015. All
members of the working group would like to acknowledge
the support and encouragement from settings, schools,
local authorities, education professionals, and national
organisations, who so willingly took the time to provide
feedback during the development phase of the Toolkit.
This is particularly appreciated given that the nation and
indeed the world was still living and working under the
constraints and effects of the Covid-19 pandemic.
Information provided by parents, children, Qualified
Teachers of Deaf Children and Young People (QToDs),
headteachers of deaf schools/resource bases, deaf

teachers, and BSL teachers has all helped shape
Scotland’s first British Sign
Language Toolkit.

Prior to the development of the
Toolkit, the British Sign Language
(Scotland) Act came into force in
2015 followed by the National
BSL Plan in 2018. Local authorities
were asked to consider the actions
in the National Plan and create
their own local BSL Plan. Many
local authorities adopted a
template approach and funding
was made available to interpret the
local Plans into BSL.

Much of the discussion and
consultation with deaf parents
leading up to the BSL Bill and then
the first National BSL Plan showed
that they had varying access to their

Scottish BSL Toolkit
Beverley Ferguson, Rachel O’Neill, and Helen Morgans-Wenhold share an insight into the

development of the new British Sign Language (BSL) Toolkit for practitioners in early learning and

childcare settings and schools to support all deaf children, young people, and their families
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child(ren)’s schools. See links below:
BDA-Scot-Govt-Consultation-paper-review-empo-tech-
communities-equ-edu-jan-2017.pdf
BDA_Scotland_-_Education_Submission_Report-April-
2015.pdf
Consultation on the Draft BSL National Plan 2017-2023 –
Scotland

This therefore became a focal point in the local authority
Plans. Councils often had phrases such as “Take forward
advice developed by Education Scotland to (a) improve the
way that teachers engage effectively with parents who use
BSL and (b) ensure that parents who use BSL know how
they can get further involved in their child’s education”. The
BSL Toolkit, as well as the case study materials developed
by Education Scotland, allowed schools to see some
positive and recommended examples for the first time.

Through research carried out by Rachel at Edinburgh
University and Dr Rob Wilks from Cardiff University, the
impact of the first National BSL Plan on the education of
deaf children in Scotland was evaluated in Consortium for
Research into Deaf Education (CRIDE) report 2021
(www.ndcs.org.uk/media/7791/cride-2021-scotland-
report-final.pdf). Findings from the research showed that
few local authorities looked at how deaf children are
taught in BSL. As work is currently underway to develop
the next six-year National BSL Plan, it is anticipated that
deaf children’s learning in schools will be a key focus.

From the 2021 CRIDE report, we know that in Scotland
there were 705 severely and profoundly deaf children. Of
these, 327 were using either BSL, Sign Supported English
(SSE), or some other combination in school (46.4%). It is
likely that some moderately or mildly deaf children may be
taught in BSL, and that some children taught using speech
at school may have BSL as a home language. However, this
gives us some indication of the potential size of the group
of children who could learn using BSL. Some deaf children
are classified as being SSE users because of the language
policy of the school service, but many will be using BSL.

Given the findings of the CRIDE report, we decided to
broaden the scope of the BSL Toolkit so that it could be
used by a wider range of audiences. These include deaf
parents, teachers in schools where there are deaf parents
of hearing or deaf children, QToDs, and deaf young people
themselves.

In addition to the groups mentioned above, it is clear that
an area requiring further attention is provision targeted at
the many hearing parents of deaf children. The vast
majority of these have little or no experience or knowledge
of BSL before learning that their child is deaf. There is a
specific need for materials tailored to addressing these
parents – introducing them to BSL, carefully explaining
the role it can play in their child’s development, identity
and livelihood, and engaging them in taking appropriate
steps to establish a firm foundation in learning and
using the language at home. There is a groundswell of
action around the UK aimed at convincing the relevant
authorities everywhere that support for these parents

must be put in place. Scotland’s BSL Toolkit contains
material that can become a valuable part of this response
to their needs.

One of the most significant pieces of advice in the BSL
Toolkit concerns the levels of BSL needed by QToDs. All
over the UK, the current minimum guidance is Level 1
Signature (Scottish Curriculum Qualification Framework
[SCQF] Level 4). However, by comparison, this would not
be a level suitable for anyone wanting to teach in a
modern language capacity. The BSL Toolkit therefore sets
out the expectations that QToDs working with signing
pupils would have BSL SCQF 6 (or BSL Level 3) as a
minimum qualification level.

Discussions about the levels of fluency required to
communicate in BSL emerged not only from the focus
groups, interviews, and online survey but also from
research and the partnership working with national deaf
organisations. To address this need, the Toolkit identifies
that not only is ongoing training for staff in local
authorities crucial, but staff should also be aiming for
SCQF 10 (Signature Level 6) as this is an undergraduate
level and will allow them to have real fluency in BSL.

Further findings from the data identified the challenges
that hearing parents have in being able to communicate
effectively with their deaf children and vice versa. This
may be due to them not having the opportunity to learn
BSL systematically over time in or near where they live.
Having early access to language both at school and in the
home environment, positively influences children and
supports the development of their brain and cognitive
function. Achieving this will require parents to have the
opportunity to learn BSL and for deaf children to receive
between 10–15 hours a week of immersion in BSL in the
0–5 age group. The Toolkit contains bold and ambitious
plans to improve the outcomes of deaf children and
young people.

Having launched the Toolkit, four online webinars were
then organised to reach out to different audiences and
raise awareness of the new resource. These were held in
March, April, May, and June 2023 and were attended by
over 100 deaf/hearing practitioners, parents, and young
people. The sessions introduced the Toolkit and also
covered the topics: workforce development, working
with deaf parents, using reflective questions in the
Toolkit, working effectively with deaf/hearing colleagues,
available support in Scotland, practical support for
parents, understanding your rights as deaf children and
young people, and staying connected with friends.
Additionally, the sessions provided an opportunity for
practitioners to discuss emerging issues, successes, and
approaches within their setting, school, and local
authority area.

Scotland is at an exciting stage in its work on BSL. While
much has been achieved since the introduction of the
British Sign Language (Scotland) Act 2015 and the
National Plan, further work is still required. In addition to
the development of the next National Plan, decisions are
required on the actions and goals needed to ensure that
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Scotland is the best place in the world for BSL users to
learn, live, work, and visit.

Beverley Ferguson works in Education Scotland, an
executive agency of the Scottish Government. Education
Scotland’s role is to promote innovation and change in the
education system, from early years onwards.

As Education Officer, Beverley’s role involves planning,
managing and delivering national, regional and local
priorities across all sectors of education. Working closely
with Scottish Government colleagues, local authorities,
stakeholders and national parenting organisations,

Beverley contributes to education policy development. She
provides expert knowledge and advice to promote cultural
change and improvement in line with current educational
policy. Developing and delivering ongoing support and
resources to practitioners across Scotland, to meet needs is
also a key part of her job. Beverley is responsible for the
strategic development of the Parentzone Scotland website.
Decisions and actions for this role are based on evidence
drawn from a diverse range of research and advice. 
The ability to understand the limitations of evidence and
balance risk against outcomes, using succinct analysis, is
crucial. ■

Beverley has a lot of experience of working with parents and
young people. She has had a wide and varied career across
higher education institutions, local government, the Scottish
Prison Service and the private sector. Beverley is a firm believer
that parents can and do make a real difference in their
children’s learning journey. This is a contributing and
motivating factor that drives all of her work!

Rachel O'Neill is a senior lecturer in deaf education at the University of Edinburgh where she teaches on the
Postgraduate Diploma to qualify teachers of deaf children. Her research interests include language policies, literacies
and bilingual education.

Helen Morgans-Wenhold works for BDA Scotland funded via the Scottish Government to support Local Authorities
and Public Bodies to promote the use of BSL across Scotland and to support the Deaf communities of Scotland to
achieve greater equity via the BSL (Scotland) Act 2015.
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How many languages do you know? And how
fluent are you in each of them?
This allows you to self-assess against the Common
European Languages Framework. Table 1 is used for any
spoken language, though it also looks at literacy skills.
Table 2 is about BSL, though if you have another signed
language, you can also substitute another language name
for BSL, such as Irish Sign Language (ISL).

Look at the Table 1 about English and put a tick in the cells
which apply to you. If you have more than one spoken
language, establish a colour code for each language. This
will build up a profile of your strengths in each language.
It is unusual for people to be completely balanced
bilinguals, and we also use one language more in some
contexts such as informal or family ones.

Now look at Table 2 about BSL and again tick the cells
which apply to you. This is the most general level of signed
language descriptors. There is a lot more detail in the
Leeson et al. document which you can find online if you

are interested. You can use this figure below to check
what your certificated level of BSL is. It may not be the
same as your self-assessed level.

Now write down some statements about the levels you
think you are at with your languages. For example: I think
my level for BSL is A2. I think my average level for English
is C1.

Reflect on your language resources and your role as a
teacher of deaf children. Being multilingual is a real asset
in this job because our pupils have varying language
backgrounds.

How can you improve your levels of spoken, written or
signed language?

This is about maximising opportunities to interact with fluent
language users and with complex texts in the target
language.

Make yourself an action plan about some specific actions
you could take to reach your targets.

Self-assessing your own use of
languages for Teachers of Deaf Learners
Rachel O'Neill granted permission for a re-print of this resource that was originally published on the

Scottish Sensory Centre website resources page  

SQA Signature Institute
BSL CEFR Language 

learning terms

SCQF 1

1

2 Al Breakthrough

3 F8YO 09 BSL 
Introduction

Entry A2 Preliminary

4 H3PA10 BSL 
Level 1

Level 1: 101/102/103 Level1 B1 Intermediate

5 H3PA11 BSL 
Level 2 

Level 2:201/202/203 Level 2 B2 Advanced

6 H3PA12 BSL 
Level 3

H4Y533 Varied BSL Level 3:320/321/322 Level 3 Cl Proficiency

7 H4Y634 Extended BSL Level 4 C2 Mastery

8 GE6Y48: PDA BSL
Studies

Level4: 420/421/422

9 Level 6: 601/602 
Level 6

10 Level 6: 601/602 
Level 6

Figure 1:
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A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6

I can recognise
familiar words
and very basic
phrases
concerning
myself, my family
and immediate
concrete
surroundings
when people
speak slowly and
clearly.

I can understand
phrases and the
highest frequency
vocabulary related
to areas of most
immediate
personal relevance
(e.g. very basic
personal and
family information,
shopping, local
area,
employment). I
can catch the main
point in short,
clear, simple
messages and
announcements

I can understand
the main points of
clear standard
speech on familiar
matters regularly
encountered in
work, school,
leisure, etc. I can
understand the
main point of many
radio or TV
programmes on
current affairs or
topics of personal
or professional
interest when the
delivery is relatively
slow and clear.

I can understand
extended speech and
lectures and follow
even complex lines of
argument provided
the topic is
reasonably familiar. I
can understand most
TV news and current
affairs programmes. I
can understand the
majority of films in
standard dialect

I can understand
extended speech
even when it is
not clearly
structured and
when
relationships are
only implied and
not signalled
explicitly. I can
understand
television
programmes and
films without too
much effort.

I have no difficulty
in understanding
any kind of spoken
language, whether
live or broadcast,
even when
delivered at fast
native speed,
provided I have
some time to get
familiar with the
accent.

I can understand
familiar names,
words and very
simple sentences,
for example on
notices and
posters or in
catalogues.

I can read very
short, simple texts.
I can find specific,
predictable
information in
simple everyday
material such as
advertisements,
prospectuses,
menus and
timetables and I
can understand
short simple
personal letters.

I can understand
texts that consist
mainly of high
frequency everyday
or job-related
language. I can
understand the
description of
events, feelings and
wishes in personal
letters.

I can read articles
and reports
concerned with
contemporary
problems in which
the writers adopt
particular attitudes or
viewpoints. I can
understand
contemporary literary
prose.

I can understand
long and complex
factual and
literary texts,
appreciating
distinctions of
style. I can
understand
specialised articles
and longer
technical
instructions, even
when they do not
relate to my field

I can read with ease
virtually all forms of
the written
language, including
abstract, structurally
or linguistically
complex texts such
as manuals,
specialised articles
and literary works
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Table 1: Common European Languages Framework

Target How achieved Dates achieved/
review comments

I need to improve my receptive skills in BSL
in formal and informal contexts. I need to
get them up to B2 level.

I am friends with Trevor who is a very fluent BSL user so I
will see if I can meet up with him at least once a month. I
can offer a skills swap because I know he wants ongoing
advice on sorting out his garden.
I will attend Edsign lectures online this year and any other
formal BSL presentations I can find online.

Review in 2 months

I need to improve my reading of academic
texts in English. I think I should be able to
get to C2 level for reading.

I will have a go at using the Reading form for course readings
because that will help me improve my comprehension. I will
set up a technical terms glossary for myself on my computer
to keep track of all the new terminology and academic
terms. I will listen to podcasts and radio 4 programmes about
language topics because I think this will help my reading
comprehension too.

Review in 2 months

On my mum's side of the family, Arabic is a
heritage language. I can use it at about A2
level, only in speaking and listening. I would
like to get this up to B2 level eventually
because we do have Arabic speaking
families regularly on our caseload. I am not
so worried about the reading and writing.

I will spend more time with my aunties and my mum when
they are together as they speak Arabic between themselves. I
will find other Arabic speaking professionals in my local
authority – there is a Speech and Language Therapist. I will
see if I can shadow her when she is working with Arabic
speaking children. I would like to be able to assess deaf
children’s spoken Arabic levels – but this may take some time.

Review in 2 months

For example:

Table 1 continued overleaf
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I can recognise
familiar words
and very basic
phrases
concerning
myself, my family
and immediate
concrete
surroundings
when people
speak slowly and
clearly.

I can understand
phrases and the
highest frequency
vocabulary related
to areas of most
immediate
personal relevance
(e.g. very basic
personal and
family information,
shopping, local
area,
employment). I can
catch the main
point in short,
clear, simple
messages and
announcements

I can understand
the main points of
clear standard
speech on familiar
matters regularly
encountered in
work, school,
leisure, etc. I can
understand the
main point of many
radio or TV
programmes on
current affairs or
topics of personal
or professional
interest when the
delivery is relatively
slow and clear.

I can understand
extended speech and
lectures and follow
even complex lines of
argument provided
the topic is
reasonably familiar. I
can understand most
TV news and current
affairs programmes. I
can understand the
majority of films in
standard dialect

I can understand
extended speech
even when it is
not clearly
structured and
when
relationships are
only implied and
not signalled
explicitly. I can
understand
television
programmes and
films without too
much effort.

I have no difficulty
in understanding
any kind of spoken
language, whether
live or broadcast,
even when
delivered at fast
native speed,
provided I have
some time to get
familiar with the
accent.

I can understand
familiar names,
words and very
simple sentences,
for example on
notices and
posters or in
catalogues.

I can read very
short, simple texts.
I can find specific,
predictable
information in
simple everyday
material such as
advertisements,
prospectuses,
menus and
timetables and I
can understand
short simple
personal letters.

I can understand
texts that consist
mainly of high
frequency everyday
or job-related
language. I can
understand the
description of
events, feelings and
wishes in personal
letters.

I can read articles
and reports
concerned with
contemporary
problems in which
the writers adopt
particular attitudes or
viewpoints. I can
understand
contemporary literary
prose.

I can understand
long and complex
factual and
literary texts,
appreciating
distinctions of
style. I can
understand
specialised articles
and longer
technical
instructions, even
when they do not
relate to my field

I can read with ease
virtually all forms of
the written
language, including
abstract, structurally
or linguistically
complex texts such
as manuals,
specialised articles
and literary works

I can interact in
a simple way
provided the
other person is
prepared to
repeat or
rephrase things
at a slower rate
of speech and
help me
formulate what
I'm trying to say.
I can ask and
answer simple
questions in
areas of
immediate need
or on very
familiar topics.

I can
communicate in
simple and
routine tasks
requiring a simple
and direct
exchange of
information on
familiar topics
and activities.
I can handle very
short social
exchanges, even
though I can't
usually
understand
enough to keep
the conversation
going myself.

I can deal with
most situations
likely to arise
whilst travelling in
an area where the
language is
spoken. I can
enter unprepared
into conversation
on topics that are
familiar, of
personal interest
or pertinent to
everyday life (e.g.
family, hobbies,
work, travel and
current events).

I can interact with a
degree of fluency
and spontaneity
that makes regular
interaction with
native speakers
quite possible. I can
take an active part
in discussion in
familiar contexts,
accounting for and
sustaining my views.

I can express
myself fluently
and
spontaneously
without much
obvious
searching for
expressions.
I can use
language flexibly
and effectively
for social and
professional
purposes. I can
formulate ideas
and opinions
with precision
and relate my
contribution
skilfully to those
of other
speakers.

I can take part
effortlessly in any
conversation or
discussion and
have a good
familiarity with
idiomatic
expressions and
colloquialisms.
I can express
myself fluently and
convey finer
shades of meaning
precisely. If I do
have a problem
I can backtrack
and restructure
around the
difficulty so
smoothly that
other people are
hardly aware of it.

I can use simple
phrases and
sentences to
describe where
I live and people
I know.

I can use a series
of phrases and
sentences to
describe in simple
terms my family
and other people,
living conditions,
my educational
background and
my present or
most recent job.

I can connect
phrases in a simple
way in order to
describe
experiences and
events, my
dreams, hopes
and ambitions.
I can briefly give
reasons and
explanations for
opinions and
plans. I can narrate
a story or relate
the plot of a book
or film and
describe my
reactions.

     I can present clear,
detailed descriptions
on a wide range of
subjects related to
my field of interest.
I can explain a
viewpoint on a
topical issue giving
the advantages and
disadvantages of
various options.

I can present
clear, detailed
descriptions of
complex subjects
integrating
sub-themes,
developing
particular points
and rounding off
with an
appropriate
conclusion.

I can present a
clear, smoothly-
flowing description
or argument in a
style appropriate
to the context and
with an effective
logical structure
which helps the
recipient to notice
and remember
significant points.

I can write a
short, simple
postcard, for
example
sending holiday
greetings. I can
fill in forms with
personal details,
for example
entering my
name,
nationality and
address on a
hotel
registration
form.

I can write short,
simple notes and
messages relating
to matters in
areas of
immediate needs.
I can write a very
simple personal
letter, for
example thanking
someone for
something.

I can write simple
connected text on
topics which are
familiar or of
personal interest.
I can write
personal letters
describing
experiences and
impressions.

I can write clear,
detailed text on a
wide range of
subjects related to
my interests. I can
write an essay or
report, passing on
information or
giving reasons in
support of or
against a particular
point of view. 
I can write letters
highlighting the
personal
significance of
events and
experiences.

I can express
myself in clear,
well-structured
text, expressing
points of view at
some length. I
can write about
complex subjects
in a letter, an
essay or a report,
underlining what
I consider to be
the salient
issues. I can
select style
appropriate to
the reader in
mind.

I can write clear,
smoothly-flowing
text in an
appropriate style.
I can write
complex letters,
reports or articles
which present a
case with an
effective logical
structure which
helps the recipient
to notice and
remember
significant points.
I can write
summaries and
reviews of
professional or
literary works.

Sign communication
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Table 1: Common European Languages Framework continued
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Table 2: Common Reference Levels: Global Scale for British Sign Language
Adapted from Leeson et al. (2016) Sign Languages and the Common European Framework for Languages
(https://www.ecml.at/ECML-Programme/Programme2012-2015/ProSign/tabid/1752/Default.aspx). Prosign.

Proficient
User

C2
Can understand with ease virtually all BSL. Can summarise information from different sources and
reconstruct arguments and accounts in a coherent presentation. Can express yourself spontaneously, very
fluently and precisely, differentiating nuances of meaning even in more complex situations.

C1

Can understand a wide range of demanding, longer BSL texts, and recognise implicit meaning. Can
express yourself fluently and spontaneously without much obvious searching for expressions. Can use
language flexibly and effectively for social, academic and professional purposes. Can produce clear, well-
structured, detailed BSL on complex subjects, showing controlled use of organisational patterns,
connectors and cohesive devices.

Independent
User

B2

Can understand the main ideas of complex BSL on both concrete and abstract topics, including technical
discussions in their field of specialisation. Can interact with a degree of fluency and spontaneity that
makes regular interaction with native/proficient signers quite possible without strain for either party. Can
produce clear, detailed BSL on a wide range of subjects and explain a viewpoint on a topical issue giving
the advantages and disadvantages of various options.

B1

I can take part effortlessly in any conversation or discussion and have a good familiarity with idiomatic
expressions and colloquialisms. I can express myself fluently and convey finer shades of meaning precisely. If
I do have a problem I can backtrack and restructure around the difficulty so smoothly that other people are
hardly aware of it.

Basic User

A2

I can take part effortlessly in any conversation or discussion and have a good familiarity with idiomatic
expressions and colloquialisms. I can express myself fluently and convey finer shades of meaning precisely. If
I do have a problem I can backtrack and restructure around the difficulty so smoothly that other people are
hardly aware of it.

A1

I can take part effortlessly in any conversation or discussion and have a good familiarity with idiomatic
expressions and colloquialisms. I can express myself fluently and convey finer shades of meaning precisely. If
I do have a problem I can backtrack and restructure around the difficulty so smoothly that other people are
hardly aware of it.

Rachel O’Neill is the Deputy Head
of Institute for Education,
Teaching  and Leadership (IETL)/
Senior Lecturer in Deaf Education
at the University of Edinburgh.
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BATOD publishes a newsletter 
at least twice a term via
Mailchimp. 

Are you receiving them? Is your
membership email contact up to date? 
If not, please contact Teresa Quail via
exec@batod.org.uk

Please note if your email address is no
longer valid your BATOD membership
will bepaused.

www.batod.org.uk
Log in and go to account
details



The staff and pupils at Windsor Park School in Falkirk were
ecstatic that one of our exceptional secondary pupils,
Morgan Dobbie, aged 16, won the Jock Young Award this
session. The Jock Young Award, presented by the British
Deaf Association (BDA), is one that recognises a single
deaf young person in Scotland each year for achievements
in at least one of the following categories – educational,
sporting, personal skills, promoting Scottish culture, and
role model. The award is named after Jock Young, a British
deaf rights campaigner, who had a passion for helping
deaf children and young people to overcome barriers to
succeed.

Jock Young was born in Glasgow and was educated at the
Glasgow Institute for the Deaf. After leaving school he

worked as an apprentice for a shoemaker and later
worked for Singer and Rolls Royce. He then changed
career path and worked as a Youth and Community
Officer for the Glasgow and West of Scotland Society of
the Deaf and was later employed as a Social Work
Assistant for the Edinburgh and East of Scotland Deaf
Society until he retired in 1991.

In 1983 Jock Young became the Chair of the BDA, the first
deaf person ever to be elected as chair. He also helped to
set up what is now known as the European Union of the
Deaf in 1985. Jock Young received an Order of the British
Empire (OBE) in 1992 for his services to the Deaf
community. The Jock Young Award means his legacy will
live on and is given to young deaf people who have been
recognised for their achievements.

Morgan was unanimously nominated for the award in the
Educational and Personal Skills categories. Staff recognised
the extensive effort Morgan applies to everything she
attempts and the noticeably increased confidence she has
shown over the last few years.

Morgan is a kind, friendly, and hard-working pupil; her
compassionate and enthusiastic personality is immediately
evident to all. Morgan has attended Windsor Park School
from the age of five and it has been a pleasure to watch
her embrace new opportunities and overcome challenges.
In S3 (third year, ie Year 10 in England and Wales and Year
11 in Northern Ireland), Morgan was an active member of
the Falkirk Children and Young People’s group. She
confidently shared information from these meetings with
Windsor Park peers at the Student Improvement Group
meetings. Morgan was also a well-respected participant in
the mainstream school’s Changemakers group. She
recognised the difficulties deaf pupils were facing hearing
Tannoy announcements in the mainstream school. Morgan
created a video that allowed deaf pupils to access the
messages visually and effectively. Morgan proudly
represented pupils in eco activities and recorded a video
describing the importance of learning about climate
change. This informative and encapsulating video was
shown to all at the Scottish Learning Festival in September.

In November 2022, we were delighted to welcome Moira
Ross from the BDA to Windsor Park, along with Lilian
Lawson, Jock Young’s wife, to present the award to
Morgan. Her family, peers, and staff all joined Morgan on
this joyous occasion, where Morgan's continuous hard
work and determination were celebrated in the
presentation of the Jock Young Award.

Since winning this impressive award, Morgan has
continued to go from strength to strength in S4. Receiving
the Jock Young Award has given Morgan a tremendous
boost, recognising her achievements and successes as well
as emphasising how proud family and staff at Windsor
Park are of her. She has continued being a member of the

Jock Young Award winner 
Susan McIntosh, Deputy Head Teacher, introduces Morgan Dobbie an inspiring young deaf role model
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Lilian Lawson, Jock Young’s wife, presenting the award to
Morgan

Morgan Debbie



Falkirk Children and
Young People’s
group and happily
sharing information
with peers. Morgan
has learned barista
skills in her
hospitality course
and has grown
hugely in confidence.
With these newly
developed barista
skills, Morgan has
volunteered in the
new school café,
enthusiastically
making drinks and
always serving
customers with a
smile on her face.
Morgan also had an
extremely successful
work experience
placement in the
Forth Valley Sensory
Centre café,
receiving outstanding
reports from her
employers. Morgan
was complimented
on her friendliness
and her ability to
communicate with
deaf and blind
people.

Throughout S4,
Morgan regularly
visited the local
school nursery to
read books to the
children and
completed a work
experience placement within the nursery. As always, staff
were full of praise for her commendable attitude. With her
ever-increasing confidence and independence Morgan was
able to attend the work placement without any support
from staff.

This year, Morgan has taught British Sign Language (BSL)
to her peers as part of her Disability Sports course and
shown confidence in demonstrating sports to people of all
ages through her Young Leaders programme. Morgan
continues to be a dedicated helper at our BSL Club, which
mainstream staff and pupils attend to learn BSL. This
involved a thoroughly entertaining and excellent
performance at the school Christmas concert. Morgan also
delivered presentations on deaf awareness to our local
primary seven pupils, being an excellent role model to
peers.

Morgan has now started S5 and has been accepted onto a

school partnership course with Forth Valley College,
studying childcare. She is supported by a Windsor Park
teacher but has shown her increased skills in
independence. Morgan continues to thrive and develop in
all areas she works in, and we are so very proud of the
young woman she is becoming. ■

See the video announcing Morgan as the winner here:
https://m.facebook.com/100064931614380/videos/180924
0802775096/?__so__=permalink
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Susan McIntosh is a Deputy Head
Teacher at the Windsor Park
School and Sensory Service.

Award presentation

Jock Young Award Winner 2022
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Sign language is a visual language that uses hands,
shapes, movements, and facial expressions to
communicate words and sentences. In Britain, the most
commonly used sign language is called British Sign
Language (BSL). BSL is a rich and varied language, which
has its own grammatical arrangement and syntax, and is
structured completely differently to English. For
example,
– in spoken English you would say ‘My name is Kristy’.
– in BSL it’s, ‘Name me Kristy’.

Following many years of campaigning by the Deaf
community, a bill was passed in Parliament in April
2022, formally recognising BSL as an official language.
Following many years of campaigning by the Deaf
community and their supporters, this landmark move
recognised for the first time the right to access public
services, such as health and education, using sign
language. A truly momentous occasion!

To some extent, we all use sign language to support our
spoken communication. Whether that’s waving to
someone or pointing towards an object, these gestures
are very natural in our everyday lives. But BSL builds on
these hand movements using hand shapes, facial
expressions and body language, with its own syntax and
grammatical structure and acts as a tool to
communicate and interact with people to communicate
and interact with people. Whether you’re D/deaf,
struggle with the English language, or communicate
perfectly well, BSL can create an open line of
communication between all groups of people!

This is also true for children. Sign language provides
children and young people with an alternative way to
make themselves understood. This extra tool enables
them to express how they feel, their thoughts, and
wants so that they can take part in learning and
participate in social activities. This not only gives the
child a 'voice' but is also important when building
relationships.

Research shows that being deprived of (any) language
has serious implications for neurological development.
According to Hall, Levin and Anderson (2017),
“Exposure to a fully accessible language has an
independent influence on brain development separate
from only the auditory experience of hearing loss.
Indeed, recent neuroimaging studies indicate the
presence of adult neurostructural differences in deaf
people based on timing and quality of language access
in early childhood.”

Depriving children and young people who are D/deaf of
their natural language would further impede their ability

to achieve linguistic fluency and access to the curriculum
and thus, their learning. It is imperative that our D/deaf
learners have full access to a signed language from an
early age.

The first five years of a child’s life is a critical period for
language acquisition. During these years, as long as
social interactions are accessible, children absorb
language like sponges. The longer a child has to wait for
meaningful language input, the greater the risk of never
fully acquiring language. It's been shown that exposure
to sign language can help children better understand
spoken words, while also making it easier for them to
understand sentence structure and form longer
sentences later on in life.

When a D/deaf baby is born, caregivers receive the
majority of information from paediatricians;
audiologists; ear, nose, and throat (ENT) consultants;
and speech and language therapists (SaLTs). From my
own personal experience, many professionas will often
discourage the use of sign language, suggesting it
impedes speech development. As a result, children who
are D/deaf risk growing up without a solid foundation in
a language. When our daughter was born profoundly
deaf, although advised against using sign language – as
she was a candidate for cochlear implants (CIs) – I
continued to raise both of my children (my eldest son
Macsen is hearing) trilingually. They both now have full
access to Welsh, English and sign language, thus
allowing my daughter to communicate in her most
natural language (sign language) if and when she needs
to. For us as a family, it was undoubtedly the right
decision as Ffion-Hâf has had several failed CIs and is now
a unilateral CI user. Should this side fail, how else are we
expected to communicate with her and her with us?

Research by Mayberry and Kluender (2018) shows that
children who are D/deaf who are exposed to sign
language later in life – after ineffectively developing
spoken language – demonstrate a rapid growth of
learning words but stop short of attaining complex
grammatical structures. The long-term implications of
language deprivation are quite serious and may lead to
a lack of cognitive development, and behaviour and
mental health issues later on in life.

Furthermore, the National Deaf Children’s Society
(NDCS) recently reported that on average, pupils who
are D/deaf receive a lower GCSE grade than their
hearing peers. In Wales, we are the first part of the UK
to include BSL in the National Curriculum. This is a huge
step in the right direction to ensuring access to
education for all children who are D/deaf. Aside from
the obvious advantages of being able to communicate

Sign communication – 0–5 age range
Kristy Hopkins, founder of Hands2Hear, discusses the importance of advocating for bilingualism (or

even trilingulaism) from the earliest years for every child who is D/deaf
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with people who are D/deaf,  there are countless other
reasons to teaching sign language to children from a
young age and to everyone in schools. Sign language:

l Provides access to the national curriculum It
ensures that all children are able to receive the same
level of education as their hearing peers and have the
right support throughout their school years. Children
who prefer to communicate through sign language
will be able to ask questions when needed and
understand clearly what is being taught, and most
importantly, have full access to the national curriculum.

l Enables communication They can successfully
interact with a variety of children and adults instead
of being hindered by communication barriers.

l Helps children to express themselves At times it
can be extremely frustrating for children to tell us
they need assistance or explain that they don’t
understand. If they consistently have to struggle to
express themselves, they may become more inclined
to bottle things up, which can lead to a negative
impact on their self-esteem, as well as their
education.

l Increases self-esteem By teaching sign language to
the whole class, the D/deaf child will recognise that
they’re an important and valued member of the group.

l Builds relationships Being able to communicate
with their classmates openly is paramount when it
comes to helping children build relationships. By
teaching sign language in schools, not only will
D/deaf children develop the confidence to make
friends and express themselves more but other
children will also gain the skills they need to
communicate with them.

l Creates an inclusive environment Teaching sign
language in schools will help to ensure inclusivity for
all children. They will understand why BSL is
important to so many people, why we should respect
it as a language, how to use it and also learn about
Deaf culture and the Deaf community. In turn, this
will make a more welcoming environment for children
who are D/deaf and allow them to feel safe and
happy in school.

l Improves small motor skills Due to the dexterity
required for communicating with hand gestures,
those who struggle with small muscle strength and
coordination can build these skills.

This, however, extends beyond the classroom and is a

necessary part of everyday life. All children need to feel
included and accepted regardless of any communication
difficulties, otherwise they will be disengaged. Similarly,
for those who can communicate perfectly well, learning
sign language is hugely beneficial as it opens up many
opportunities. Not only does it broaden their awareness
of different people but it also enables children to be
more understanding and sensitive. By teaching this from
a young age, parents and educational practitioners are
developing well-rounded, kind individuals who will
understand how to respond when they meet someone
who is D/deaf.

My advice to families is to learn sign language along
with their babies and toddlers. It takes two years to
acquire conversational skills and seven years to develop
language fluency (which perfectly matches a child’s
language development timeline!) Sign language courses
are often unavailable in many areas, and if they are, they
can be extremely costly (even for parents who have
children who are D/deaf). So learning BSL can be a
challenge; however, there are free services that are
available to families – the NDCS has a wealth of
information on their website as well as my own online
social media platform @Hands2Hear, which has been
developed to help raise Deaf awareness and has weekly
#SignSundays to help promote the use of BSL.

For children who are D/deaf and their families, I would
definitely encourage them to participate in the Deaf
community as often as possible. This can deepen their
understanding and appreciation of the deaf experience
and also increase their linguistic role models, which in
turn provides a long-term educational advantage.

It is my belief that the current catastrophe of language
deprivation is entirely preventable with early sign
language exposure. In order to ensure that every child
who is D/deaf acquires a language, advocating for
bilingualism (or even trilingulaism!) is a must. The only
entity standing in the way, is the severe lack of Deaf
awareness. ■

Kristy Hopkins is a parent of a Deaf young person, QToD and founder of Hands2Hear.
Instagram: https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/-qjUCzKzMh8KJg9F4JprY
Twitter: https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/VMt6CAPl3Urj762T84nHB
Facebook group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/1247071369415053
TikTok: @hands2hear
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During the pandemic, Doncaster Deaf Trust launched its
free online BSL course. We’d received a grant from the
national lottery to deliver this project with the aim of
getting 1,000 people to join up and learn to sign in the
first year.

Along with members of the Trust Project Team and a
number of Deaf colleagues, I signed a lot of the videos for
the course; we were nearing completion when Covid-19
hit the world. We made the decision that we’d launch the
course as people were stuck at home and had the time to
learn a new skill.

The launch of www.doncasterdeafsign.org.uk went so
well. We were inundated with people joining the course
and learning to sign at their own pace. We’d made the
course simple and easy to use so that people could log on
at any time of day or night, practise signing with the help
of videos and exercises, and go back and review things as
many times as they wanted to.

We worked with a number of local businesses which
became our ‘super 10’, and they encouraged their teams
to learn to sign.

As a tutor of BSL and a Deaf person, it was extremely
heartening to see people getting interested in learning our
language. I know my students and the pupils at Doncaster
School for the Deaf were over the moon that people were
taking the time and effort to learn how to communicate
with them.

The first year of the project saw some 17,000 people
register to learn to sign with us. We’ve been working hard
to finish the course and the revamped site with lots of
improvements has recently gone live.

Already, we’ve widened the net and businesses from
across the country are ready to join up and get their teams
on the course and learning to sign.

Why is this so important?
We face so many barriers every day from the moment we
leave the house: using public transport, going to the shops,
trying to get healthcare – these barriers could be removed
if more people could communicate using sign language.

Having Deaf people like Rose Ayling-Ellis on national
television has really helped people to see what it is like
to be Deaf in a hearing world. Thanks to high profile
people like this, we’ve started to see more interpreters
on TV and more organisations are thinking about
accessibility when they are hosting events and
meetings. We are nowhere near getting it right, but I can

see small steps in the right direction and we hope that our
free resources will help with that.

We know that some children in hearing schools are
using the site and learning to sign, and we’d love to see
more schools using it as a resource and featuring BSL as
a core skill.

Deaf awareness
As well as our BSL course, we are doing more and more
work with businesses and organisations who are keen to
develop deaf awareness.

We run regular sessions where I go with colleagues into
their world of work and share with them top tips on how
to communicate with someone who is Deaf.

It is amazing to talk to people who’ve never encountered a
Deaf person, or who have and went into a panic because
they didn’t know how to communicate.

Our simple tips help organisations, often with customer
facing teams, feel more confident in communicating with
Deaf visitors.

As a Trust, this is a service that we are looking to grow in
the future, and we’d like to see all the organisations in our
city become Deaf aware.

International projects
Our work is not just local, it's global!

We’ve been proud to work for more than a decade with
international sign language projects, developing online
tools and resources to help Deaf people from across the
globe, from the online dictionary SpreadtheSign, to our
recent project with partners from Turkey, Germany, and
Portugal focusing on tourism.

The Turkish led ‘Vocational sign language on tourism’
project, co-funded by Erasmus and the European
Union, has seen the creation of training for Deaf and
hearing people who want to work in tourism. Together we
have created a new course that will equip people with the
skills to become tourist guides in their home country.

The benefit of this project is not only for those who
take part and learn the skills to enable them to gain
employment in tourism but also for Deaf travellers who are
visiting a country and who will then be able to enjoy a
signed tour giving them a cultural insight into the country.

We have worked together to create a robust curriculum
for training for tourism and tour guides and A1, A2, and

Doncaster Deaf Trust spreading the
sign!
Natalie Pollard, QToD at Communication Specialist College Doncaster, gives an insight into how the

Trust is helping to make British Sign Language (BSL) more accessible and the international projects that

will help Deaf people to communicate when travelling

►Continued at bottom of next page
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B1 levels. Included in this is a tourism sign language
dictionary and a suite of resources.

We are very proud to be the UK representative on this
project, working together with partners to further improve
the lives of Deaf people.

Future thinking
Next year, Doncaster Deaf Trust will be celebrating 195
years of educating Deaf children. The organisation has a
proud history of delivering specialist education and has
welcomed pupils and students from across the country,
thanks to the excellent residential offering we have, and
has also educated several generations of the same family.

Thanks to technology we are now able to reach a wider
audience with our training and resources and we’ll be
looking to develop this further. One of our students was
successful in winning funding to improve deaf awareness
with the younger generation.

He was awarded £750 to create, develop, and deliver a
digital project on deaf awareness targeted at young
people across Yorkshire. This kind of project is wonderful
to see because it means that we are reaching lots of
different sectors of society.

We are keen to collaborate with other deaf education
providers and create a world where sign communication is
accessible and more people can sign. Together we can
help to break down the barriers! ■

Natalie Pollard is a Qualified
Teacher of Deaf Children and
Young People (QToD) at
Communication Specialist College
Doncaster, part of Doncaster Deaf
Trust.

►Doncaster Deaf Trust spreading the sign! Continued from bottom of previous page

The SBC AGM is held in June each year in
order to share the good practice and
achievements made by member schools,
services, and universities; review the
strategic priorities of the previous year,
and set new priorities for our
collaborative working during the next academic year.

In 2023 a working party of SBC Steering Group members
co-ordinated a successful SBC  Seminar/‘Webinar’ Day on
27th February 2023. Over 160 SBC members from 19
schools/services and universities across 13 different
localities in the UK attended ‘virtually’. In the morning,
there were three keynote presentations led by:

¢ Karen Turner on Adverse Childhood Experiences
(ACEs)/Trauma-informed practice with Deaf children
and young people (CYP);

¢ Catherine Drew, Craig Crowley, and Prof Ruth
Swanwick on British Sign Language (BSL) Curriculum
Development Updates, including the BSL GCSE
Coalition;

¢ Dr Joanna Hoskin on Language Disorder and BSL
Therapy.

In the afternoon session, attendees could select from a
range of workshops led by:

¢ Prof Terezinha Nunes on Maths and deaf pupils

¢ Karen Turner on Trauma-informed practice

¢ Alison Jackson on Visual Phonics by Hand

¢ Catherine Drew and Dani Sive on Home-school
engagement using Seesaw

¢ Lisa Smith and Mischa Cooke on the Deaf studies
curriculum.

The feedback we received from SBC members was
overwhelmingly positive; many valued the opportunity
to get together with so many professionals and felt that
they had learned some useful strategies to apply in
their classroom settings. One member fed back “We
thoroughly enjoyed the day and felt it was hugely
beneficial and relevant to our school and service
improvement”. We did have a few technical issues with
our platform, as it was the first time that we had tried
to host such a large virtual continued professional
development (CPD) event! Lessons were learned and we
will certainly resolve them for our next Seminar Day in
2025!

At the AGM, Prof Ruth Swanwick fed back on the

The Sign Bilingual Consortium Annual
General Meeting and Research Update
Karen Riley summarises the virtual 2023 Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the Sign Bilingual

Consortium (SBC), a group of professionals working across the UK to promote sign language and

English equally in deaf education

►
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work of the BSL
GCSE Coalition,
now that the SBC
is a member. She
informed the
Steering Group
that the two
consultations by
the Department
for Education
(DfE) and Ofqual
on the BSL GCSE
came out on
15th June 2023
and the deadline
for submission is
the 8th
September 2023.
As these are such
important
consultations, it
was agreed that
schools and
services would
make their own
individual
submissions and
the SBC would make a collective submission led by Ruth
and the SBC BSL GCSE representatives.

Also, at the AGM it was agreed that the SBC would
collaborate on the following developments during
2023–24:
l Primary Curriculum and Assessment: led by Alison

Carter at Longwill School, Birmingham
l Secondary Curriculum and Assessment: led by Michael

Dennington at Elmfield School, Bristol
l British Sign Language (BSL) curriculum: led by Lisa

Smith at Frank Barnes School, London (due to be
completed by 1st December 2023)

l SBC Governor liaison: led by Alison Carter at Longwill
School, Birmingham

l BSL GCSE Coalition: led by Prof Ruth Swanwick at the
University of Leeds

l SBC website development: jointly led by a working
group of SBC members.

As linking research and theory into our teaching practice
is one of the main aims of the SBC, we also invite
organisations or interested researchers to give
presentations on their most recent projects at our AGMs.

This year we invited Tom Lichy, Policy and Research Lead
at the British Deaf Association (BDA) to give a short
presentation on the BDA’s BSL Alliance, whose primary
purpose is to ensure that the BSL Act 2022 is
implemented to its fullest extent. As of mid-June 2023,
there are 41 member organisations, which includes some
of our own Steering Group members. As any
organisation with a core purpose that includes using,
promoting or supporting BSL can ask to join the BSL

Alliance, we agreed that the SBC should apply to join and
support the work of the BSL Alliance going forward.
Other SBC Steering Group members expressed a wish to
join as individual members as well.

Since 2020 we have approached other universities
researching areas of relevance to bilingual deaf education
and requested a summary of their work and publications
to further enhance our collective practice. This is collated
into the SBC Research Update and shared with members.
As this is such a useful resource for Qualified Teachers of
Deaf Children and Young People (QToDs), we wanted to
share it annually with our BATOD colleagues and it can
be found in the members section of the BATOD website
https://www.batod.org.uk/information-category/deaf-
education/

It will also be circulated in the next BATOD newsletter
and through the National Sensory Impairment Partnership
Heads of Sensory Services for Children and Young People
(NatSIP HOSS) network in September.

If you would like more information on the SBC and our
work, please contact Karen Riley, SBC Secretary at
karenriley58@btinternet.com or go to our website
www.signbilingual.org ■

Karen Riley, OBE, is a retired QToD
and Secretary of the SBC. She was
formerly the Headteacher at Frank
Barnes School for Deaf Children,
London.
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When they made the decision to leave Ukraine after
the Russian invasion, mum Olha and dad Viacheslav
knew that they needed to resettle somewhere Anna
would get the support she needed with her
communication.

Mum Olha and dad Viacheslav dote on Anna (8), who
is profoundly deaf and has auditory neuropathy
spectrum disorder (ANSD), a relatively rare form of
deafness where sounds are received normally by the
cochlea but become disrupted as they travel to the
brain. “We found out Anna was deaf when she was
about two years old because her reactions to speech
and sounds weren’t like other kids,” Viacheslav explains.
“We immediately contacted doctors and specialists, but
Anna passed her otoacoustic emissions (OAE) test [a
test to find out how well the inner ear or cochlea
works], which showed that she has normal hearing.
When they did other tests though, it showed she was
profoundly deaf.”

“What she can hear depends on the situation,” says
Olha. “Sometimes she can hear the doorbell or a dog
barking, but sometimes she can’t. The problem was that
we didn’t actually know what was going on because it
was difficult to understand her diagnosis. It’s a new
world for us; there’s no history of deafness in our family.

“For me, it was difficult to come to terms with
deafness being a part of my life and to not know what
the future would be like for our child. But it’s normal
for us now.

“Anna wears hearing aids and we bought her first
hearing aids ourselves when she was five years old.
Ukraine has a different medical system to the UK.
We have different institutions and doctors that help, but
there was a big waiting list for the support. So,
we decided to do it on our own.”

Because of her profound deafness, Anna finds it difficult
to communicate using spoken language. “She has
problems with speech,” explains Viacheslav.
“Sometimes it’s difficult to understand what she’s
talking about. She also has problems with
understanding the meanings of words and with
constructing sentences.

“We started to develop her hearing and speech skills
in Ukraine, but we had lots of questions because every
institution has their own approach to communication
development for children. It was difficult for us to
choose which approach would be more suitable, but
Anna did attend a special kindergarten before the
Russian invasion. She also regularly attended group

and individual speech and language therapy sessions,
which helped her progress too.”

When the family decided to leave Ukraine after Russia
invaded in February last year, finding support for Anna’s
deafness was their top priority. “Supporting Anna was
the main factor to consider when deciding where we
could move,” explains Olha. “Before we arrived in the
UK we emailed the National Deaf Children’s Society
and got support from the organisation. Everyone
understood the situation in our country and with deaf
children.

“We made the decision that we should move to
Scotland, because of the schools there and
programmes like ‘Homes for Ukraine’, started by the
Scottish Government. The Scottish Government was our
sponsor and helped us move. It’s a beautiful country.”

Once the family had resettled in Scotland, they began
attending our Family Sign Language (FSL) course to
start learning some British Sign Language (BSL).
“Anna didn’t fully understand what was happening in
Ukraine,” remembers Viacheslav. “When we decided
to move, it was a very difficult decision. Because of her
delayed speech and language development, it was
hard to explain to her what was happening. BSL is
actually the key for us to be able to provide her with
more information about the situation in Ukraine and her
new surroundings.”

“The main issue for us was that there isn’t a good
culture of sign language in Ukraine and we don’t have
as much support from the country there,” says Olha.
“Of course there are a lot of volunteers, groups, some
schools and private charities, where deaf people can
communicate and use their skills and knowledge. But in
the UK, BSL is now an official language and deaf people
can ask for an interpreter if they need it to communicate
in official institutions.”

Alongside their FSL lessons, the family enrolled Anna in
school for the first time. “In Ukraine, children don’t start
attending school until they turn seven,” explains Olha.
“The Advice and Guidance Officers at the National Deaf
Children’s Society sent us a list of different schools for
deaf children in Scotland and we looked through to find
Anna’s first school. Now, she attends a school for deaf
children and she’s very happy. She enjoys her days at
school and is very proud of the gold coins she gets for
good behaviour and doing tasks well.”

“Combining the efforts of the school and us as parents
is great for Anna and we’ve seen progress in her

A new start for Anna
Caity Dalby, from the National Deaf Children’s Society, shares Anna’s story. This article has been

published with permission from the National Deaf Children’s Society’s ‘Families’ magazine Spring 2023

►Continued at bottom of next page
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development, communication and social skills,”
Viacheslav proudly says. “It’s easier for her to learn BSL
and for us to use it with her now she’s learning it at
school too. She tries to construct new sentences and is
improving her vocabulary every day. We need to learn
more signs to keep up with her!”

“A sentence of three words from Anna can contain

an English word, a Ukrainian word and a sign, so
it’s definitely a combination,” Olha agrees with a laugh.
“But it’s great because BSL is a bridge between us
and Anna.” ■

The National Deaf Children’s Society
has two ways for families to learn 
Family Sign Language: (FSL) online,
with Zoom courses and on-demand FSL
videos on YouTube. Find out more at
www.ndcs.org.uk/fsl

The National Deaf Children’s Society
is the leading charity dedicated to
creating a world without barriers for deaf
children and their families. Parents
wanting info, advice or support can call
0808 800 8880 or visit www.ndcs.org.uk

Caity Dalby is the Content Editor at the National Deaf
Children’s Society.

Language therapy in BSL – the DOTDeaf
course
This article summarises the ‘Language therapy in BSL’ presentation from the 2022 BATOD conference

at Frank Barnes School, and provides an example of current use of the resources developed during the

DOTDeaf (Developing online training with deaf people) project

►A new start for Anna Continued from bottom of previous page

►

Project development
Speech and language therapists (SLTs) work with children
and families to enable them to reach their language
potential when language disorders or other
communication challenges arise. Although there is plenty
of literature about the development of and language
therapy for spoken language, it is more difficult for SLTs to
access information about typical and atypical
development of signed language and therefore provide an
equitable language therapy service regardless of the
target language. There are few SLTs who are fluent British
Sign Language (BSL) users. Whilst many deaf people
working in education have excellent BSL skills and good
everyday strategies for enabling communication, few
have the in-depth knowledge about language disorders
expected of an SLT. These differences in skills and
knowledge raised questions about how co-working
could be developed for children with language difficulties
in sign.

Language disorders and other sign, language, and
communication needs (SLCN) may occur in isolation, eg
developmental language disorder, disorders of fluency (eg
stammer), language-related dyspraxia, motor articulation
disorder; SLCN may also occur as part of more complex
needs, eg autism, learning disability, physical disability.
Similar disorders occur in language whether it is signed or
spoken, and developing appropriate assessment and
therapy is vital (Bishop et al, 2016; Quinto-Pozos, 2022).

In order to understand how to provide an equitable

service for both signed and spoken language, a PhD study
was completed to compare interventions offered in BSL
with those offered in spoken English. It also explored the
role of the deaf language specialist (DLS). This research
project highlighted the importance of SLTs co-working
with DLS colleagues. The project resulted in the
development of an introductory training course ‘Language
therapy in BSL’, which attracted European funding and is
reported in a recent paper (Hoskin et al, 2023). The
extended Erasmus+ funded project resulted in an online
course that is now available, free of charge, at
https://www.rcsltcpd.org.uk/courses/dotdeaf/

The online course was developed with the help of SLTs
and deaf professionals across the UK, including a team in
Surrey. The Surrey County Council Specialist Speech and
Language Therapy team for deaf young people (SLTD)
became involved in the DOTDeaf project whilst
developing a BSL pathway and provision for the deaf
children and young people (CYP) of Surrey. The aims of
the pathway include ensuring that:

1) Deaf children and their families are provided with
comprehensive information regarding the range of
language and communication options available in order
that they can make an informed choice at each stage
of development.

2) The child’s rights, needs, and voice will be respected in
relation to language and communication choices that
are made.

3) Equal value is given to both spoken and signed
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languages and deaf culture is celebrated.

4) Education at each stage of development will be
delivered by professionally trained staff in the language
and communication modality that will enable the deaf
CYP to successfully learn, socialise, and maintain their
well-being.

5) All deaf CYP will have the opportunity to develop their
deaf identity and culture with deaf peers throughout
their education regardless of setting.

6) Deaf CYP are able to access a full assessment and
appropriate intervention for their language and
communication needs at the earliest possible time and
throughout their education from suitably qualified
professionals with the most appropriate resources.

With these goals in mind, the SLTD team introduced the
DOTDeaf course as a means to supporting staff to carry
out and contribute to the assessment of language
specifically within specialist resource provisions, which
employed DLSs. This training was carried out in BSL or
facilitated by BSL/English interpreters. SLTDs identified
DLSs with job roles that included communication support
workers (CSWs) and deaf instructors, and the SLT and DLS
co-workers completed the training together.

The course has six modules. The diagram on next page
outlines the titles and content.

All modules are presented online in BSL and written
English and can be completed at a time and rate that suits

participants and their local work situation. The modules
were designed to be completed by SLTs, DLSs, and others
who work together so they can share knowledge and
develop ways of co-working that suit their workplace.

Feedback from the team training in Surrey identified that
the deaf professionals were skilled in working with
children and identifying their language needs. However,
they often felt excluded from aspects of the child’s
interventions and unable to share their knowledge as the
comments below indicate.

Feedback from deaf members of the team
before the training:

– One deaf professional reported that teacher planning is
often ‘not accessible’ for CSWs and as a result they are
left feeling they are unable to plan language
interventions themselves.

– Each DLS understands the use of informal observations
and can identify ‘things to look for’ but they feel they
do not have the terminology or vocabulary for it.
Formal assessment is an unfamiliar concept, there is an
awareness of SLTs using these however they are seen as
a ‘different job’, with the resulting information not
consistently shared with DLS.

– Goal setting proved to be a new concept for DLS staff;
each DLS reported they could identify areas of
improvement but found ‘putting it into words’ or
producing them in light of a ‘longer term plan’ difficult.

DOTDeaf course modules
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– Generally, feedback demonstrates that planning and
intervention work is dependent on the child. DLSs are
confident in identifying difficulties and evaluating if
improvement has occurred but are often less confident
about how this fits into the overall plan for a child.

– Although a general trend depicted fairly low
confidence when deaf colleagues rated themselves in
areas such as assessment and language therapy. On
some occasions confidence scales differed greatly
between two colleagues despite similar experience and
training. This enabled in-depth discussions about what
it means to carry out assessment or intervention and
resulted in increased insight into each person’s own
skills. On more than one occasion, this resulted in a
change in self-rating scales to a lower score (eg
changing from 5/5 to a 2/5), upon understanding of
how vast and complex these areas can be.

Post DOTDeaf module feedback:
– SLTDs and DLSs reported being more aware that shared

language between professionals is essential for
effectual planning and discussions of specific children.
One person suggested the use of a shared language
summary sheet, as without one ‘I don’t know what the
child needs to learn’.

– Benefits were experienced by DLSs and SLTDs in terms
of developing a shared vocabulary for language
difficulties and interventions. Staff felt they had more
support and a deepened understanding of each other’s
roles.

There were benefits and challenges in completing the
course. One of the challenges is monitoring how this
increased sharing of information and more focused
intervention makes a difference to the children and
families given support. We hope collecting data and
sharing experiences will help with this.

Benefits include DLSs and SLTDs feeling more confident in
providing advice for others and engaging in complex
discussions. The Surrey team are now effectively engaging
in joint assessment and planning which has led to efficient
and more comprehensive information being shared within
the resource provisions.

The training modules spark discussions that link to service
developments or projects that could strengthen the
processes already in place. For example, we have
discussed collecting vocabulary data and expressive
language samples to produce what could eventually be
considered as ‘developmental milestones’ for children
who use BSL as their first language. This is a clinical gap
that would not only serve the children in the resource
base but possibly many more paediatric deaf language

and communication services. The use of case studies was
also explored to further shed light on the language
difficulties and strengths that are often commonplace in
the resource provisions.

The end of specific modules such as Module 4 (‘A module
for intervention’) were key in building awareness of good
practice in addition to a full understanding of
interventions that are already in place. An encouraging
sign included the professionals’ spontaneous discussions
around how these interventions could be adapted, eg
length of sessions, aim of sessions, use of specific staff,
etc.

From a service development point of view, the DOTDeaf
training has led to discussions about roles and staffing, for
example, broadening the role of the deaf instructor. The
course is facilitating more informed recommendations and
decision making with regard to CYP’s needs and
placements. The course is run regularly in one centre and
resources generated by doing this are now being used by
other settings and teams who have started the course.
This creates cohesion between services across Surrey for
this small but significant group of language learners.

During the development of the modules and since the
course release, feedback from teams has been gathered.
Comments include ‘Using the course has highlighted the
need for further supervision, training, and professional
development opportunities for both SLTs and DLSs’. These
comments may link to how services can enable deaf
adults to be a key part of the workforce (Gale, 2021).
Ensuring adequate training, supervision, and career
progression for deaf colleagues will strengthen our
current work practices and also have a positive impact on
future employment opportunities for the children we
currently support.

The collaborative aspect of the training was a strength as
it encouraged open discussions specifically related to each
person’s experience and how well they understood or
agreed with information presented within the DOTDeaf
modules. The mutual participation in an external training
allowed all attendees to feel as if they were ‘moving
through the course’ together, alleviating the pressure in
giving feedback and having open conversations. ■

Kalifa Coleman-Best (left) is the Speech
and Language Therapy Deafness Team
Lead with Surrey County Council.

Joanna Hoskin was a speech and
language therapist with National Deaf
CAMHS when she completed her PhD
at City, University of London.

Why not follow us on 
    @BATOD_UK

Like us on Facebook
British Association of Teachers of
Deaf Children and Young People
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Born in 1960 as Stokoe published his first book: Sign
Language Structure: An outline of the Visual
Communication Systems of the American Deaf, I have
come, over six decades, to respect his appreciation of ASL
[American Sign Language] as a “complex and thriving
natural language in its own right … as functional and
powerful as any found in the oral languages of the world”
(en.m.wikipedia.org)  as a truth applying to our own
British Sign Language (BSL), which is foundational to my
own understanding as a Teacher of the Deaf.

On 2nd September 1978, as an 18-year-old gap year
volunteer, I arrived at School House ready to start my first
year away from home and a most incredible journey,
which continues to this day.

Having been reassured by the ‘No sign language
experience needed in this Auditory-Oral Residential Special
School’ advert, I set to with enthusiasm, unaware of the
transformative experience I was about to undertake.

In those days, the clunky, body-worn hearing aids available
rarely provided effective amplification for the severely and
profoundly deaf students in residence. Feedback squeals
were a constant challenge and the non-manual features of
confusion reigned. However, sterling and innovative efforts
were made by all to give these children access, not only to
English, but to the overall literacy and numeracy that
would lay the foundations for their positive and impactful
futures. What I learned from these teachers’ dedication
continues to inform my practice daily.

At the end of the school day, tea in the dining room saw
the children relaxed, arms waving, voices screeching,
tensions of the day released. Wolfing down baked onions,
tinned tomatoes on toast, or similar imaginative creations
of ‘cook’ making do on a very tight budget, they came
alive. Animated, good, and challenging times were had by
all. Young children living away from home, often from
different continents with no significant way to
communicate with family between termly residences,
enjoyed the community of peers and attentive care staff.

The very noticeable difference was that once out of the
classrooms, BSL became the dominant language. Staff and
children alike threw themselves into this beautifully
expressive natural language of deaf people. I was
captivated by the spectacle of children coming alive.
Working almost entirely with the care staff, I too threw
myself into this mode of communication. Only six weeks
later, as we set off ‘home’ for the half term break – I was
hooked. A fluent signer, I was utterly convinced that my
future was in deaf education.

A maths degree later, 1982 saw me win a much sought
after place on the Postgraduate Certificate for Teachers of
the Deaf course at Manchester University.

The understanding I acquired on this ‘auditory-oral’ based
course was invaluable. I learned how to respect fine details
and seek out goals relentlessly. A deep understanding of
speech, audiometry, and language was instilled in me,
along with an appreciation of what it is to be an
outstanding teacher. The comprehensive lectures, whilst
enlightening, paled almost into insignificance in the face
of a tutor who inspired at turn. The passion I had to see
Deaf children thrive was well and truly ignited.

But what of BSL … respect for Deaf culture and language
… where were the deaf adults sharing their perspectives?
At this time on this course, the only children considered to
benefit from BSL were those believed to be prevented
from accessing spoken language as a result of cognitive or
physical differences. Utterly appreciative of the training to
develop spoken language, I was fascinated by the
potentials for children using sign language and also for
those with additional needs.

In 1983 I was qualified to teach and given the opportunity
to work as ‘Teacher in charge of a unit for deaf 11–16 year
olds in a school for children with cerebral palsy’. The
aspect that required a willingness to learn the Paget
Gorman Sign System drew me.

Again, I was privileged to work with outstanding
professionals, all seeking to innovate to overcome barriers
to learning. I enjoyed using Paget Gorman and became
familiar with Widget and Bliss Symolics … the goal was
simple, enable communication by any means … and we
did … but still no BSL; no rich involvement with the adult
Deaf community.'

Moving again to settle as a married woman, I worked in a
school for the deaf, but this time, promoting the inclusion
of the pupils into as much of their local mainstream
provision as was possible. At all times, the focus was on
developing spoken English and literacy; the use of hearing
aids and then ‘Phonic Ears’ was outstanding, but the
technology could not give sufficient access to English for
the majority of students to reach their potentials. Deaf
pupils of Deaf parents exemplified the benefits of access to
BSL signing environments from birth, but how could we
achieve this for all of our pupils?

And then! Deaf delegates and international deaf groups
abandoned the 1985 International Congress of the
Education of the Deaf to join an ‘Alternative Conference’
at Manchester’s Deaf Centre, and our worlds began to
change. The campaign for the use and recognition of BSL
gained momentum and in our school, parents and
teachers alike began to call for change.

We were privileged to be offered formal BSL training by
the then very proactive social worker for the Deaf, and
along with a tiny group of colleagues and parents, on 15th
July 1987 I was thrilled to receive my Council for the

A journey with sign language
Anne Thompson, QToD, reflects on her experiences in deaf education
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Advancement of Communication with Deaf People
(CACDP) Certificate for the Stage 1 (Elementary)
Examination in Sign Communication Skills’. We formally
introduced BSL as an option to support all learning, whilst
continuing to do all we could to give children access to the
richest language around them … English in most cases,
but in some, Welsh.

Hyperemesis, maternity leave, and another house move
prevented me from working with the team to see how we
could really include BSL in all its glory. Instead, I arrived to
live close to Nicola, a profoundly deaf lady: bilingual in
English and BSL, with a bilingual (Italian and English)
husband and two daughters whom she wanted to learn all
three languages. Mostly we were friends, enjoying our
love of BSL but also considering how we could give more
to deaf children and therefore, deaf adults. We enjoyed
Deaf church with signed singing, girlie evenings in silence
except for raucous giggling, and conversations with fellow
Mums in and about sign language. Sad to say, most
friends said “Oh, we think it’s wonderful. I couldn’t do it”
or learned a couple of signs and then moved on. How
could we keep them engaged when they were already
so busy?

My work then focused on the early years and children with
profound needs in addition to their deafness. Learning –
post 1989 – to implement the National Curriculum for
pupils whose communication involved objects of reference
and possibly Makaton, the challenges were different …
but essentially the same. How could we create rich BSL
learning environments for children, parents, and teachers
to benefit from? The debate regarding the benefits of BSL
Sign-supported English (BSLSSE) over Makaton for deaf
children also figured frequently.

Then, in 1992 the Dictionary of British Sign
Language/English was born. As a knitter used to reading
abbreviations, I loved the detailed explanations and the
sudden increase in the availability of signs to practise with
my friend. With Nicola’s natural flow, use of non-manual
features, and understanding of BSL grammar, we used
these signs to become increasingly fluent.

Moving on in my journey, 1999 saw me working again in
mainstream across the age range. I then spent a year full-
time using BSL with a pupil in a mainstream reception
class. We sought to support his literacy development with
Signed English, but this was difficult with only sign
graphics to share with others such that they could develop
their skills. I completed my BSL Level 2 qualification and
moved, in 2003, to work with an early years team
following the introduction of universal newborn hearing
screening. It was during this year that the British
government finally agreed with Stokoe’s understanding of
ASL, that BSL is a true language in its own right. The
challenge of providing rich BSL language learning
environments continued to be a focus of my interest.
Further posts enabled me to observe others’ responses to
this challenge and develop my understanding.

In 2010 I joined the team on the Manchester Deaf

Education course as a researcher and lecturer. Here, I had
wonderful opportunities to study, research, teach, and
debate widely about what our priorities should be. I
concluded that I needed to be ‘in the field’ to have the
relevance I sought and enjoyed. So, keen to consider my
practice with the whole range of deaf children, I moved in
2013 on to another county where peri work included
children aged 0–19 years and those in special schools. I
then moved to a school for the deaf where BSLSSE was
the norm and Visual Phonics were used to support English
literacy.

In 2014 I had an opportunity to develop early years
practice within an educational authority utterly committed
to the use of BSL and English throughout. Here, we
enjoyed robust liaisons with the board of the Deaf Ex-
Mainstreamers group and continued to seek to combine
both BSL and English for our pupils.

In 2015 Connie Mayer and Beverly J Trezek’s Early Literacy
Development in Deaf Children fuelled my passion to see
deaf children achieve literacy as well as languages
appropriate to their culture.

In 2017 two new roles emerged: activities coordinator at
a residential home for deaf adults, where BSL was the
language throughout, and freelance work across my
home county with mainstreamed deaf children who
were not achieving the potential that their parents
considered they could. As a sole trader, I also had the
opportunity to further my BSL studies and achieve
Signature BSL Level 3.

At the same time, I met two very special deaf children,
who have changed the course of my work forever. Both
were clearly very able children. Both were late diagnosed
as being profoundly deaf and not eligible for cochlear
implants. Both children were from hearing families and
because they were late diagnosed, they were already
settled in their local nurseries. The view of the local
authority was that these children’s language needs could
be met by nursery staff and parents learning BSL along
with the children. This was far from true. These children
needed rich language-learning environments. Could we
achieve these whilst respecting their educational
placements and family dynamics? We set about seeking to
make things work within the contexts that existed. I
introduced BSLSSE, because it was the most readily
available to them. The ready access to video enabled us,
this time, to create video dictionaries of signs as they were
used by the children. Their families, care staff, and peers
developed their signs as quickly as they could, adding
these to the English they were already using. Three- and
four-year-old hearing children added signs to their
comments and both deaf children began to appreciate the
value of communication.

This has continued to develop. Using BSLSSE enabled the
communities to develop their communication together.
When the deaf children naturally used BSL, this was
responded to by the English speakers using their natural
language of BSLSSE. Starting school the children were
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Looking back to the moment Khoshhal and Najeba Taib
found out their daughter was deaf, Khoshhal says, "We
were sad but we didn't lose ourselves. We had a
background of deaf children in our family. We didn't say
she was disabled; we just started to support her and give
her confidence. We went with her to sports events, TV
shows, and gave her every possibility".

The Taib family want their children to be happy, confident,
proud of who they are, and to receive an excellent
education so they can go on to achieve their dreams. They
have two profoundly deaf children (one school age and
one an adult), and along the journey that this brings, they
have become proficient in three different sign languages,
travelled overseas for cochlear implant assessment, and
given financial support to a deaf school.

In August 2021 the Taibs and three of their children made
a different kind of journey. They travelled from their home
in Afghanistan to seek refuge in the UK as part of
Operation Pitting – an operation that involved airlifting
15,000 British nationals and eligible Afghans to safety
after the Taliban took hold of the country. They were
temporarily placed in a hotel in Central London and their
children were eventually offered temporary places in local
schools.

In October 2021 the service I work for received an

Supporting newly arrived refugee
families
Miriam Smith, QToD, shares an account of a family’s settlement in her local authority

exposed to phonics and the beginning of written text. The
challenge then was to give these children access to the
English they were seeing and starting to read. Fuelled by
my experience with Signed English, I set about developing
what I have called ‘CoSInEs: Core Signs for Inclusive
Education’. These are signs used to indicate aspects of the
English language for which there are no signs in BSL.

The dictionary has grown into an app that is now live
on Android as BeChildLed Connect and via
www.bechildled.co.uk. It enables these children, their
families, and teachers to continue to develop both their
knowledge of BSL signs and their ability to access English
through sign. We are finding it to be an invaluable
addition to the varied resources we are
using. These children have been joined by
a younger peer and all three are all
demonstrating at least age appropriate
BSL skills as well as English reading and
writing abilities.

In the hope that we might continue to
develop a widely useful and flexible
resource, we are launching the app for

others to trial, free of charge, from the Apple and Google
app stores.

My journey continues in my sixth decade as I continue to
be filled with enthusiasm and joy at the potential for deaf
children through sign and English and look forward to
future opportunities to develop this with others. ■

Anne Thompson is a Qualified
Teacher of Deaf Children and
Young People and the director
of Be:Child-led Inclusion Ltd
be@inclusive-education.co.uk

►A journey with sign language Continued from bottom of previous page

Khosshal and Moqadas►
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urgent enquiry from a Special Educational Needs Co-
ordinator (SENCo) in one of our local mainstream schools,
asking us to offer support to Moqadas, who was
profoundly deaf and communicated using Farsi and Pashto
sign languages. There was no medical paperwork to
support the referral (we usually request an audiology
report) but luckily it was accepted anyway, with the
understanding that people urgently fleeing a country are
not able to bring medical records with them. The
audiology referral and report could come later.

I was moved to tears on my first visit to the school. Thirty
Afghan children had been placed there – they spoke no
English and for many of the girls, their schooling had been
limited. I attended a presentation for the families in which
they were welcomed by the headteacher and children
were given school uniforms to wear. Moqadas was an
absolute ray of sunshine. She had been through
unimaginable trauma to get here but had the warmest
smile and the most eager desire to learn. I visited her at
school once or twice a week, helping her teacher to adapt
lessons, leading deaf awareness sessions, and teaching
Moqadas British Sign Language (BSL) (I am pleased to say
that we now have a profoundly Deaf native signer on our
team who is far better qualified to do this than me, and
Khoshhal and Najeba have since attended his family sign
language classes).

Nobody was sure how long the Taibs and the other
families in the hotel would remain there. Some weeks, I

would come into the school and discover a family had
been moved to Scotland or Huddersfield since the last
time I'd been in. Moqadas’s class teacher was wonderful –
using her spare time to create visual resources, print off
sign graphics, and try to learn some BSL. The children
received additional support from a Farsi-speaking teaching
assistant, and they were encouraged to draw their
experiences.

It soon became clear, though, that despite everybody's
best efforts, a mainstream school setting with visits once
or twice a week from a Qualified Teacher of Deaf Children
and Young People (QToD) was not adequate to meet the
needs of a profoundly deaf signing child. Moqadas
received very little benefit from hearing aids, but she had a
strong first language (Farsi Sign Language) and the Farsi-
speaking teaching assistant explained to me that her Farsi
reading and writing was at a higher level than many of the
other children. The school desperately tried to recruit a
communication support worker but none could be found.
While the other children from the hotel slowly picked up
English and were able to access learning and communicate
with friends, Moqadas was unable to do this. Looking
back on this time, Moqadas tells me, "It was very hard and
boring". Moqadas deeply missed the rest of her family
who had stayed behind in Afghanistan and this impacted
her morale.

Moqadas's parents explained that she had attended a deaf
school in Kabul and they knew that a deaf provision with

George Andronic, QToD, teaching a Family Sign Language class
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curriculum delivered directly in sign language with a
signing peer group was what their daughter needed to do
well. But Moqadas had already been uprooted from her
country, her old life, from the rest of her family (including
her Deaf brother, his Deaf wife and their child), and so her
parents worried about the impact of changing school, only
to potentially find they were to be moved again to another
part of the country, yet another school, with even more
change and disruption... Families at the hotel were being
moved all around the UK – some to places where there
would be no suitable provision for a profoundly deaf
signing child.

It was with this in mind that my manager contacted the
National Sensory Impairment Partnership (NatSIP) and
suggested putting together a document to support good
practice for newly arrived refugee children who are
deaf/hard of hearing. The document included proximity
to specialist signing settings, if this was the chosen
communication mode. This was useful to signpost
organisations such as the Afghan Response Team and the
Home Office in order to inform decision-making about
housing. The other hurdle was that the local authority
would not start the Education Health Care Needs
Assessment (EHC NA) process for anyone within this
cohort of children as they were in London temporarily.
I arranged for an educational psychologist with experience
of working with deaf children to come into school, and
her report also supported the idea that Moqadas needed
to access learning through BSL. I liaised with audiology
colleagues and they booked Moqadas in for a hearing
test without her yet having an National Health Service
(NHS) number (there had been an administrative error in
getting these issued in time) so we finally had proof on
paper that she was profoundly deaf. We wanted
everything in place because we knew the family could
suddenly be moved at any moment. More time passed
and an assessment place at a sign-bilingual school in a
neighbouring borough was arranged and agreed between
the two Local Authorities, without the need for an
Education, Health and Care Plan (EHCP).

In the end, the Taibs were housed in the same borough as
their original hotel. Moqadas is thriving in her deaf school
and, despite being in the country for less than two years,
her BSL is age appropriate. She has lots of friends and
recently came back from a Centre Parcs trip with school.
She has performed at the Royal Albert Hall and is excited
about starting secondary school next year.

Khoshhal tells me that his priority for all of his children is
their safety and their education. He says, "We lost our way
when we came here but not ourselves. Moqadas was in
trauma and didn't know how to start again. We gave her
morale and encouraged her. Now she is confident, has
friends, has learnt BSL within a year, and is a star for us as
she was before. She has suffered from war and difficult
times but she carries on." Najeba tells me that finding the
right school has helped Moqadas with her trauma,
although this does not go away.

I asked the family what advice they would give to other

services supporting newly arrived deaf children and young
people. Khoshhal tells me that communication is key. He
says that providing BSL classes and putting families into
contact with each other will help children regain their
confidence.

Over 100 years ago, my own great-grandparents came to
London as refugees escaping the pogroms in Eastern
Europe. Getting to know the Taibs made me wonder what
life was like for my great-grandparents back then.
Although it can be hard to understand what families
escaping war and persecution have been through, it is
easy to listen and learn, to signpost to organisations that
can help, to recognise our own limitations, and to liaise
with multi-disciplinary colleagues in order to provide the
positive outcomes that all deaf children deserve.

A few things you might like to consider when supporting a
newly arrived refugee family:
– listen and learn without judgement
– make use of interpreting services so that you are

communicating clearly with families (my local authority
has an arrangement with DA Languages, a translating
and interpreting agency)

– know your own limitations (we are not trained
counsellors but we can make referrals to the
educational psychology service, to National Deaf Child
and Adolescent Mental Health Service (CAMHS), or to
therapeutic services, which will help children to process
their trauma)

– accept referrals for children who present as deaf
(audiology paperwork can come later)

– with consent from the family, be prepared to liaise with
a range of different professionals and organisations as
families may well have different agencies supporting
and advising them

– connect families together
– make use of the NatSIP briefing paper on considerations

on the arrival of a refugee family with a child with
sensory impairment – make sure that people making
decisions for the family are signposted to this. ■

NatSIP – Briefing Note: Considerations on the arrival
of a refugee family with a child with sensory
impairment (4 page pdf document):
https://www.natsip.org.uk/doc-library-login/natsip-
briefing-documents-and-papers/considerations-on-the-ar
rival-of-a-refugee-family-with-a-child-with-sensory-
impairment/1634-briefing-note-considerations-on-the-ar
rival-of-a-refugee-family-with-a-child-with-sensory-
impairment

Miriam Smith is a QToD at the
Royal Borough of Kensington and
Chelsea.
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In September 2019 we co-wrote an article with Angie
Wootten for BATOD Magazine entitled ‘Making Macbeth
accessible to deaf learners’. We were reporting on a
collaborative project between the University of
Birmingham (UoB) and the Royal Shakespeare Company
(RSC), which was focused on providing access to
Shakespeare’s work for deaf young people through the
creation of bespoke practical workshops and resources.
The project was in its infancy – we had carried out early
research, undertaken some workshops at Braidwood
Trust School for the Deaf and Mary Hare School, and
made a pilot film of the first witches’ scene (1.1) in British
Sign Language (BSL), Sign Supported English (SSE), and
Visual Vernacular. In the final paragraph of the article, we
cited our ambitions – to ‘further refine our workshop for
Act 1 of Macbeth and trial it with another group of deaf
students’, to produce workshop materials for the whole
play, structured around specially commissioned sign
language films and to develop teacher continuing
professional development (CPD) days. The project was

severely delayed by the Covid pandemic; however, we are
now in a position where we have fulfilled and can report
on most of those aims and are now thinking about the
next stages of the project. 

Before the pandemic pressed pause on our activities,
we were able to reflect on the workshops we had created
and refine them for a further trial at Elmfield School in
Bristol. The changes we made were more about process
than content as we came to better understand how to
adapt instructions and invitations to students in order to
best engage their interests, particularly in making the
most of active, collaborative exercises. The Elmfield group
were younger than our previous groups and we added
more layering of instructions to reflect this. For example,
with the writing in role as Banquo or Macbeth activity
mentioned in the previous article, we broke this down to
include simple sentence starters that the students could
complete with words or images: ‘I feel …’, ‘I want .…’,
‘I will …’. They then shared this work in groups, learning
from each other through their negotiations to complete a

Signing Shakespeare
Dr Abigail Rokison-Woodall and Dr Tracy Irish share an update on their ‘Making Macbeth accessible to

deaf learners’ project

Director Charlotte Arrowsmith and Sign-language interpreter Becky Barry filming with students at Braidwood Trust School for the Deaf
Copyright RSC, photographer Tracy Irish
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collaboratively composed piece.

Our learning from the trial sessions fed into the complete
scheme of work we eventually went on to write post-
pandemic and which is now available, with free access to
all, through the RSC website (see link below). As stated
there, our aims for the project are to:
l create enjoyment and understanding of Shakespeare’s

text
l develop pro-social, collaborative skills
l support social and emotional development
l build understanding of literary terms, including iambic

pentameter, antithesis, soliloquy
l offer role models for deaf young people
l increase deaf awareness and appreciation of how sign

language can bring new ideas and interpretations to
working with Shakespeare for all.

All activities are structured around the films we created of
key moments in the text. They cover all the action of the
play and explore key themes, imagery, characters, and
relationships. Our initial research had suggested that
closely following the chronology of the play as events
unfold is crucial in building understanding of different
perspectives, including the dramatic irony of what the
audience knows compared to what the characters know.
Our activities give particular focus to inviting young
people to inhabit and explore those different perspectives
and offer ways of expressing their findings in sign,

written, and oral forms. For example, our initial ideas
about having a ‘role on the wall’ exercise where students
could record their ideas about how Macbeth and Banquo
might be feeling after seeing the witches is developed
into ‘hopes and fears’ charts for Macbeth, Banquo, and
Lady Macbeth, which can be added to as the play moves
on. Many of the activities involve considerations of how
and why certain language is used, employing physical
exercises to unpack, for example, metaphors like ‘full of
scorpions is my mind’ (3.2.37).

As mentioned in our original article, we realised early in
the process the value of structuring the workshops
around films in BSL and SSE. Whilst SSE is not a language
in its own right (using the signs of BSL in spoken English
word order), it is used in a number of schools and
settings where sign is used alongside spoken English. It is
also the case that many deaf young people do not get
the opportunity to learn BSL and need to use a mixture of
spoken English and sign, which our films facilitate. We
have also created a number of films in what we have
called ‘Visual Shakespeare’ (VS) – a form of iconic,
performance sign language based on Bernard Bragg’s
Visual Vernacular. These provide a model for young
people to create their own performative versions of the
scenes. The films were directed by Deaf actor-directors
Charlotte Arrowsmith and William Grint, assisted by
hearing sign language interpreter and actor Becky Barry.
They feature a number of established, experienced Deaf
actors, as well as three students from Braidwood school,

Teacher CPD Day  Copyright University of Birmingham, photographer Stephen Rea
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with whom we had worked in the original pilot
workshops (see image).

Another development in the project was our
consideration of the international use of our resources.
The RSC learning pages, where our resources are housed,
are frequently accessed by North American teachers and
students. Whilst our scheme of work could easily be used
in a North American setting, they have their own sign
language, American Sign Language (ASL), which is quite
distinct from BSL. Due to a generous donation from the
Billy Rose Foundation in New York, we were able to
partner with Lindsey D Snyder, ASL interpreter, actor, and
educator, who facilitated the filming of the key scenes
with American Deaf actors. The addition of these films to
the ‘Signing Shakespeare: Macbeth’ pages means that
our work is now more accessible to the estimated
308,648 deaf or hard of hearing children between the
ages of 5 and 17 in the US (US Census Bureau, 2018).

One of the challenging aspects of making the films was
how to deal with the characters’ names, since no
standardised sign names exist for Shakespeare’s
characters. We needed to establish these so that the films
matched the students’ workshop experiences. Barry,
Arrowsmith and Grint created sign names for all
characters who are mentioned in the workshops (even
those who do not appear in the films), drawing on
historical, geographical, personal, and narrative
references. For example, the sign name for King Duncan
(two hands brought together in a handshake) indicated
his calm, trustworthy, unifying disposition. It may be that
one of the outcomes of the project is to help to create a
set of standardised sign names for some of Shakespeare’s
key characters, although some would argue that each
theatrical production should give their versions of the
characters their own sign names based on the way in
which they see each character (much as sign names are
assigned to real people).

Once all materials were completed, we worked with
digital producers at the RSC to make the resources as
clear and easily accessible as possible. ‘Signing
Shakespeare: Macbeth’ is a unique section of the
‘Teacher Resources’ found under the ‘Learn’ tab on the
RSC website (see link below). Clicking on ‘More About
Signing Shakespeare’ will take you to an introduction to
the project, including notes on using the resources, our
key principles of practice and a video of our presentation
at the Hay Festival in 2021. The scheme of work is
organised under divisions of Acts 1–5 and then by scenes
within each Act. Each scene division includes an

introduction and a series of exercises, followed by
galleries in BSL (including SSE and VS) and ASL, and
printable PDFs of texts and activity sheets. Each gallery
contains a downloadable PowerPoint presentation with
films of the key moments for those scenes, along with
other visual resources, text, and questions to support the
activities in the order they appear in the exercises.

In snowy March 2023, we held a teacher CPD day at
the Shakespeare Institute, Stratford-upon-Avon, to
showcase the resources and take teachers through some
of the key workshop activities. We were able to discuss
ways in which the resources might be used in different
settings – in schools for the deaf, but also in deaf units,
one-to-one settings, and in mainstream, where many
agreed that the dual coding (visual reinforcement of
words and ideas) and embodied learning might benefit
all young people. Many also felt that the sign language
films might aid the understanding of scenes even for
those young people who are unfamiliar with BSL 
(as well as promoting BSL, which is a key part of the
British Sign Language Act 2022). A further suggestion
made by the teachers who attended was that lipreading
versions of the films might also be added to the
resources, since many deaf young people rely on
lipreading to support their understanding (Nasim et al,
2017). Films or filmed theatre productions of
Shakespeare do not take this into account and speakers’
mouths are often obscured by the choice or angle of shot
or by the lighting state.

We were delighted that a number of the participants in
the CPD day were keen to trial our resources and to feed
back to us on the results. We are keen to hear from other
Teachers of the Deaf about how usable the resources are
in a range of different settings and any suggestions for
improvements. We would also be delighted to hear from
any schools that would like us to come and run a sample
workshop, or from teachers who would be interested in
attending further CPD days. ■

Dr Abigail Rokison-Woodall is Deputy Director (Education) and Associate
Professor in Shakespeare and Theatre at the Shakespeare Institute, UoB.

Dr Tracy Irish is an independent scholar, education practitioner, and author and
Associate Learning Practitioner at the Royal Shakespeare Company.
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There is a growing need and demand for deaf play
therapists across England, with only a handful of qualified
registered certified deaf play therapists spread across the
country. Even though there are a few hearing play
therapists who can use some sign language to
communicate, it is seldom at a high enough level of British
Sign Language (BSL) Level 3 or above. As it is so important
to build a trusted rapport between the child and the
therapist, clear communication between the two is
important, and having an interpreter may disrupt the
dynamic of the relationship as it would not be a one-to-
one but three-way conversation.

Unfortunately, this sometimes becomes necessary for
communication purposes between the therapist and the
child, and always when in consultation with parents whose
use of the English language is limited.

Many schools have little understanding and knowledge of
what play therapy entails and how it could benefit them
and their children who are struggling. I became a play
therapist because I saw the increasing need for one, and
wanted to be able to help children who are having
difficulties with understanding or regulating their feelings
or behaviour.

As a deaf play therapist, it took a while to be recognised
and sought out through recommendations from deaf

organisations, deaf
schools, individual
deaf therapists,
psychotherapists,
and counsellors.

I was fortunate to
gain a placement
within a deaf
school to apply my therapeutic play
skills, enabling me to gain the clinical hours required to
obtain my qualified status as a certified play therapist. The
children I see come from families where they are the only
deaf child within a hearing home, and who may also
struggle with social situations or suffer from behavioural
issues. The children referred to me are usually angry and
frustrated, with one of the reasons being unable to
communicate at home with their hearing family. Usually,
these are also families who understand little English and so
can communicate very little with their deaf child.

Some other reasons a deaf child may be referred to attend
play or creative therapy sessions is because they have
suffered abuse or trauma; have attachment difficulties; are
shy, withdrawn or angry; struggle with low self-confidence
or self-esteem; have frequent nightmares, anxiety, or
worries, and so on. Attachment issues are one of the more

common reasons for
referral.

Play therapy is
normally always
child-led. Despite this,
sometimes it may be
necessary in a
situation for play to be
initiated by the
therapist, although
the child is free to
choose not to follow
them if they do not
wish to. As a therapist
I provide the child with
a safe, secure, and
non-judgemental
space to play in which
he/she is free to
express their thoughts
and feelings in a way
that they may find
difficult to talk about
or describe with
words. Using their
body language and
facial expressions, the

Meet...
a deaf play therapist
Helen Farthing describes her role

Sand play story
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Helen Farthing is a Qualified Registered Deaf Play Therapist Specialist and works with deaf
children and their families.
Since qualifying in 2015 and working in various deaf schools, for an organisation,
private 1:1 play therapy and being headhunted has taught me to be passionate in helping
children feel better about themselves. 
I currently work as a Well-being Coordinator in a deaf school supporting pupils who may have
emotional, social or behaviour issues and problems by providing strategies helping children to
problem solve and heal. 

I am also a self employed play therapist. You can find me on my website: Playtherapy4deafchildren.com

deaf children can
communicate whilst
playing with or creating
something.

This could be whilst
playing in the sand tray
to create a sand-story or world, using toys or art materials,
or during role play, movement, or music. As a therapist, I
reflect back to the child what they are trying to express to
me, and I show my understanding as to what’s going on in
their world. Occasionally, they may communicate using
sign language during therapy but are often quiet and in
their world of play. Mess in play or art may mean they are
feeling troubled in their world, and they know that it is
okay for them to express that. A positive change in a
child’s behaviour is recognised when there is positive

change in their play, and
this is because their
confidence and self-
esteem is being
established.

A child may be following
the same theme of play for a while across several sessions,
and a change in play happens when their conscious mind
has been evoked. Through play, the child is communicating
that something has happened or is happening in their life,
and this is picked up by the therapist.

Older children would not necessarily be using the therapy
through the medium of play, but more as creative therapy
where they choose to express through therapeutic stories,
art, movement, creative visualisation, and the use of the
sand tray. Talking is used more often during therapeutic

intervention.

Deaf children with additional
needs such as attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)
or autism may benefit from
play therapy as a way of
releasing their frustrations, but
these can benefit the teacher’s
frustrations too. It works both
ways! Play can help a child with
mutism to express themselves
more freely, or a child who may
be a wheelchair user may
experience a feeling of being
free from being restricted or
confined in a trapped space
and be able to express their
troubled thoughts.

To summarise, the role of a
deaf play therapist is to provide
a safe environment in which to
facilitate play or art, as an
expressive means for a child to
communicate something they
are feeling or trying to say.
Equally, as therapists, we are
there to let the child know that
we understand them and to
help them to begin to problem
solve and to understand their
own troubled world. ■Family painting

“Our greatest natural resource is the minds
of our children”

quotation from Walt Disney
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In December 1618, a young couple, Thomas Speller and
Sara Earle, got married in the church of St Botolph without
Aldgate in the City of London. They were both from Essex
but were forced to marry in London because of
increasingly heated arguments surrounding the match. But
this was not a secret marriage, it went ahead with the full
blessing of the Bishop of London’s chancellor, Thomas
Edwards. What made this marriage controversial was that
Thomas Speller was deaf and communicated entirely in
signs, using a rudimentary form of sign language. 

Thomas was deaf from birth – one of several congenitally
deaf children born to the Speller family of Hatfield
Broadoak in Essex. Today we would describe Thomas and
his siblings as prelingually deaf, but in the early modern
period people used the term ‘deaf and dumb’. But as
Thomas’ experience shows, while he could not speak
vocally, he was more than capable of communicating with
hearing friends and family. 

Thomas came from a wealthy family. His father, Henry
Speller, was close enough to Sir Francis Barrington, the
leading gentleman in Essex,  to ask him to be a guardian
for Speller’s deaf children.  Sir Francis took his duties
seriously. After Henry’s death in 1615, he ensured yearly
payments were made to the Speller children, oversaw the
investment of their capital, and intervened to ensure that
Thomas could marry the woman he chose – Sara Earle.

Thomas was a
blacksmith, which
was probably how
he met Sara
whose father was
a blacksmith in a
nearby village.
Sara’s father,
John, was
delighted with the
match but
Thomas’ family
objected, with his
mother
complaining that
John and Sara
had ‘stolen’
Thomas away. At
stake was not just
a young man’s
happiness, but
also a
considerable
amount of money
– he was due to

inherit £200 on his marriage (around £40,000 today).  

The case made its way to the consistory court in London,
and at the heart of the argument was whether Thomas
Speller, by now in his mid-20s, could consent to marriage
because he was deaf. His mother, and ‘others that have
had the custody of him’ said he could not, arguing that he
was being forced into the marriage. Sir Francis Barrington
and the local minister from Hatfield Broadoak stepped in
to support the young couple, but in the end the decisive
evidence came from Thomas himself. He and Sara went to
see the judge on their own, and the ‘said Thomas Speller
by signs and the said Sarah by words did signify their
consent’. Thomas’ intervention convinced the Chancellor
to issue a marriage licence at the end of October 1618,
but tensions were running so high in Hatfield Broadoak,
that the ceremony was moved to London and the pair
eventually married at St Botolph on 7 December. The
parish clerk made a detailed record of the ceremony
‘because we never had the like’, describing how Thomas
showed his ‘willingness to have the said marriage rites
solemnised … by bringing the book of common prayer
(and his licence) in one hand and his Bride in the other,
unto the minister of our parish, Mr Briggs, and made the
best signs he could to show that he was willing to be
married’. 

At the heart of this case was the question of whether

Signs of the Times
Dr Rosamund Oates, associate Professor, shares Deaf history research that was conducted with the

support of the Leverhulme Trust. This article was originally published in the BBC History Magazine

(December 2022)
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Thomas could consent to get
married because he was
prelingually deaf. There was a long
legal tradition, based on Roman
Law, of treating prelingually deaf
people as if they were children or
mentally incapable.  Some authors,
drawing on Aristotle, argued that
since deaf people lacked speech,
they were incapable of rational
thought. Others suggested that
since deaf people could neither
hear any explanations, nor signal
their agreement through speech,
they should be regarded as
‘infants’. This not only had
implications for marriage, but for
their legal standing too. In a
popular legal handbook first
published in 1618 Michael Dalton
advised magistrates that if ‘a man
born deaf and dumb killeth
another, that is no felony, for he
can not know whether he did evil
or no’. Speech was held up as
evidence of a rationality, and across
Europe educators tried to give deaf children a legal identity
by teaching them to speak vocally. 

As the case of Thomas Speller shows, however, many
people in the early modern period already believed that
deaf people could communicating eloquently through
signs, and that signing was a lawful alternative to vocal
speech. In the 12th century, Pope Innocent III issued a
decree allowing deaf people use signs to get married, and
in following centuries deaf people across Europe took part
in church sacraments (of which marriage was just one)
using signs.  By the time that Thomas and Sara married in
1618, deaf marriage was a well-established practice within
the British Isles and Europe, with Catholic and Protestant
churches conducting marriages in sign language. In
England many of these couples took the precautionary
step of getting a marriage licence, but increasingly the
unusual nature of the wedding was not even noted in
parish registers. 

The care shown by the consistory court in the case of
Speller and Earle was, however, understandable. Forced
marriage was a concern when it came to deaf weddings.
In 1632, the widow Christobel Cox and George Blunt – a
prelingually deaf man from Somerset -  got married by
licence. The marriage does not seem to have been a happy
one. By 1643, Blunt had left the family and argued that he
should not be forced to maintain his wife and three of
their children because he had not knowingly consented to
the marriage in the first place. 

The case made it to the Court of Common Pleas, where
the Judge noted that ‘it is possible the marriage may be
good, but it may be questionable’ and asked local
magistrates to gather evidence from the minister and
witnesses, whether George ‘understood what he did when

he joined hands with the woman’.
Doubts about consent could also
raise a useful question mark over
the legality of unwelcome
marriages.  Anne Darcy, a
prelingually deaf heiress to ‘a very
considerable estate’ in
Warwickshire married one
Ebeneezer Overton, at the church
of St Bartholomew the Great in
London in March 1671. Her family
were outraged, claiming that
Anne had been forced into a
‘pretended marriage’ and they
secured a licence to allow her to
marry a more suitable match,
Thomas Millward, later that year.
This time the wedding took place
in her local parish in Warwickshire,
under the watchful eye of her
family.  

What kind of signs might Thomas
Speller have used to convince the
chancellor that he wanted to
marry Sara?   Their conversation

predated the standardised sign languages of later
centuries, but it is evident that the signs being used by
deaf people in this period were complex. A book binder in
17th-century Exeter, John Dight, was refused the Eucharist
by several local ministers ‘because his motions and signs
were not as intelligible to them’ as they were to his family.
Dight took to carrying around a notebook with pictures
that he used to explain his meaning to ‘those who were
dull of apprehending him’, but ‘to others, more quicker of
understanding, he would, with a motion of the hand,
make it as obvious and intelligible’ as if had spoken. So, in
more complex interactions with strangers – like dinner
parties - for example, Dight relied on his nephew to
interpret for him. There was a growing sense that deaf
signs were distinct from the general gestures made by
hearing people. When William Osbaldestone made his will
in 1738, he left everything to his deaf daughter, Catherine,
recording that he had taken ‘great care and expense in
having proper persons teach her by signs’. When legal
wrangles developed over who should care for Catherine
and her large inheritance, two of her cousins claimed that
they should be her guardians because they ‘understood
how to converse with her by proper signs’. 

In the case of Thomas Speller, Chancellor Edwards
collected additional evidence from a range of witnesses to
be sure he correctly understood Thomas’ meaning.
Contemporaries were aware that deaf people who relied
on an interpreter were vulnerable to misrepresentation,
particularly in matters of property and inheritance. In
1660, Chief Justice Bridgeman carefully questioned the
deaf woman, Martha Elyot, along her sisters to ensure that
Martha was happy to give her lands to her uncle in return
for his maintenance of her. 

In 1708, the Lord Chancellor intervened in a similar case.
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This time, he prevented a deaf man transferring all
his lands to his uncle when it was revealed that the
uncle who stood to benefit was also the person
interpreting for him in court. 

Thomas Speller came from a family with seven
surviving children, four of whom appear to have
been deaf.  His father, Henry, left most of his
properties to his youngest son, John, and gave Sir
Francis Barrington £550 in trust to provide an annual
income for the 4 deaf siblings until they married.
Many families created something similar to provide
ongoing support for deaf relatives. Not all
arrangements were so formal, however, which could
the deaf person vulnerable. Margaret Kirkby from
Woodplumpton in Lancashire first came to the
attention of magistrates at the Quarter Sessions in
1659, when it appeared she had fallen into poverty
after her parents’ death. Aged 29, she was described
as ‘lame’ as well as deaf, and ‘altogether incapable of
working or doing anything towards her maintenance at
all’. Eventually she was housed with a local family. In 1691,
shortly after his brother’s death, Evan Shaw was evicted
from the house he had shared with his brother and sister-
in-law, despite his ‘hard work and labour’ for them.
Congenitally deaf, Shaw was in his seventies, ‘weak and
infirm’.  He tried to survive on his own for a year, but in
1692 neighbours reported that he ‘lieth in a barn in rags
and litter, not fit for a Christian’, and requested more
charitable support from the overseers of the local town. 

Deafness was not, however, automatically cause for
charitable support. Many deaf people expected, and were
expected, to support themselves. In London, the local
parish denied poor relief to the deaf woman Sarah
Robertson when she turned 18, because they argued she
was able to work. As we saw, Thomas Speller was a
blacksmith – a relatively common profession for deaf men
since hearing loss was a common side effect of the job. His
brother, Andrew, became a tailor, another trade popular
with deaf young men.  Other deaf people in the period
held down a range of jobs, including farming, ropemaking
and stone-cutting. Women might become servants: in
1650 Sir William Acton remembered that he had
employed the prelingually deaf woman, Elizabeth Bowra,
for over 50 years.  Particularly when the parish was
responsible for looking after a deaf child, work and often
an apprenticeship, were seen as the path to independent
living. 

Returning to Jacobean Essex, it soon became apparent
that Henry Speller’s attempts to support his deaf children
had stored up trouble further down the line.
Disagreements between the
Speller and Earle families became
so heated, that a couple of
weeks after the wedding in 1618
they were forced into a formal
process of arbitration. Thomas
Speller’s mother, Winifred, and
his brother, John, had to sign an
agreement to keep the peace

with Sara Earle’s father until a formal settlement was
reached in March 1619. Sir Francis Barrington, and later
his heirs continued to administer the trusts for Thomas’
deaf siblings, but his help was not appreciated by all the
Speller children. In 1638, Andrew Speller was in trouble
for ‘assault’ and in 1639 he was imprisoned for ‘general
misdemeanour’ towards Sir Thomas Barrington. Described
as ‘a most dangerous man’, he may still have been in
prison in 1646, when Sir Thomas Barrington started
paying Andrew’s annual allowance directly to the local
overseers. 

The marriage of Thomas Speller and Sara Earle sheds light
on a little-told aspect of early modern history: the lives of
deaf men and women and past experiences of disability.
As their story shows, deaf men and women were often
integrated into their communities, with families,
marriages, and jobs. Throughout the period, and despite
philosophical works arguing otherwise, deaf people used
sign language in a host of different settings demonstrating
both their eloquence and their rationality. ■

If you are interested in Deaf History, the British Deaf
History Society has recently opened a new Deaf Museum
and Art Gallery in Manchester. https://www.bdhs.org.uk.

This research was carried out with the support of the
Leverhulme Trust. 

Dr Rosamund Oates is an associate Professor in History at
Manchester Met University. She researches and writes
about deaf history across Europe, 1500-1750, publishing
in academic journals, BBC History Magazine, History Today
and appearing on BBC Radio 4. She would be delighted if
any readers of BATOD would like to get in touch to discuss
the topic more at r.oates@mmu.ac.uk

Dr Rosamund Oates is an associate Professor in History at
Manchester Met University. She researches and writes about
deaf history across Europe, 1500-1750, publishing in
academic journals, BBC History Magazine, History Today  and
appearing on BBC Radio 4. She would be delighted if any
readers of BATOD would like to get in touch to discuss the
topic more at r.oates@mmu.ac.uk
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In the past decades, we have seen major advances in the
care of deaf people; this includes diagnostics, rehabilitation,
and counseling. Examples include early detection and
provision of Early Treatment Centers as well as the advanced
technology of hearing aids and the possibility of cochlear
implantation. There has also been an increased focus on the
social-emotional well-being of deaf children. Yet studies
show that deaf children are more likely to experience
problems in terms of social-emotional development. They
have more difficulties in participating in the social world,
where communication is fast paced. This affects their
connection with peers, while this is so important for
self-esteem and emotional well-being.

The problems experienced appear to be related to a delay in
the development of a Theory of Mind (ToM). ToM is the
ability to attribute thoughts, feelings and intentions to
oneself and others, and to adjust one's own behavior
accordingly (Baron-Cohen, 2000). Cognitive developmental
psychology is the frame of reference here; the premise being
that social behavior is driven by (social) cognitive processes.
Another term for ToM is 'social cognition'. It
refers to a thinking process in which you
gain insight into the behavior and intentions
of others. This provides guidelines on how
to understand and interpret social behavior.
Deaf children have more difficulty putting
themselves in the perspective of others.
As a result, they are less able to attune to
the behavior of others. This can be a barrier
to participation in social life.

The cause of this delay originates in missing
out on important social-interactive
experiences. Deaf children have to make
extra efforts to take in information from
their surroundings. Sideways conversations
that are not specifically addressed to them
are missed. However, these moments of
'listening in' actually contain essential social
learning moments. Examples include settling
an argument, coordination between family
members, or communicating moods.
Through these conversations, children learn
that there are different perspectives and that
everyone can think differently about certain
things. The interaction style of hearing
parents towards their deaf child is also often
unintentionally different. It is generally more
directive and less rich in content and form
than towards their hearing children. There is
less discussion about motives or underlying
thoughts and fewer emotive words are

used. For example, 'I think, wish, feel, believe, hope’. This
concerns a wide range within the target group, even
children with moderate deafness miss a lot of important
information because of the fact that it is passing them by,
caused by problems with incidental learning.

Early guidance and intervention can reduce the likelihood of
problems in the future. Thus, a positive course of social-
emotional development is important for other areas of
development. Attention, motivation, and memory capacity
are better when children are feeling good. Therefore, it is
very important to support deaf children in developing ToM
skills from an early age.

Anke van der Meijde (Health care Psychologist), and Evelie
Wesselink (Speech Therapist/Family Counselor) set out to fill
a gap in the treatment offered to deaf children. They have
developed a ToM training program for children with an
auditory disability and published it in book form. Making
the world of deaf pleasant and joyful has been the main
motive for creating the treatment programs. Every child

needs contact and communication with
others; conversations with peers and
maintaining friendships give a sense of
'belonging'. From these feelings, it is
possible to develop a positive self-image,
which is essential for social well-being.

The ToM training offers a child program and,
in parallel, a parent program. The authors
see parents as an indispensable link in the
child's development. When parents know
how to encourage and support their deaf
child at different stages of owning the ToM
concepts, lasting change and improvement
can occur. The training focuses on increasing
understanding of oneself and others. This
allows you to better understand the
feelings, thoughts, and intentions of others
making it easier to interact. The children's
program contains a wide variety of playful
and appealing exercises per meeting. These
are described step-by-step and in detail. The
training structure follows the normal ToM
development. Self-awareness runs like a
thread through the training. Before a child
can take the next step, he must first know
who he is himself. In the parent program,
parents learn how they can provide targeted
support for their child in everyday situations.
Themes and activities of the child and
parent programs are carefully coordinated.
This promotes transfer to everyday
situations.

Getting deaf children to participate in
the social world
Anke van der Meijde and Evelie Wesselink describe their Theory of Mind training that offers a child

program and, in parallel, a parent program in the Netherlands and Belgium for the social-emotional

development of deaf children
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Experiences with the training are positive. Children make
visible progress and parents say they have more insight into
seemingly obvious things that their child appears to miss in
everyday life. This increases understanding of their deaf
child and enables appropriate support. Children enjoy
learning that 'everyone is different and thinks differently'. It
also increases respect towards each other.

Anke and Evelie want to have both books translated into
English to make ToM training available outside the Dutch-
speaking area. In this way, they want to contribute to
increasing the social well-being, and thus, the enjoyment of
life, of many deaf children. To enable translation, they
would like to get in touch with English-speaking
professionals with an interest in this area of work. ■
Anke and Evelie are the authors of the books:
‘Theory of mind – gevoelens, gedachten en intenties.
ToM-training voor kinderen met een auditieve beperking in

de leeftijd van 9–12 jaar’ (2019). (Translation: 'Theory of
mind – feelings, thoughts, and intentions. ToM training for
deaf children aged 9–12').

‘Theory of mind – vanuit jezelf naar de ander.
ToMmie-training voor kinderen met een auditieve beperking
in de leeftijd van 5–8 jaar’ (2022). (Translation: 'Theory of
mind – from yourself to the other. ToMmie training for deaf
children aged 5–8').

The books include ToM training for deaf children of primary
school age. This constitutes the first complete treatment
offered in the Netherlands and Belgium for the social-
emotional development of deaf children.

Evelie and Anke offer training to professionals in the
Netherlands and Belgium on ToM in deaf children. In this
way, they hope to increase knowledge and skills on the
subject, giving more children the opportunity to make use
of the ToM treatment offered in their own environment. ■

Anke van der Meijde is a Healthcare Psychologist and currently works at Pento
Zwolle, Netherlands, as a ToM specialist. In her career, she has gained extensive
experience in diagnostics, counseling and (group) treatment of deaf children. Her
expertise lies in the field of social-emotional development of this target group
a.vandermeijde@pento.nl

Evelie Wesselink works as a Speech Therapist/Family Counselor at Pento
Vroegbehandeling Zwolle, Netherlands. After completing her training in speech
therapy, she specialized in the treatment and guidance of young children and their

parents. She is an intensive family therapist and is certified as a trainer for video home training, a program based on short-
term, home-centered filmed video-feedback of family interaction. She has also developed expertise in the social-emotional
development of deaf children e.wesselink@pento.nl
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This year in Kent, we have looked to expand the ways we
gather the student voice. As a sensory service, we already
gather views from our learners through a variety of ways
including postcards, questionnaires, through their reports,
and our ‘On the Road to Independence’ events. However,
we wanted to gather more in-depth views and felt setting
up a student council for our learners would be one way to
achieve this. Many schools have student councils that
provide an opportunity for learners to offer feedback to
their school. A student council can offer learners more
than just the opportunity to provide feedback; it also
supports peer well-being, and gives opportunities for
mentoring and role modelling. Learners will feel they
belong and their diverse range of voices can be heard. For
many of our learners, they may be the only deaf/hearing
impaired, vision impaired, or multi-sensory impaired
learner in their school. The student council would also
offer an opportunity to meet learners with needs similar to
their own.

In March this year, the government published their
improvement plan for Special Educational Needs and
Disabilities (SEND), ‘Right support, right place, right time’.
The plan highlights the need for co-production and
considers children and young people to be the
stakeholders in developing the national standards. Dame
Christine Lenehan, DBE gave the keynote speech at the
National Deaf Children’s Society (NDCS) ‘Involve, Engage
and Inspire – Deaf young people and decision making’
conference. Throughout
this keynote speech, she
reiterated the need for
young people to be
involved and for
professionals to be
creative with ways to co-
produce. The need for the
learners’ views has been
expressed on Head of
Sensory Service Forums,
at the Sensory Reference
Group (in Kent), and also
at Kent’s Children’s
Hearing Services Working
Group (CHSWG).

Planning
As peripatetic specialist
teachers, we cover not
only a large age range (0–
25 years) but also a large
area, Kent has a land area
of 1,368 square miles.

Therefore, we had a lot to consider in getting a group of
learners together to form a student council. Our day was
free for the families as we were funded by Kent County
Council. We decided that our age range would be Year 2
and above. We felt that learners in this age range would

Student voice – Why did we feel the
need for a sensory student council?
Gill Coates, QToD, shares the successful experience of getting a group of learners from a large county

together to form a student council
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be comfortable to articulate their views on their needs,
schooling, and support. Due to the time of year, we were
holding our first meeting (we thought that Years 11 and
13 might not be able to attend due to revision and public
examinations). Following discussions with the sensory
service, we consulted with parents about suitable timing
and venues. We decided to hold our first meeting at the
weekend so parents/carers would be
able to get their children to the event.
We contacted a wide range of activity
centres in order to see what would be
available for our day. We settled on a
farm school where staff are qualified
teachers. It is registered as an
alternative provision and teachers have
experience of working with learners
with additional needs.

Obviously, we wanted the day to be a
fun experience for our learners, but a
key part of the day was gathering
learner’s views. We were also mindful
that this would be the first time the
learners would have met. We wanted
the activities to be interactive and
enjoyable. Our ice-breaker activity was
to decorate gingerbread people to
represent themselves; our next activity
was to consider what support they
already had in place and ways they felt
they could be more supported. Our
final activity was getting them to think

about the future and we supplied a prompt for this
activity: For this activity they would draw around
themselves and each other and write the answers to the
questions inside their body shapes. All activities were
adapted to meet the needs of the learners. At our previous
‘On the Road to Independence’ event, the panel was
made of deaf/hearing impaired, vision impaired, and multi-
sensory impaired learners – at these events the learners
showed that they could advocate for the needs of other
learners, so we were hopeful that the learners would
support each other with the activities as well as drawing
on the support of staff.

The day
On a very hot day in June, we met together at the farm
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school. Unfortunately, some learners were unable to
attend, but actually, we felt that the smaller group may
have been more beneficial so the learners could interact
more and not be as intimidated as in a larger group. For
our vision impaired learners, we had a sighted guide. We
alternated practical and focused discussion activities
including feeding a variety of different animals, gathering
eggs, and having a cuddle with the more fluffy variety of
animals. Listening to the discussions about disability, and
watching the younger learners gazing up at the older
learners with hearing aids/cochlear implants or a cane was
also great. For a number of learners, it was the first time
they had met another learner with a similar sensory need.
We had an age range of Year 3 to Year 12. The learner in
Year 12 is currently running for head girl at her secondary
school, and we felt that this learner provided such an
inspiration for the younger learners attending. For the
deaf/hearing impaired learners, there were discussions
around vocabulary they used to describe themselves. Some
considered themselves Deaf, others hearing impaired.
Some mentioned that they saw themselves as disabled,
others did not. They also talked about what support they
received from school, eg seating positions, use of the
‘Roger’ assistive listening device, access to lipreading.
Ways they felt they could be supported further were
meeting learners with similar needs, telling others about
misconceptions about their hearing loss, and disability
awareness across the school. One final activity was about
the future – it was great to see all the learners helping
each other by drawing around each other. We also noted
the high expectations some of the learners had for the
future including wanting to be a lawyer or a rollercoaster
designer/engineer. We were encouraged by the way the
learners shared their opinions, their thoughts about their
current support, and their aspirations for the future.

The future
The day was so well received, and parents emailed staff to
say how much their children had enjoyed the day and
were already looking forward to the next one, which we
plan to hold in October.

Throughout the cycle of co-production, part of it is
implementing the feedback received. After the event, we
had a debrief about the meeting. The information will be
shared not only with the specialist teachers but also with
the wider SEND team at Kent County Council, East Kent
and West Kent CHSWGs, the Sensory Reference Group,
and other stakeholders involved. At the next meeting we
would like to share with our learners what changes we
have/plan to make following our last student council
meeting so learners feel their opinions that they shared
were valued and heard.

Following this event, we were contacted by Kent County
Council’s Educational Psychology Service to discuss joint
working to capture the learners’ voices in Kent, and we
plan to share our day in the Kent County Council
SEND newsletter. ■

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uplo
ads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1139561/SEND_
and_alternative_provision_improvement_plan.pdf

Gill Coates is a Qualified Teacher
of the Deaf with the Specialist
Teacher and Learning Service
Sensory Service at Kent County
Council.
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Windsor Park School and Sensory Service in Falkirk opened
in October 1972 and has enjoyed a year of celebrations
this session as we recognised 50 years of service to Deaf
children and young people and their families. Windsor
Park is one of only three schools for the deaf in Scotland
and indeed, the only school with a secondary department.
Prior to our 50th year, we updated our Aims, Vision and
Values in collaboration with pupils, parents, staff, and
partners to ensure we provide

“A safe, nurturing, inclusive learning community with
highly trained, experienced and supportive staff, striving
for excellence for all deaf learners.”

Our curriculum rationale outlines our bespoke curriculum
design including clear opportunities for deaf studies as the
children learn about deaf culture, deaf identity, and
technology, and have opportunities to interact with the
deaf community. Our annual deaf residential excursion
also promotes this as deaf children and young people
participate in activities in a social environment,
communicating and having fun together. Deaf role models
are invited to the school throughout the course of the year
to support and guide the children towards opportunities

available to them in life and how these can be achieved.
The children engage in a work placement week that allows
them to broaden their awareness, target particular
interests, and identify the required skills and knowledge to
do each job.

We are proud to be a recognised ‘Nurturing School’ and
this year we introduced our new Windsor Park School
uniform, which has our school badge embroidered into
each item, displaying our school sign name. Windsor Park
adopts a total communication approach at all times,
supporting the children through speech, lip patterns, sign,
and visuals. All teaching staff are Qualified Teachers of the
Deaf with British Sign Language (BSL) qualifications and
we have highly skilled support for learning assistants, who
are also trained in BSL. The children and young people are
taught BSL from our deaf BSL tutor and work towards
Signature qualifications with the aim of leaving school
with Level 2 or beyond. Windsor Park has achieved a gold
‘Communication Award’, highlighting the supportive
environment created for the children and young people as
they access the curriculum, build relationships, and engage
in daily communication.

Celebrating 50 Years of Windsor Park
Maureen Whyte shares details of the 50th anniversary celebrations for Scotland’s only school for the

deaf with a secondary department
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As we launched our 50th year celebrations, we created a
Twitter feed specifically focusing on the 50 years of the
school and invited people past and present to message or
leave a comment about their experience or a memory of
Windsor Park School. It has been lovely to read about the
involvement of others with the school over the years. In
November, parents and partners were invited to a garden
party as we marked the event with photos, presentations
and of course … cake! The children had great fun
designing the garden in preparation for the event in line
with their eco work and learning for sustainability. They
resurfaced an area of the garden with white stones and
added beautiful yellow pansies in the shape of a five and a
zero, before displaying our celebratory banner in the
background. The design was created by the pupils and
required them to research the types of flowers that would
be suitable for flowering in autumn and winter. They made
a beautiful display.

One of the highlights of the session was our ‘Big 50th
Sleepover’ where the children were invited to bring their
sleeping bags and have a sleepover in the school. This
caused great excitement as everyone had fun around the
campfire in the garden toasting marshmallows, playing
games, and reading stories. As many of our children find it
challenging to stay away from home, this event was

devised with the aim of encouraging some to participate
in the Dalguise residential as they begin with a familiar
environment for one night away and then build on this
experience. It was a huge success and we now plan to
organise a camping trip at a local site in the new session.

The children and young people of Windsor Park are aware
of their rights as deaf individuals, and as a school we are
working towards silver accreditation as a ‘Rights
Respecting School’. We embrace the United Nations
Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) and teach
the children of their rights within a relevant context, with
the view to this positively impacting their lives now and as
they enter adulthood.

Our 50th year is not over yet so watch this space for
more news on what we have been up to. ■

Maureen Whyte is a Principal
Teacher at the Windsor Park
School and Sensory Service.
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I have just returned to my desk with a full cafetiere of
coffee and a mug and I glance at the electronic calendar.
I’ve put some time aside to write this article for BATOD
and, instantly, some memories are forming in my mind.
As I start to write, I’m a 46-year-old bilateral cochlear
implant user, but before I disclose more of my story, let’s
go back to 1982.

From the ages of 6 to 16, I had the same peripatetic
worker who supported me in respect of my profound
deafness. For one hour a week, she would come into
school and I would be summoned to the nurses room.
She would greet me, asking me how I was repeatedly.
She would replenish me with supplies for my hearing
aids, perform speech tests, and ask me to read out loud
so I could practise my speech. Very much old school, she
was quite quick to point out my faults. She was also the
closest I had to a Teacher for the Deaf – I was, after all,
being schooled in mainstream .

I still remember her 40 years later and believe this earlier
experience of that level of care shaped much of my life.
As I was the only person in my family with deafness and
therefore grew up among hearing people, she was the
only one who kind of understood what I was going
through. In my teens, I was bullied relentlessly, but I
withheld the shame of those experiences from her and
my family. Perhaps the worst incident of bullying was
when I was cornered in the toilets and one of the mean
boys at school flushed one of my hearing aids down the
pan. That happened about 30 years ago and it still hurts.

After leaving secondary school in 1993, my hearing grew
progressively worse. One day in 1999, I was let go from
a job as I was simply unable to perform the job I was
employed to do. As I stood outside the office suddenly
unemployed, I asked myself: “What do adults do in this
situation?” There was no point going home as my
parents couldn’t summon employment out of thin air,
could they? I went straight to my audiology centre in
Central London and demanded to be seen. I did not
have an appointment and, when I was told I needed to
book one, I refused to leave. I was nearly 20. I was
desperate. I had been rejected by my employer. I felt
increasingly isolated. All this was happening just as a
new millennium was about to dawn, and I was
surrounded by people optimistic about what a new
millennium might bring. I wasn’t optimistic about the
future whatsoever.

I remember that day so well. And it was the day that I
learnt about cochlear implants for the first time. It was
the day my life changed. A senior registrar made time to

speak to me. She took me into a room. I remember it
being really stormy that day; the room was quite dark
despite the fluorescent light overhead. As she spoke, I
sensed hope as she told me more about how cochlear
implants work. Over the next few weeks, I was assessed
and deemed suitable for a cochlear implant. Waiting lists
were very long back then, but two years later, my
cochlear implant was activated. Within an hour of
activation, I heard myself pee for the first time. Within
six weeks, I made my first ever telephone call. Within six
months, I had moved abroad.

The cochlear implant, undoubtedly one of mankind’s
most amazing inventions, had changed my life. One year
after my activation, I started my first serious relationship,
which lasted ten years. My ex-partner and I are still
incredible friends and the turn of the century did indeed
turn out to be magical for me. My relationship ended
because I wanted to move back to England, with my
partner choosing not to join me. It was a tough decision,
but since my return to England in 2010, I have
experienced a huge amount of growth.

I secured a job which meant that for 12 years, I travelled
the world, promoting cochlear implants, meeting
professionals and parents of deaf children everywhere I
went. My perfectly shaven, bald, shiny head served as
the perfect advert for the most wonderful of inventions,
my cochlear implants. You see, I had received my
sequential implant in 2013. As I travelled from country to
country, I was called a survivor, described as an
inspiration, but I just didn’t feel this way. I just turned up,
told my story, and listened to the stories of others –
stories of struggle, genuine worry, fear, trauma. I was
doing okay until I burnt out. Shortly after the
implantation of my sequential device, I struggled. With
implants now in both ears, I felt exposed. Everywhere I
went, I felt like people were staring and I withdrew. I
was having my own mental health crisis and depression
loomed. I was diagnosed with anhedonia, a form of
depression that prevents individuals from enjoying
activities.

I simply didn’t have the energy to go on the way I was
and, in my experience, I was feeling like that bullied
young child again, desperate, lonely, helpless.
Fortunately, I had access to therapeutic support through
an Employer Assistance Programme.

Therapy was life changing for me and when the therapy
came to a natural ending, I felt inspired to help others in
the way my therapists had helped me. Between 2014
and 2019, I embarked on further education, retraining as

The importance of coaching and
counselling for people with deafness
Stuart McNaughton, psychotherapist and coach, shares an insight into his journey from childhood to

the present day
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a psychotherapist. I was hooked, fascinated. I did my
Certificate in Therapeutic Counselling at a local college
and marvelled at how complex we really are and, in
doing so, I learnt so much not just about myself but also
how flawed our very society is. Our society has been set
up in an ableist way that automatically ‘others’
individuals who don’t ‘fit in’, and I hear stories of this in
my work every single day.

In short, these people aren’t the problem – it’s the way
society is structured.

Later on, during the Diploma for Therapeutic
Counselling, we explored Freud’s psychosexual stages,
Winnicott’s psychosocial stages, Bowlby’s attachment
theory, and Beck’s cognitive behavioural therapy.
Through countless hours of skills practice and, later on,
my 100 hours of practice in an actual mental health
agency, I developed the confidence to help people
explore their own emotions. And I noticed that through
my own training, I was healing. I was, to use a reference
from another theorist, Abraham Maslow, self-actualising.

I qualified in 2019 and set up my private practice the
moment I qualified. I just knew that this is what I wanted
to do. I phased out my international work and then
focused on my domestic work. In a typical week, I will
support 25–30 clients. Since the more recently launched
The Cochlear Implant Coach in 2022, about half of my
clients have deafness and we explore a range of themes
including low self-esteem, fear, depression, anxiety,
bullying, discrimination, and even suicidal thoughts.

As I listened to hour after hour of my client’s stories, it
dawned on me that yes, for all of my life, I have actually
been in a minority. Furthermore, there was the
realisation that people in minorities automatically suffer
from minority stress. It was only in my late 30s that I
suddenly realised that it was society and the way it was
structured that was making me feel the things I felt:
inadequate, ‘less-than’, ‘othered’. You see, I have a
disability that cannot be helped. However, society is full
of people whose ‘opinions’ and ‘comments’ can be so
damaging. As clients work towards self-acceptance, the
views of others become less internalised.

One of the most prevalent themes is the locus of
evaluation. As we live in an ableist society, anyone with a
disability is likely to feel ‘less-than’, but might not have
the vocabulary or the resilience to get to a ‘it’s not me,

it’s you’ stance. If this isn’t processed in a healthy way, it
will manifest in a number of ways and a therapist can
help to support you in this. What is absolutely vital is to
work with any shame that individuals may feel so that
they can move to a place where they can voice their
concerns so that their emotional and mental needs are
met. Remember, deaf children are not born ashamed.
They are made to be ashamed by a) the way society is
structured and b) any family influence. When clients
come to learn this in my sessions, something in them
‘unlocks’ and it is powerful. This is the work I do and
there are not enough people out there qualified to
support this deaf population.

I could sit here and be all woe is me, but I’m now 46. I
understand myself inside and out. I know who I am. I
feel empowered enough to advocate for myself and it’s
my mission to help more people to experience that
independence, that freedom. We do, however, need to
be mindful that this didn’t just happen. All the way from
those early interventions, those weekly speech therapy
appointments as a young child, my mother demanding
for her deaf child to be treated, the peripatetic worker I
spoke of earlier, the profound change brought about by
cochlear implantation, the love and power of my ten-
year relationship, the rewarding international work
experience, and my own mental health concerns and
how I faced those have all got me to where I am now.

If this proves anything, it is that life is indeed a journey,
and that journey can be started at any time. I’m
incredibly proud of what I do, but I had a lot of support.
Given how old my peripatetic worker was when I was at
school, I’m sure she has since long passed on, but the
gratitude I feel for having experienced that degree of
consistent care in the setting of a mainstream school
lives on, and this is why I want to end the article by
commending BATOD for everything it does. In an ableist
society, we need services like BATOD. We need more
coaches. We need more psychotherapists so that more
people in this society can – and will – go on to live
happier and richer lives. It doesn’t just happen. We make
it happen.

As I’ve stopped typing, I have a huge smile on my face
and my eyes have just filled up with tears.

Thank you for reading. ■

Stuart qualified as a psychotherapist in 2019 and since then has been supporting adults and families across a
wide range of contexts. He is currently training to become a clinical supervisor to help other therapists with
their casework. As a cochlear implant user, he is able to draw on psychological principles and his own lived
experience to support others across a wide range of deaf issues.

In 2013 Stuart wrote and self-published a book, He is not me, which is an account of a childhood with
deafness and his experiences in the run up to and after cochlear implantation. Stuart is offering BATOD
readers a discount. If you would like to order your own
copy, you can do so on www.lulu.com

Later this year, Stuart will run a number of workshops on how to inspire
confidence in young people with deafness. For more information, visit his
website on www.thecochlearimplantcoach.com

Connect with me:
LinkedIn linkedin.com/in/stuartmcnaughton/
Facebook thecochlearimplantcoach
Instagram thecochlearimplantcoach 5
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Introduction
This project, generously funded by the Leverhulme Trust,
set out to focus on how best to support higher education
(HE) students who were deaf or hard of hearing (DHH),
dyslexic (DYS), or who had English as a second or other
language (L2).

This interdisciplinary, collaborative project brought
together colleagues from the Institute of Education,
University of Reading, who were experts in promoting
good teaching practices and had a strong portfolio in
research on the barriers to learning for students with
disabilities and special needs, with colleagues from the
Department of Computer Science with programming
expertise in online learning. They were joined by
high-ranking members from Deafax, AACT, and
GOALS4LIFE charitable enterprises. These charitable
enterprises wanted to ensure this important project was
well grounded in users’ experiences. The Institute of
Education is well-known for its research in language and
literacy, with current research in reading, vocabulary
acquisition, bilingualism, and English as a second or
additional language.

Digital access for Deaf people has benefitted from the
development of automatic speech recognition (ASR),
but its accuracy varies with context. Mistakes made
through ASR are less confusing if you have good literacy
and can guess, on the basis of phonetics, what the
substituted word should have been. Both aspects are
more likely to be problematic for the deaf learner.
However, research suggests that signing is not necessarily
a better medium than text, especially for acquiring new
technical vocabulary. Text can be static, read, and re-read
for meaning. A central debate concerns whether it
should be provided word for word as spoken or whether
it should be edited, and if so, how. Paraphrasing can
result in text that is dense and harder to mentally
process, with too much information in too short a time.
Our research concerned examining the linguistic and
cognitive demands of text and testing modifications.
In addition, deaf learners were found to benefit from a
variety of visual aids. The challenge was to understand
how they could best be accessed online in a manner
that does not overly divide attention and prove
distracting.

Although the prime focus was on DHH learners, research
suggests that other students with literacy and language
difficulties also benefit from subtitling and visual
materials. These include those who were neurodiverse,
particularly those with DYS, and those who spoke L2, and

therefore there was much also to be gained from
examining how these other two groups benefitted.

Study online
Members of the research team recruited participants
through calls to universities and to organisations
supporting adults who were DHH, are neurodiverse,
particularly for DYS, or speak L2. We created two versions
of online learning materials across two content areas
using University of Reading materials on FutureLearn
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC): ‘Begin robotics’,
and ‘Understanding anxiety, depression and cognitive
behavioural therapy (CBT)’. These were a mixture of
online written texts and video clips. The latter included
both ‘talking head’ type material and PowerPoint slides
with voice-over. One version of the materials was
‘unenhanced’ – in other words, it appeared in exactly
the same way as it did in MOOC on FutureLearn.
We called this version MOOC. The other version was
‘enhanced’, that is, modified to try to offer greater
support to those in our three participant groups. We
called this version DEAL.

The main modifications included: 
l adding Advance Organisers (signposts given to

students before they undertake an activity to help them
structure the information they are about to learn and
to direct their attention to key points):

¢ pre-viewing explanations of difficult vocabulary
¢ breaking down some of the information into smaller

segments with summaries
¢ adding British Sign Language (BSL) to video clips
¢ drawing participants’ attention to how to modify and

use captions.

Although captions were available in both versions, with
on/off and speed control, these features were not
explicitly highlighted to the MOOC group. By contrast,
they were highlighted in a pre-viewing document for the
DEAL group. Participants were randomly allocated to
either the MOOC or the DEAL condition, across all three
participant groups.

Procedures
Information was gathered from participants regarding
their proficiency in reading English and their existing
knowledge of robotics and CBT-related topics. Participants
then met online with a member of the Project Team and
viewed one version of the two sets of online materials.
After viewing, they completed quizzes to assess what they
had learnt, and also a questionnaire and interview to find
out what they had focused on while viewing, and what

DEAL (Digital Education & Assisted
Learning)
Ken Carter provides a brief overview of the latest research study based on experiences of students in

higher education
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they had found helpful and unhelpful. A sub-sample of
participants had their eye movements tracked as they
viewed the robotics materials.

Summary of findings
Learning – was the MOOC or DEAL version better for
helping participants learn the online content?

For both the CBT and robotics materials, taking into
account participants’ reading proficiency and pre-viewing
knowledge, after viewing the materials, the scores for
both MOOC and DEAL were very similar. The only
statistically significant difference was for the L2 group,
who performed worse after viewing the DEAL materials
for CBT.

On the more complex robotics materials, the DHH DEAL
participants had higher average scores than DHH MOOC
participants. This gives some further indication that the
DEAL modifications helped the DHH participants. Similarly,
although overall DHH quiz scores were the lowest of the
three participant groups, they only did worse than the
other two groups when they viewed the MOOC version,
giving indications that the DEAL version had some
equalising effect on learning.

What did participants think about the
presentation of the online content?
Across all three groups of participants, modifications
made in the DEAL versions of materials were found
helpful in respect of the tasks that accompanied the
videos, the texts that introduced the videos, and bullet
points/summaries of key learning points. These features
received more positive ratings in the DEAL version than in
the MOOC version.

There were, however, a lot of individual variations in
respect of what was helpful and what was not. Several
participants expressed the desire to be able to personalise
their viewing: for example, to be able to move the
captions or the BSL to a certain area of the screen. This
was reflected in the large amount of variation regarding
the areas of the videos they looked at, which we captured
using eye tracking software. Many DHH participants
found having BSL and captions hard to process together.
The overriding message for online learning is that one size
does not fit all, and personalisation of modifications is key.

Our recommendations
The DEAL research initiative has developed guidelines
aimed at improving online provision of teaching and
learning content. It has focused on students who are
DHH, those who are neurodiverse, especially those who
have DYS, and those who have English as a Second or
Other Language.

Our research explored the experiences of students and
recorded their views, making it possible for us to better
evaluate current online practices.

Our recommendations are of particular relevance to
practitioners in HE and aim to improve the student
experience when learning online. They are taken from our
study findings that point to what aided students’
understanding and learning when viewing online
materials.

Our recommendations and accompanying examples are
divided into three overlapping categories as listed:

Left to right: Sign Language Interpeter, Dr Ilan Dwek, Dr Yota Dimitriadi, Gail Hickman, Professor Suzanne Graham, Professor Richard
Mitchell, Helen Lansdown, Debbie Flory

►Continued at bottom of next page
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l Preparing teaching and learning materials in a HE
setting? Then visit the section for Lecturers,
Educators, and Practitioners.

l Looking for guidance on ways to present your content?
Visit the Presentation section.

l Looking for guidance on a more technical front? 
Visit the section providing Technical Pointers.Please
note that BSL translations have been added to all 
pages on the DEAL website
https://blogs.reading.ac.uk/deal/researchers/ ■

Ken Carter
External
Consultant
ken.carter@goals
4life.org.uk

Ilan Dwek
Research
Assistant
i.g.dwek@readin
g.ac.uk

Debbie Flory
Administrative
Assistant 
d.flory@reading.
ac.uk

Prof Suzanne Graham
Project Investigator,
Professor of Language
and Education
s.j.graham@reading.ac.
uk

Gail Hickman
Research
Assistant
gail.hickman@
reading.ac.uk

Helen
Lansdown
Research
Assistant
h.lansdown@
reading.ac.uk

Professor Richard
Mitchell
Professor of
Cybernetics
r.j.mitchell@reading
.ac.uk

DEAL researchers
The research team appears in alphabetical order and can be contacted via email.

Whole School SEND, which is hosted by the National
Association for Special Educational Needs (nasen), offers a
range of continuing professional development and
learning (CPDL) webinars and resources that are free to
access. This includes a series of online CPD units that are
designed for teachers, professionals and other specialists
working with children and young people (CYP), which aim
to ensure an inclusive experience for all learners.

The themes covered within the units include language and
communication; social, emotional, and mental health; and
safety and belonging. As an advisory Qualified Teacher of
Deaf Children and Young People (QToD) working within an
outreach team supporting the language and
communication needs of deaf and hard of hearing CYP is
key to my role so I completed the following units:

 l Unit 6: Supporting the development of speech,
language, and communication skills

 l Unit 7: Creating a learning environment that supports
speech, language and communication.

Each of the units took around 20 minutes to complete and
was supported by a live online networking session, which I
attended, that was facilitated by a regional Special
Educational Needs and Disability (SEND) leader. I found
both units to be very useful, informative, and able to
provide a good understanding of speech, language, and
communication needs. They reinforced previous learning
and professional development so would be supportive for
ToDs in training and QToDs. Unit 7 was particularly useful
as it included a case study of supporting a deaf young

person with their transition to college, which is an area my
team are currently working on and developing.

After completing the units, I shared information about
Whole School SEND with my team at one of our meetings
and encouraged them to sign up and look at some of the
available and upcoming CPD units, which include
understanding behaviour as communication and
supporting sensory differences in the learning
environment. I also shared information with the borough’s
Area Special Educational Needs and Disability Co-ordinator
(SENDCo) who organises training and support for
SENDCos as well as regular network meetings.

I am looking forward to completing more of the CPD units
and will be advising the teaching and support staff
working with deaf and hard of hearing CYP within the
borough to sign up to Whole School SEND and explore the
free resources on offer.

For more information about Whole School SEND visit
www.wholeschoolsend.org.uk ■

Whole School SEND CPD series
Nicky Tricks, an Advisory QToD, provides an overview of online language and communication CPD units

Nicky Tricks is an Advisory Teacher
for Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Children and Young People based
at the Richard Cloudesley
Outreach Service in Islington.

► DEAL (Digital Education & Assisted Learning) Continued from bottom of previous page
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The Well-being Curriculum and the Wellbeing Wheel
have been adapted from the principles of the Iowa
Curriculum and trialled in the new format following the
successful roll-out of the Leeds Audiology Curriculum
and its associated resources, which have now been
shared nationwide.

Like the Audiology Curriculum, the Well-being
Curriculum successfully tracks termly outcomes set by
Qualified Teachers of The Deaf (QToDs) across the city
and gives children and young people knowledge and
understanding about their social and emotional
development at a level appropriate to them. It is stage-
led not age-dictated and gives children and young
people the tools to be able to talk about their own
wellbeing with appropriate knowledge and
understanding.

Like the Audiology Curriculum the Well-being
Curriculum is broken down into areas, eight in total,
with four areas of competency within each area. There
are many areas of crossover between the two
curriculums, which makes for a holistic approach to
identification, input, and support.

Eight areas of focus
An example of an individual page with monitoring over
time – see right.

How does the wellbeing wheel fit in?
Supporting the Well-being Curriculum, the Well-being
Wheel puts children and young people at the heart of
identifying their own areas to work on by understanding
and prioritising the parts of their life that they feel the
QToD can support with.

Using the Wheel, the child/young person will choose
their own priorities with support from the QToD, then
identify a ‘baseline level’.

Through discussion and guided conversation, they will
then identify ways in which these levels can improve,
which in turn drives the interventions. Supported by the
QToD the child will generate outcomes that link in with
the Well-being Curriculum, which will be shared with all
involved and tracked over time.

An example of a secondary age young person (aged 13),
showing the starting points and the results following
intervention:

Case study
During the autumn term 2022 and spring term 2023, a
profoundly deaf five-year-old child was plotted on the
Well-being Curriculum with the QToD. The Well-being
Wheel was introduced in the winter term in a simple
form to capture the child’s voice.

Using the Well-being Curriculum and
Well-being Wheel resource
Sandra Barlow, QToD, shares details of a Well-being curriculum and Well-being Wheel ‘Wheel of life’,

which has been successfully trialled by the Deaf and Hearing Impaired team in Leeds (DAHIT)
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At this time, the child had been
implanted for a year following a
significant, permanent drop in
hearing. Her home language
was spoken English, and she
was a consistent amplification
user. Assessment, observation,
and discussion took place both
at home and in the school
setting by the QToD who visited
weekly. The information
gathered and the intended
interventions were shared with
school staff, parents, and with
the cochlear implant service to
ensure, as far as possible, a
multi-disciplinary approach to
the outcomes.

Interventions/input were
personalised and required one-
to-one teaching. However, some
small group sessions with other
deaf and/or hearing peers
proved beneficial and served to
break down barriers that hadn’t
previously been considered.

In addition, some targets were
able to be developed through
the mainstream classroom,
teaching, for example, group
role play around emotions

Wellbeing
wheel
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followed by a presentation in
the whole school assembly.

Other areas could be
supported at home, such as at
brownies and judo, for
example, by implementing the
use of an assistive listening
device for out of school
activities at the child’s request.
This smooth transition of
equipment and knowledge has
allowed the child to develop
academically, socially, and
emotionally in line with her
peers and become a self-
advocate. She is now making
other requests using the Well-
being Wheel to convey her
wishes and encouraging her
pals to do the same!

Impact
The impact of the trial of the
Well-being Curriculum and
‘wheel’ across the city was
assessed through a small
survey, with staff, students,
and wider professionals
contributing. Feedback from
parents also demonstrated a
clearer understanding of their
child’s needs.

As a result of this work, staff
found the content easily
accessible. Students were
more engaged and liked the
tools. Many students could use
it independently and so were
confident in taking greater
ownership.

Next steps
Following the survey and
through wider discussion, the
use of the Well-being
Curriculum and Well-being
Wheel has been modified and
adapted in order that it is
accessible to a wider cohort of
users, such as under fives,
children with multi-sensory
impairment (MSI), post-16 students, and more, with a
wide variety of ways in which the student voice can be
captured.

Discussion has taken place with wider teams, and it will
be established in the primary and secondary resource
settings in Sign Supported English (SSE) and British
Sign Language (BSL) formats. ■

Example of survey

Sandra Barlow is a Qualified
Teacher of Deaf Children and
Young People, Qualified Teacher of
MSI and Area Lead (South) with
the Deaf and Hearing Impaired
team in Leeds (DAHIT).
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City Lit, Britain's largest adult education college, has
recently held its annual Deaf Day, welcoming the deaf
community to meet, socialise, and network with
organisations and charities from across the UK. The day
took place on 27th April in the City Lit Gallery.

Why does City Lit host an annual Deaf Day?
Historically, City Lit is a London-centric learning centre and
during the pandemic they launched an online academic
programme to open up their course offering to the nation.

Deaf education provision has been central to City Lit since
its establishment in 1919 when they launched their first
courses for deaf people.

Initially, City Lit introduced lipreading classes specifically
designed for deafened soldiers who had served during
World War I. As time passed, City Lit’s provision has gone
on to become a globally respected institution, offering an
extensive array of programmes and is Europe’s largest
centre of its kind.

This longstanding involvement with the deaf community
led to the launch of City Lit’s first Deaf Day in 1995.

What is Deaf Day?
Deaf Day is a free, annual one-day event organised by City
Lit’s Centre for Deaf Education. In 2023, the day was made
possible by a number of sponsors that included:
SignVideo, Signature, Lipspeaker UK and City & Guilds.

The day itself was a true celebration of Deaf culture and
included an array of immersive course taster sessions,
inspiring talks, and inspirational art and music.

Speaking about the event, Mark Hopkinson, Head of
Centre for Deaf Education at City Lit said “We are

immensely proud of our
contribution to the deaf
community through our annual
Deaf Day here at City Lit. It’s
fantastic to see such community
spirit and engagement with deaf
culture – the talks, workshops,
art, and our sponsors are truly
inspiring!”

A love letter to the deaf
community
On display in the City Lit Gallery
until 27th April was a wonderful
photography exhibition by
photographer, writer, and
former City Lit student Stephen
Iliffe.

The marvellous Deaf Mosaic

City Lit hosts annual celebration of 
Deaf Day
Mark Hopkinson provides a summary of the college’s popular annual event
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exhibition showcased stunning images of deaf people
from across the country.

The collection was a revival of 2022’s Deaf Day exhibition,
this time round with new additions including a portrait of
world-leading percussionist, Dame Evelyn Glennie.

The collection very much draws on personal experience
and Stephen’s desire to champion the deaf community.

Speaking about his experiences growing up, Stephen said,
“I still recall my first day at a new
junior school in the 1960s. I
arrived mid-term and the teacher
stood me in front of class. ‘This is
Stephen’, she announced. ‘He’s
joining us today. He’s deaf, so
speak clearly when talking to him.’
At break, the kids poked at my
body-worn hearing aids. ‘What’s
that funny box on your chest?’
‘Why do you have wires coming
out of your ears?’ I was eight years
old. It was the first time I’d realised
I was deaf. How to explain? No
words. It dawned on me that I was
the only deaf kid in school.”

His story will no doubt spark
recognition amongst the deaf

community. It was this shared history that propelled
Stephen to display his collection and speak of his
experiences to raise awareness.

Speaking about the collection, Stephen Iliffe said, “It’s my
‘love letter’ to the deaf community which gave me
confidence and purpose in life. A series of photographic
portraits of deaf people from all walks of life: different
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ethnicities, cultures, occupations,
and interests”.

Free course tasters and
workshops from City Lit
Alongside the art exhibition, City
Lit’s Deaf Day hosted a number of
course taster sessions and
workshops.

These sessions were incredibly
popular and included:
l Lipreading taster – an interactive

session hosted by Nicola Hicks,
City Lit teacher for lipreading
and acquired hearing loss,
taught in spoken English with a
BSL interpreter

l Yoga for deaf, BSL users – a
yoga workshop taught in sign
language to try our basic
postures and learn new ones

l BSL taster – an introduction to BSL vocabulary and
grammar

l Managing your hearing loss in noisy situations – a
session to explore identifying barriers to communication
and how to overcome them

l Better breathing for deaf people – breathing techniques
and tips for those that are hard of hearing

l Keeping safe online – a workshop on how to avoid
cyber scams from the Metropolitan Police.

A popular workshop came from Deafinitely Theatre, which
delivered a free one-hour workshop for young people
aged 14–21 years old who are deaf, hard of hearing, or
BSL users. The workshop explored what it is like to be an
actor in a Deaf theatre company, encouraging young
people to get involved with the youth theatre programme
that runs every year.

In addition to the workshops were a number of inspiring
talks:
l What is deaf heritage? – an exploration of deaf heritage

in Scotland, developed and created by the deaf
community by Solar Flares Deaf Heritage

l Deaf history – some untold truths – Deaf Historian and
City Lit BSL tutor Peter Brown delves into deaf history

l Deaf Mosaic talk – a detailed talk from photographer
Stephen Iliffe on his Deaf Mosaic exhibition

l Taking BSL forward – a talk on the future of BSL

Exhibitors, charities, and deaf organisations

In the downtime between talks, workshops, and art,
City Lit played host to a number of exhibitors across the
campus. From leading universities and deaf colleges, such

as Wolverhampton and
Heriot-Watt, to arts
organisations, such as
Deafinitely Theatre and
Deaf Rave.

For more information on
City Lit’s Centre for Deaf
Education head to the
City Lit website. ■

Mark Hopkinson is the
Head of Centre for Deaf
Education at City Lit.
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In June, the Ewing and Burwood Park Foundations held a
joint conference ‘Working with deaf children and
young people with additional or complex needs. A
sharing of good practice.’

The sold-out event was a tremendous success with over 60
people attending the conference at the Radisson Hotel in
York. The programme included lectures and workshops
from professionals with expertise and experience of
working in a variety of areas, including:

 l Vision impairment and deafness

 l Autistic spectrum condition

 l Social and Emotional Mental Health

 l Early Years and additional/ complex needs

 l Specialist Schools for the D/deaf – changing practice for
a changing cohort

 l Additional language disorders

The conference focused on how improving awareness of
additional or complex needs can support professionals
working in D/deaf education to more effectively recognise
and understand the individual profiles of the D/deaf
children and young people with whom they work. ‘The
sharing of practice through joint working will enable us to
better plan intervention and support, and ensure best
outcomes for deaf children and young people with
complex or additional needs,’ said Carole Wood, the
Ewing Foundation Education Adviser who led the Ewing
team on the day.

Ewing Foundation and Burwood Park Foundation
acknowledge, with immense gratitude, their event
sponsor, The Boshier-Hinton Foundation.   

The event also provided an opportunity to continue to
mark Ewing Foundation’s seventieth anniversary of
supporting deaf children and young people and their
teachers.

Ewing and Burwood Park Foundations
joint conference 2023
The Ewing Foundation share a summary of their conference on supporting deaf children and young

people with additional or complex needs

Ewing Foundation is a small, national charity promoting inclusion and achievement for deaf children and young people
through listening and speaking. During 2022-2023, we mark seventy years of supporting deaf children and young
people and their teachers. 

Burwood Park Foundation is a small charity supporting deaf children and young people who have additional or
complex needs. It is managed by Ewing Foundation.

Contact: Email: info@ewing-foundation.org.uk Web: www.ewing-foundation.org.uk  Tel /text: 07954 158 971

Lead QToD RP
A forum has been created
specifically for Resource
Provision Lead Qualified Teachers of Deaf
Children and Young People. This platform is to
enable Lead QToDs to exchange good practice,
ask questions and discuss issues of current
interest. The value of the forum lies in the ease
and openness with which individual Lead QToDs
can ask questions about working practice,
developments specific to specialist resource
provisions, and share information and experience.
The forum should inform strategic planning and
development for resource provisions. 
siforums.org.uk/9-lead-qtod-rp-forum

BATOD Training Bursary Information
BATOD has launched a new Training Bursary to support
professionals working with D/deaf learners who are not
QToDs or ToDs in training. 
This bursary allows BATOD members to access
education/training related to deaf education, to develop
their skills and knowledge. The member would be
otherwise totally self-funding, due to no financial support
from their educational establishment or LA.
Download this document for further information and 
the application form: 
www.batod.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/
BATOD-Training-bursary-information-.pdf
Any questions - contact Jill Bussien via
bursary@batod.org.uk



Q1: You’ve got a problem you’d prefer not to tell
your parents about, but want to discuss with
the doctor. What do you do?

A) I force myself to tell my parents so they’ll come
with me to the doctor.

B) I book an appointment with my doctor to talk
about it. I don’t have to tell my parents if I
don’t want to. 

C) There’s no way I’m telling my parents about it! I
ignore the problem and hope it’ll go away.

Q2: You want to use sign language during your
appointment. What do you do?

A) I ask the doctor’s surgery to arrange an
interpreter for my appointment, or we agree to

use a video translation service.
B) I’m not sure how to book an interpreter so I

struggle through the appointment without one.
C) I take a family member or friend to interpret

for me.
D) I don’t need to use sign language.

Q3: You’ve been in the waiting room for ages, but
nobody has come to get you. You’re worried
you’ve missed your appointment. What do you
do?

A) I don’t do anything. My parent sorts it all out.
B) I feel too embarrassed to ask the receptionist if

I’ve missed my turn. I carry on waiting.
C) I go to the receptionist to find out what’s going
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Are you ready to go to the doctor by
yourself?
The National Deaf Children’s Society’s Buzz resource, produced in collaboration with deaf young

people, has been published with permission from the National Deaf Children’s Society’s ‘Families’

magazine spring 2023
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on. If the surgery doesn’t have electronic
screens, I check they’ve remembered to come
and get me when it’s my turn. 

Q4: Your doctor turns away when they’re talking to
you. What do you do?

A) I’m too embarrassed to ask them to repeat
themselves, so I just nod and smile.

B) I remind them to face me when they talk to me
and ask them to repeat what they said.

C) I apologise and ask them to repeat what they
said.

D) I use an interpreter, so I’m able to follow what
they said.

Q5: There’s a question you really want to ask during
your appointment. What do you do?

A) I ask the question and hope I’ll understand the
answer. If not, I just nod and smile.

B) I’m too nervous to ask any questions. I let Mum
or Dad do the talking.

C) I ask the question and make sure I understand
the answer. If I don’t understand, I ask the
doctor to explain it again.

Count if most of your answers are pink, blue or
orange, then turn over to find out if you’re ready…

Mostly pink…
At the moment you rely on your parents to arrange your
doctor’s appointments for you. That’s OK! It might be a
little while before you go to appointments on your own,
but here are a few tips to help you get ready.

l Ask your parents how they book your appointments.
Would you be able to book an appointment without
their help in the future? 

l Pay attention during your appointments. Don’t just rely
on Mum and Dad to tell you everything later. 

l Prepare some questions with your mum or dad before
you go into your appointment, then ask the doctor the
questions yourself. You could write the questions
down to help you remember them.

Mostly orange…
You still need your parents to help with some things, but
you’d like to start taking more control of your own health
appointments. Here are a few tips to help you take the
next steps. 

l Ask your doctor’s surgery about the different ways you
can book appointments. Explain that you want to start
booking appointments yourself so they need to
suggest a way that works for you – for example, using
text or email. 

l If you’d like to start using sign language interpreters
during your appointments, then let your family know.
This might be a tricky conversation, but it’s an
important step towards doing things on your own. 

l Take the lead during your appointment. Explain what’s
wrong, ask questions and check you’ve understood
everything. Be confident and ask your doctor to repeat
things you’ve missed or not understood.

Mostly blue…
Great – you’re already really confident about doing things
on your own! Remember these top tips to make sure you
get the support you need. 

l Even if your doctor’s surgery gives you good support,
sometimes things can go wrong. Remember what your
rights are and be confident to stand up for yourself. 

l Remind your doctor’s surgery what you need from
them. 

l Tell your doctor’s surgery about your experience so
they can continue doing things well or improve where
they need to. 

For more support on visiting the doctor independently, 
go to buzz.org.uk/articles/my-life-my-health ■

The National Deaf Children’s Society is the UK’s leading
childhood deafness charity. Families
needing advice or support about
childhood deafness are welcome to
call the charity’s helpline on 0808 800
8880 or visit the website,
http://www.ndcs.org.uk

Jobs in deaf education
Job vacancies for QToD, CSW, 

Heads of Service, Lecturer roles etc can be
advertised on the BATOD website

at a cost of £300.00.

On the homepage, click the jobs tabs and from
the drop down menu select List a job to access
the submission link – www.batod.org.uk/jobs

Your advert should appear on the website
within 2 working days. BATOD frequently

highlights the posts listed on BATOD via their
social media platforms.

Historical data also shows a high level of success
in recruitment through BATOD. However, should
you need to readvertise the post with similar text,

the cost is reduced to £190.

Advertisers now have the option of
card payment, in addition to BACS or cheque.

The BATOD jobs page still continues to be
one of our most popular webpages.

Value for money advertising



The BATOD NI committee was pleased to deliver their Spring
2023 event in partnership with Education Authority (EA), NI’s
only sensory support service
www.eani.org.uk/services/pupil-support-services/sensory-
service. Following the joint Sensory Impairment Conference
in 2019 and online engagement with the BATOD webinar
series in 2021/22, BATOD NI opted to deliver the 2023 event
in a hybrid format. The event had attendees from the
Republic of Ireland service National Council for Special
Education (NCSE), Jordanstown School for deaf and visually
impaired, primary and secondary resource provisions, a speech
and language therapist, and other BATOD members, with
in-person interpreters present.

The event opened with a presentation from Barnardo's
Education Community’s (BEC) representatives: Marie Thomas,
Lucy Kupiers, and Carly Goodwin, followed by a presentation
by Dr Holly Greer from Deaf Child and Adolescent Mental
Health Service (DCAMHS) Northern Ireland, and a closing
presentation from The Elizabeth Foundation’s Julie Hughes,
CEO, and Katie Tufwell, programme lead for The Elizabeth
Foundation online programme ‘Let's Listen and Talk’. The
postponed 2022 BATOD NI AGM took place after the webinar.

The BEC presentation provided attendees with the
opportunity to learn about their digital platform. BEC was
established in January 2021 as part of a mental health
support service in response to the Covid-19 pandemic, with a
focus initially on loss, grief, bereavement, and trauma.
However, their scope has expanded since 2021 as BEC
became Zurich Community Trust’s new National Mental
Health Partner in July 2022. This has meant their scope has
widened to support mental health and well-being in general,
enabling BEC to offer additional targeted support as well to
educational establishments.

The team explained the aim of BEC is to improve the mental
health of children and young people by providing staff
working in education with the knowledge, understanding,
and tools to support them. A wide range of resources,
training, and support are on offer not only for staff and their
well-being, but also for professionals to be able to work with
children and young people. BEC provides a platform to
connect with other colleagues across the UK with what they
call the Communities of Practice. BEC has worked in
partnership with BATOD to identify ways to make the
resources and the website deaf-friendly.

There is a staff well-being section with further reflective
well-being spaces in development. Within all the sections on
the website, BEC has separated their resources into themes:
mental health and well-being, bereavement, grief, loss and
change, and trauma. BEC also introduced the attendees to
Wakelets – a platform that used to be able to correlate links,
information, and resources around a specific theme. BEC
made the attendees aware of their podcast list. At the time of
the event, they had completed Season one and were in the
middle of creating Season two, with Season three in planning.
BEC had included a British Sign Language (BSL) video to
support making their podcasts accessible. They had started

with their episode around trauma with Dr Bruce Perry, one of
the world's leading experts on childhood trauma.

BEC explained they are keen to have ongoing feedback and
welcome BATOD members to make suggestions, contact
them about new links, give feedback about the BSL
language-translated podcast episodes and share what would
be most beneficial for Qualified Teachers of Deaf Children and
Young People (QToDs) and professionals in deaf education.

Dr Holly Greer, Consultant Psychiatrist for the Northern Health
Trust in Northern Ireland, provided an update on the Regional
DCAMHS Holly explained she had been trying since 2017 to
get this service up and running. It involved a research project,
funded by Queen’s University, with a statistical analysis by Dr
Bronagh Byrne, Dr Catherine McNamee, and Dr Holly Greer,
a-qualitative survey of young people and their families, and
information had come from the youth well-being survey in
2020, which was completed just before Covid. Holly also
noted that the youth well-being survey may be done again at
some point to consider the impact of Covid. The 2020 survey
had found that deaf children have a statistically significant
higher prevalence of depression, generalised anxiety disorder,
obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD), panic disorder, and
separation anxiety. Almost 21% of those deaf children
reported having at least one physiological condition compared
with 12% of hearing children, and this was based on
standardised questionnaires. The survey sample was small and
engaged with special school settings rather than mainstream
schools. The findings had also reported lower levels of quality
of life, and an average score of 3.85 compared to 4.24, which
was statistically significant.

Holly explained that currently, the service is not permanent as
the current funding is non-recurrent. The aim is to provide an
accessible and understanding mental health service for deaf
children and young people, and children of deaf adults across
Northern Ireland that will cater for their individual linguistic,
communicative, and cultural preferences, and their increased
mental health needs. At the time of the presentation, the
team consisted of Dr Holly, for one day a week, and Caroline
Doherty, two days a week. Caroline is deaf, wears hearing
aids, and uses sign language and lipreads. The service has
these referral criteria that differs slightly to England as the
service in England can only allow profoundly deaf individuals,
whereas the smaller population in Northern Ireland allows the
service to see a wider profile of deaf individuals and children
of deaf adults. This means the service will see any deaf
individual with any degree of deafness, aided or unaided,
who has a mental health condition that is impacting on their
day-to-day functioning, so if they're struggling with school or
having outbursts at home, not getting out socially, sleep is
problematic, etc. The profile can include individuals who use
Irish sign language or BSL, as well as children of deaf parents.

Dr Holly noted that the things that they think are important
for the service to consider that maybe generic CAMHS
doesn’t always consider are the impact of listening effort,
language derivation, all those frustrations around
communication, and the assessment of autism and attention

BATOD NI’s 2023 event
The BATOD Northern Ireland (NI) committee provide an overview to their first successful hybrid event
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deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) in deaf children. She
shared that the service has seen quite a few children and
young people who have been overlooked for a diagnosis or
perhaps have been wrongly diagnosed.

The presentation also noted that the partnership work with
the EANI service had seen a few more referrals from QToDs as
a result of their use with the strengths and difficulties
questionnaires that the service had given out for everyone to
complete on a regular basis to identify people early and these
have been so helpful.

The service has established links with the consultant group at
the national DCAMHS service in England. The service also
meets with a special interest group through the Royal College
of Psychiatrists quarterly. This special interest group involves
charities, auditory implants centres, audiologists, speech and
language therapists, and other professionals linked to deaf
education.

The service is hopeful that funding can be secured to enable
long-term support for deaf children and young people, and
their families in NI.

The event concluded with a presentation from The Elizabeth
Foundation: Julie Hughes, CEO and Katie Tufnell, the
programme lead for the Elizabeth Foundation online
programme called ‘Let's Listen and Talk’ and who is also the
parent of a deaf child. Julie and Katie described how families
living in Northern Ireland or the Republic of Ireland can
benefit from the online programme, which uses the
multi-sensory oral aural approach to develop speech and
language listening skills. Julie explained how the programme
uses all of the senses in a fun way to teach with facial
expressions, body language, tone of voice, visual cues, props,
toys, cues, and lots of visual information.

Julie shared that the team had spent four/five years
developing an online programme with the advice, guidance,
and information that families who come to our family centre
in Hampshire would get if they were going to the centre for
weekly sessions. The resource included hundreds of videos
with families and their children demonstrating the games and
activities that were highlighted in the programme, as well as
videos by parents about frequently asked questions, advice
and guidance for other parents, and webinars with QToDs,
speech therapists and audiologists. Julie emphasises the
resource is not meant to replace face-to-face contact. It is
hoped that it can be used as a resource with families that
QToDs, and/or speech and language therapists could take this
resource and use it with families and leave knowing the family
has that resource with them at home and that they can go
back and refer to information, watch it again, explain it to
mum and dad if one parent wasn't at the meeting, or explain
it to grandparents so they can share it with the rest of the
family.

The programme was designed to be 10-to-15-minute chunks
of information to support the busy nature of family life.
Professionals and parents can contact Katie via phone, an
online Skype meeting or email for advice
and guidance information, as well as some
support tailored to the individual’s wants
and needs. As each activity is completed,
the programme encourages one to think
about an activity, eg how did your baby
respond to that? How did they show you

that they were enjoying that? What types of communication
were they using to share that with you? Julie described the
structure as “reflective information for the parents to gain
some insight, particularly in some of those really early
communication skills, but they're actually seeing that they're
happening and kind of reflecting on that and noticing those.
The programme gives the families access to other families and
resources, with an important section on videos of parents just
giving advice to other parents”.

Julie also explained that during Covid, The Elizabeth
Foundation waived all their fees and, with support from the
community through feedback, hope to maintain the resource
as free to access.

The programme is available at www.letslistenandtalk.org.
There is an introduction page that provides information about
the programme. Once logged in, one can access the courses,
information, and contact details. There is a baby programme
that's for children, 0 to 18 months, a toddler programme for
children 18 months to 2 1/2 years, and a preschool
programme for children 2 1/2 to 5 years. In addition, the
programme has a section on learning through music, which
has baby and toddler programmes with approximately a
dozen songs. The tracks can be downloaded with or without
someone singing. There's also a programme called ‘Getting to
grips with technology and terminology’ and again, it talks
about what an audiogram is. The programme has a
consultant audiological scientist explaining about audiograms
and the different hearing tests, as well as guidance on hearing
aid maintenance.

An attendee at the event highly recommended the music
programme. Julie explained that for professionals using
BabyBeats, The Elizabeth Foundation programme is an
extension of it.

Julie also reminded the attendees about The Elizabeth
Foundation Summer Programme, a one-week intensive
programme for children from three to five years old.
Previously, families have attended from Northern Ireland,
the Republic of Ireland, and Spain.  We hope all who attended
had a great time.

The event was followed by the annual general meeting.
The committee discussed many items including BATOD NI’s
involvement with the 27th Federation of Associations of
Teachers of the Deaf (FEAPDA) Congress in April 2024, which
is a joint partnership with BATOD, and National Council for
Special Education (NCSE).

BATOD NI committee is a committee with representatives
from Northern Ireland, Republic of Ireland, schools for the
deaf and vision impaired, peripatetic services, speech and
language services, the charity sector, and other volunteer
roles.

BATOD NI would like to thank committee members who
have contributed to the work throughout the year, and
members who have stepped away from the committee:

Teresa Quail (Co-chair) who made valuable
contributions to the work of BATOD NI and
will be greatly missed.

If any BATOD NI members would like to join
the committee, please do register your
interest with current chair, Conor Mervyn,
via batodnireland@batod.org.uk ■
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My story started when I was four and caught ear
infections in both ears. The doctors prescribed antibiotics
and the infections cleared, but the damage had been
done, and I was left with mild hearing loss at that point
and tinnitus as an unwanted bonus. The impact at that
age wasn’t too significant, and I was lucky that I had
learnt to talk while I had perfect hearing, so my speech
has remained relatively good for someone who is now
profoundly deaf, and I was able to learn to lipread very
quickly. Unfortunately, my hearing gradually
deteriorated until I became severely to profoundly deaf
in my mid-twenties. It was then that a cochlear implant
was recommended.

I was very privileged to attend a private school, but
although the small classes were a real blessing for me,

there was no extra help
available and I was
pretty much I left on my
own with “You need to
sit at the front” being
the only advice,
something a teenager
really wants to do in a
classroom! I distinctly remember my very lovely,
but very Welsh, chemistry teacher dictating from a book
that we had to copy down. The stress of that was
immense and I was relying solely on my friends sat next to
me to copy what they had written. I used to leave those
lessons utterly exhausted, completely frazzled, hating
chemistry, and not feeling too kindly towards the Welsh!

My biggest problem in my school years was
trying to fit in and keep up with my friends.
I spent a long time being embarrassed about
being deaf, and I somewhat still have that issue
now, but when you are young, it seems so
much worse. Simple things that I couldn’t hear
left me feeling really alone – not being able to
join in with them singing the latest no. 1 song
in the playground because I couldn’t hear song
lyrics, unable to carry on chatting after lights
out at a sleepover because it was dark and
I couldn’t see to lipread. Such small things that
have such a devastating impact. I unfortunately
suffered some bullying too, but I was so
incredibly lucky to have a wonderful big brother
and sister who looked out for me and tried to
tell me that in a few years, when I left school,
those people wouldn’t mean anything to me.
They were right, of course. I remember my
brother sitting with me and playing the song
‘Never Ever’ by All Saints over and over again
and writing the lyrics down so I could learn
them and join in with my friends. I still
remember most of it now! But I was so grateful
to him for doing that, it made such a difference
for a little while.

Moving up to sixth form college opened my
eyes to the support that is available within the
education system, and had I not been a
teenager in denial that I was a little different
and needed some extra help, I would have
benefitted hugely from the support that was
available. The words ‘disabled’ and ‘disability’
were simply ignored and had nothing to do
with me. Being disabled still isn’t really a part
of my identity now, but I have come to
accept that I am!

Meet...
a Hearpeers Mentor
Louise Skinner is a Hearpeers Mentor with MED-EL
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Music and singing have always been one of my greatest
loves, musical theatre especially. I was lucky to have been
part of the local amateur theatre company from when
I was 15 and stayed with them for about ten years.
It became evident that I needed to stop when I missed my
cue during a show and was happily singing away on stage
when I shouldn’t have been, with the musical director
trying to get my attention by mouthing “No!” at me and
the rest of the cast just looking at me! I was so
embarrassed and it still makes me cringe when I think
about it! I was so sad to say goodbye to that part of my
life but singing harmonies, staying in tune, and hearing
the piano accompaniment had all become beyond my
capabilities. It was one of the hardest things for me to
deal with, losing the ability to hear music, and I was so
sad to not have the same level of enjoyment that I had
previously had going to the theatre. My brain stepped up
for a while, and when there was something I couldn’t
hear any more, my memory took over and ‘inserted’ the
missing pieces. I have never underestimated the ability of
the human body, and this helped me massively for a
while.

The feeling of embarrassment of being deaf and
humiliation have been something that have stayed with
me for most of my life. I suffered humiliation within the
workplace, one job considered me a liability and a health
and safety risk; another suggested I was incapable of
doing my job so should look elsewhere. This ultimately led
to me starting my own dog grooming business, but this
wasn’t achievable until after I was implanted. I also feel
quite humiliated when someone has to make a phone call
for me on my behalf. I end up incredibly frustrated that
I can’t sort things out for myself and have to rely on
others. I am lucky I can see the funny side of things
though and this has helped hugely. One recent example
was when my partner and I moved a couple of years ago
and the boss of the removal company was trying to make
small talk. After explaining to him that I was deaf, he
turned to my other half and stated, “I went out with a
deaf girl once, they’re alright mate, they’re alright”! I’m
glad that after four years of being together, my other half
was reassured that I am, in fact, alright!

I decided it was time to think seriously about a cochlear
implant as I was entering into profound deafness; there
was an element of ‘it’s now or never’ and although
I wasn’t quite ready at that point, I decided to go ahead
with the process of seeing if I was a good candidate.
I have never worn hearing aids as my deafness was quite
unusual. My low frequency hearing was excellent but mid
to high frequencies were pretty much non-existent, and
hearing aids weren’t able to help give me some mid-
frequency hearing without making the low unbearable.
This helped the vain side of me that didn’t want anything
visible on display to highlight being deaf, and so I was
very apprehensive of getting an implant that would be on
display. Luckily for me, MED-EL had just brought out the
RONDO 1, the first single unit processor that attaches to
the magnet inside your head and can be completely
hidden by hair. I had the choice of three different brands

of cochlear implant, but MED-EL was always going to be a
winner with the RONDO. I was accepted as a candidate
and had my surgery in July 2013.

My switch-on was three weeks after surgery and really,
this was when the hard work started. It took a little while
to adjust and learn what all the new sounds were that
I could now suddenly hear. My world had opened up
again in a huge cacophony of noise and there was work
to do! I was exhausted and frustrated at not knowing
what I was hearing and felt very vulnerable for some time.
Despite being told not to expect too much straightaway,
I expected too much straightaway! I couldn’t recognise
voices, music sounded just completely wrong, and I felt
really despondent. After a few months and many tears,
I went to Hampton Court Palace with some friends and
we did a little walk along the river. I suddenly heard a bird
singing. It literally stopped me dead in my tracks and it
was the best sound I’d ever heard. It was a robin having a
little singsong in the tree above me. For the first time,
there were tears of happiness to replace the tears of anger
and frustration. From then, I didn’t look back. I persevered
with music and the theatre, and going to see Les
Misérables with my sister for the first time with my
implant will always be one of my favourite memories.
I could hear everything again – so, so many tears were
shed that eve ning! I also realised my tinnitus became so
much quieter once it was replaced with all the new
sounds my implant was giving me. That alone made it so
worth having the surgery.

One of the main reasons for wanting to become a
Hearpeers Mentor was because I know how hard it can be
adjusting to cochlear implants. I was incredibly lucky to
have great support from my implant centre at
Southampton, but ultimately, we have to put the hard
work in through the adjustment period. The operation is
quite significant and the whole process can be incredibly
scary. I wanted to be able to help candidates who may be
struggling like I was and tell them that it is worth it, so
worth it. Everyone will have a different experience with
their switch on and many are a world away from what
you often see portrayed in the media. It can be
disappointing at first and difficult to see the benefit.
I want to help those people if I can as I was one of them,
I have been in their shoes.

My implant gave me my confidence back. I now run my
own business; I am successful. I am reminded every day
how much my RONDO gives me when I take it off to
charge at night and my world changes back to one of
only tinnitus. I can’t imagine a world without my implant,
and I will always be indebted to MED-EL. There is no
getting away from the fact that I am profoundly deaf
and always will be. Being deaf is exhausting, debilitating
at times, and a real hidden disability. But having a
cochlear implant has given me a life that is enjoyable,
one of clear recognisable sound, one that can allow me
to immerse myself in the magic of the theatre, one that
allows me to chat away with my niece and nephew,
one that allows me to appreciate nature, and one that
allows me to be happy. ■
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Poetry Corner

Manchester Sensory
Support Service share the
winning entries from a
deaf children and young
people poetry competition
that was judged by the
Lord Mayor

Neisha (KS2)

Satvik (Secondary)

Labeka

Hussain (Infants)
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The body keeps the score
Authors: Bessel van der Kolk
Cost: Price range depending on format (paperback,

Kindle, audiobook)
ISBN: 978-0143127741
Reviewer: Ian Sharp is an advisory QToD

I think this category best describes the
value of writing the review.

In reading The body keeps the score by
Bessel van der Kolk (again) and
summarising the book for others in a
review, I would be increasing my
personal knowledge of trauma and its
impact on child development.

As a typical male, I err mostly towards
non-fiction but am sometimes drawn
to stories, fictional or otherwise. These
stories tend to be the ones in which
the central character, from the
harshest of backgrounds, somehow
manages to turn things around and
‘make it’ in the end. The more true-to-
life and the more perceptive the
author is about the character’s
motivations, the better. However, The
body keeps the score is not a story. It is
lots of short stories, stories about
patients with whom Bessel van der
Kolk, the author, has worked over the course of his long
career as a psychiatrist. Most of the protagonists in these
stories have often suffered in their early lives as a result of
a dreadful incident or a prolonged and highly stressful
situation in which they felt helpless. Be warned, this book
is not for the faint hearted. It touches on some of
humanity’s darkest sides, but throughout, there is this
sense of progress and learning. The book, then, is both a
record of the author’s path to a more accurate truth about
trauma, and an exposé of the long-lasting impact trauma
has on the individual and those around them.

The body keeps the score opens with a scene from one of
the author’s first experiences as a recently qualified
psychiatrist working with veterans of the Vietnam War.
Trauma from war is perhaps the most commonly reported
and nowadays, the more accepted face of the condition.
The cause of this sort of trauma is clear. During war,
people find themselves in the most horrific of
circumstances, whether it be extreme physical or mental
distress. More pertinent to our experience as teachers,
though, are those cases the author goes on to recount, of
the more hidden, domestic, abusive situations, perpetrated
by known individuals behind closed doors. It is some of
these stories, particularly the accounts of adults recalling
their childhoods, that really hit home.

Neuroscience is something we also hear about early on in
the book too. Although philosophers and scientists have
tried to understand the brain for thousands of years, it is
only in the last 20 years that technology has helped to
provide detailed and reliable evidence to analyse.
Neuroimaging technology now allows us to see, both in
3D as well as in real-time, what happens in our brains
when exposed to stimuli. From huge studies we have more

understanding than ever about how
the human brain reacts to its
environment and how it adapts and,
most importantly, how it learns.

Within the space of a few pages, we
come to realise the scope of
neuroscience on discoveries that
continue to be made that are and
will, in the future, have a huge impact
on how mental health is treated.

Trauma, we often hear inhibits
learning. It is an experience that
cannot just be dusted off in the belief
that it will never occur again. A
traumatic experience is so potent, it
becomes etched into the more
primitive areas of the brain. Sufferers,
in trying to move on from it, often try
to put it out of their mind or ‘bury’ it,
and busy themselves with getting
back to normality. We learn how
people can live their lives for long
periods with buried memories to the

point where sometimes they do not know exactly what it
was that happened to them. For many sufferers, though,
their trauma is something that continually haunts them,
subtly affecting decision-making as they subconsciously try
to avoid another triggering experience. We can only
imagine how this must affect learning and personal
development.

In my day job as an Advisory Qualified Teacher of the Deaf
(QToD), I meet many children and families. It is not
uncommon to be asked if I think a child’s speech and
language delay has come about as a result of their hearing
loss. I am quick to add, I have no qualifications other than
those required to be a QToD, and that formal diagnosis
always needs to be made by the appropriate professional.
Autism, though, has over the last ten years become
something we are all more skilled at identifying, and it has
been helpful to add my thoughts to those of others to
instigate, for example, a referral to an educational
psychologist.

Trauma, like autism, can also have an impact on speech
and language development and also surrounds us, but is
much less known about. There is also such a thing as
secondary trauma. In this case, parents, perhaps years
before their child was born, suffered trauma themselves

Review
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and unknowingly, are now projecting their ‘buried’ fears
onto their children.

The book, it has to be said, is packed with information,
and this, for the less inspired by the detail, could make it
hard work. Rather than buy a physical copy, I listened to it
as an audio book, driving around between appointments
and so could effortlessly scroll back and listen again to the
sections that most interested me. ■

Five to Thrive
Creators: KCA (Kate Cairns Associates)
This year, I have come across ‘Five to Thrive’, which staff in
both schools and early years settings in Wiltshire have
recently gained access to.

Five to Thrive is an attachment-focused approach, which
promotes activities aimed at developing healthy brain
function, and as a result, learning. Just as our bodies need
food to flourish, so our brains need positive experiences to
function healthily. It describes itself as a “Bridge between

professional understanding of
current research in neuroscience
and everyday experience”.
A simple explanation of how a
parent soothing an upset child can
lead to an increase in neural
connectivity is a prime example.
This is because increased neural
connectivity is likely to lead to an
increase in the child’s ability to
understand new information and
therefore learn quicker. So, by
selecting insights that
neuroscience is proving to be true
and honing them into a form in
which both professionals and
parents understand, Five to Thrive
appears to be an appropriate tool
to use with a range of children
and families and potentially
those who suffer from trauma. ■

BATOD National Conference 2024
BATOD is pleased to announce a joint Congress with

FEAPDA (The European Federation of national associations and of
organisations of professionals working with Deaf children and young people)

and with NCSE (National Council For Special Education).

The congress will take place on
Friday 26th and Saturday 27th April 2024 in Dublin.

The Congress theme is

Exploring the diversity of deaf learners in their many lives:
implications for our knowledge and practice

Each deaf child or young person brings a unique experience to their education. The combination
of their varying home cultures, their additional needs and their perspectives on their own lived

experience raises questions about how to shape practice and monitor outcomes.

A call for contributions is currently open
Visit the BATOD website for further details

www.batod.org.uk/about-us/batod-national-feapda-ncse-joint-congress-2024

Papers and presentations may consider issues such as:
l Meeting the needs of children who are deaf with additional needs;
l Meeting the needs of children whose deafness is not their primary need;
l The experience of deaf children from minority communities;
l How deaf individuals experience and define their own

identities

Abstracts for paper presentations (30 min),
workshops/interactive presentations (60 min)
and poster presentations are welcomed.
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Revealing hidden potentials: 
assessing cognition in individuals
with congenital deafblindness
Editors: Damen S, Costain K, Hart P and Nicholas J.

Creutz M, Nordic Welfare Centre, Lindström
C, Nordic Welfare Centre

Authors: Bendixen T, Costain K, Damen S, Einarsson V,
Gibson J, Gullvik T, Hauge E, Johannessen A
M, Johnsgård O, Madsen O E, Falch Melhuus
E, Møller Chistiansen T, Nafstad A, Nicholas J,
Reid J, Rømer Jensen L, Skei L, Smith J,
Tostrup Lyngar C, Tunes Nummedal G-R,
Tuomi E

Cost: Free to download from www.diva-
portal.org/smash/get/diva2:1464021/FULLTEX
T01.pdf

ISBN: 978-91-88213-65-5
Reviewer: Hester Richardson is the Programme Lead for

the Mandatory Qualification for Teachers of
Children and Young People with Multi-
Sensory Impairments at the Department of
Disability, Inclusion and Special Educational
Needs (DISN), School of Education in
University of Birmingham.

Those of us who work with children with sensory loss are
fully aware of the difficulties and challenges of assessing
cognition in children with sensory loss. For children with
vision impairment, the difficulty could lie in ensuring that
the child’s visual access to the assessment tools they are
interacting with isn’t the true focus of assessment. For
deaf children, the difficulty might lie in ensuring that the
language used to tell them what to do isn’t a barrier that
affects their perceived achievement.

For children with multi-sensory impairment (MSI) (ie
children who are deaf and have a vision impairment, and
who may (or may not!) also experience cognitive and
physical disabilities), this difficulty in accessing cognitive
assessments is further multiplied. As with so many aspects
of deafblindness MSI , the difficulties in separating a
cognitive disability from barriers to accessing information,
communication, and orientation, or a sense of where we
are in space caused by the combined impact of both vision
and hearing loss, can be challenging to say the least.

We are all aware of the impact and importance of effective
cognitive assessment (as part of the process for statutory
assessment, for example) in setting realistic, yet
challenging, goals, recognising children’s potential, and
frequently, raising expectations amongst all those working
with the child about what they are able to do and what
their potential might be.

Expectations for children with deafblindness MSI can be
set very low. Many practitioners such as educational
psychologists (EPs) or class teachers may only come across
one or two children with this disability in their professional

lives. The great thing about this book is that it identifies
novel, imaginative, yet practical ways of recognising the
cognitive strengths of this group of learners and is able to
link these strengths to more standardised benchmarks for
assessing cognitive development or potential. By linking
cognition to, for example, physical engagement with an
environment, or the use of humour, it helps all of us
working in the field to put words and structure to our
instinctive sense, when working with deafblind children,
that they are able to ‘do’ or ‘understand’ so much more
than standardised approaches to assessment might
indicate.

As a practitioner myself, I found the case-studies most
interesting – giving practical ideas for interactions that
challenge and outline in clear language the importance of
elements of support, such as trust and a shared
relationship with communication partners, environments
that include and inspire learners, and tasks that engage
and motivate. It also explores in practical terms how we
might relate achievements we see in these situations to
more formal assessment criteria, and how to record and
capture these achievements meaningfully. The book’s great
gift is perhaps that of confidence to practitioners that their
judgements are correct and can be backed up with
evidence, despite the often idiosyncratic ways in which this
unique group of children show what they can do.

Some elements of the text are presented in more
challenging language, which might, perhaps, be aimed
more specifically at EPs whose experiences with such a
very low-incidence group of learners may be more
limited than ours. My advice would be to acquire a copy
of this book, share its practical advice across specialists
working in all three areas of sensory impairment –
deafness, vision loss, and deafblindness, and then press
a copy into the hands of any EPs you find you are
working with as a
mutual starting
point for
meaningful,
positive
assessment of
what children
with MSI can
do, rather than
what they
aren’t able to
achieve.
■

Review
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Scotland

North

Cymru

South West

Northern
Ireland

Midlands

South

East

North
or

East

Midlands
or East

East or
South

BATOD North
Event details to be
confirmed
batodnorth@batod.org.uk

BATOD North
Deaf Education: Inspirational Pathways  
Cathedral House, Huddersfield
18th October 2023
batodnorth@batod.org.uk

BATOD Scotland
How are we supporting pupils 
with Glue Ear?
Save the date
Saturday 11th November 2023
Forth Valley Sensory Service
Redbrae Rd, Camelon, Falkirk, FK1 4DD
batodscotland@batod.org.uk

BATOD East
Event details to be
confirmed
batodeast@batod.org.uk

BATOD Audiology Refreshers 
Save the date – 3rd October 2023, 3.30-5pm
Join us for an update on the revised resource
and related professional survey
Check the BATOD Events page for further
information – www.batod.org.uk/events

BATOD South
Event details to be
confirmed
batodsouth@batod.org.uk

BATOD Cymru
Event details to be confirmed
batodcymru@batod.org.uk

BATOD Northern Ireland
Supporting the BATOD
National 2024 event in April
– see you there!
batodnireland@batod.org.uk

BATOD Southwest
What’s on?
Deaf Academy in Exmouth EX8 2AU
within the hours of 9.30am-3.30pm
14th October 2023
batodsouthwest@batod.org.uk

BATOD National
BATOD is pleased to announce a joint Congress with FEAPDA 
(The European Federation of national associations and of organisations
of professionals working with Deaf children and young people) and
with NCSE (National Council For Special Education).
The congress will take place on 
Friday 26th and Saturday 27th April 2024 in Dublin. 
The Congress theme is
Exploring the diversity of deaf learners in their many lives:
implications for our knowledge and practice
Each deaf child or young person brings a unique experience to their
education. The combination of their varying home cultures, their
additional needs and their perspectives on their own lived experience
raises questions about how to shape practice and monitor outcomes.

Regions and
nations
Contact your local committee 
to understand what is 
happening in your area.

BATOD Midlands
Event details to be confirmed
batodmidland@batod.org.uk

BATOD Resource Provision webinar
Missed our June 2023 webinar on 'Tracking
progress, Evaluating outcomes'?
Contact us via exec@batod.org.uk for a copy of
the recording. 
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BATOD was there representing you...
Between the NEC meetings, members of BATOD attend various meetings that are of particular interest to
Teachers of Deaf Children and Young People. This list is not exhaustive. Your representatives at the
meetings listed (as known at the time of writing) included: Clare Boddy, Sue Denny, Sibel Djemal,
Samantha Green, Helen Devereux Murray, Steph Halder, Helen Maiden, Amanda McNamara, Jess Rosser,
Teresa Quail, Tina Wakefield, Marie Wilkinson.

Date External participants Venue

May

11 Visual Communication and Reading Project - Advisory board meeting Zoom

12 Ovingdean Hall Foundation/Ewing Foundation/BATOD Zoom

17 NHS England Hearing Health Network Session Teams 

17 Cross Party Group (Deafness) Scotland Zoom 

24 NSEND Teams

25 Con Powell Scholarship interviews Zoom 

26 Con Powell Scholarship interviews Zoom 

June

7 BSL Alliance meeting Zoom 

7 Ewing Foundation Conference Zoom

9  NatSIP Futures Group Zoom 

9 NatSIP training planning meeting Zoom 

11 Microtia UK London

13 University of Cambridge PGCE deaf awareness University of Cambridge

14 Rinri Patient and Public involvement Zoom

20 Launch of brand-new episodes of ITVBe's The Sound Collector Soho

28 Sign bilingual Consortium annual general meeting Zoom

July

5 NSEND Teams

5 Elizabeth Foundation professional focus group Zoom

7 NatSIP Steering Group Zoom  

12 NHS England Hearing Health Network Session Teams 

26 Cross Party Group Deafness Scotland sub group Zoom

August

3 NDCS/BATOD Teams

10 Ofqual - exams 2023 - equalities stakeholders group Teams

17 JCQ GCE Results Day Briefing - Stakeholder panel Abode Connect

24 JCQ GCSE Results Day Briefing - Stakeholder panel Abode Connect

31 NDCS Consultation on the British Sign Language National Plan 2023 to 2029 Zoom

Please inform the Co-National Executive Officer, Teresa Quail via exec@batod.org.uk, if you know of any meetings where you
feel representation on behalf of Teachers of Deaf Children and Young People would be of benefit. Although there is no guarantee
that BATOD would be able to attend every meeting, situations could be monitored and the interests of QToDs represented.
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Officers of Nations and Regions

BATOD contacts and Magazine Distribution

Northern Ireland batodnireland@batod.org.uk
Chairperson: Conor Mervyn
Secretary: Anne-Marie Kerrigan
Treasurer: Margaret-Anne Christie
NEC Rep: Lauren Millar

Scotland batodscotland@batod.org.uk
Chairperson: Amanda McNamara 
Secretary: Stacey McCann 
Treasurer: Hazel Kellachan
NEC Rep: Amanda McNamara

Cymru batodcymru@batod.org.uk
Chairperson: Lyndsey Stringer
Secretary: Lisa Wilcox
Treasurer: Natalie Budge
NEC Rep: vacant

East batodeast@batod.org.uk
Chairperson: Becca Citroen
Secretary: Liza O’Donnell Thorpe
Treasurer: Becca Citroen
NEC Rep: Jill Bussien

Midland batodmidland@batod.org.uk
Chairperson: Angie Wootten
Secretary: Corrina Burge
Treasurer: Helen Cooper
NEC Rep: Hannah Cockburn

North batodnorth@batod.org.uk
Chairperson: Claire Jacks
Secretary: Nicky Weightman
Treasurer: Sandy Goler
NEC Rep: Marie Wilkinson

South batodsouth@batod.org.uk
Chairperson: Naomi Forster (acting)
Secretary: Naomi Forster
Treasurer: Heather Latter
NEC Rep: Naomi Forster

South West batodsouthwest@batod.org.uk
Chairperson: Helen Maiden
Secretary: Jo Saunders
Treasurer: Sarah Wardle
NEC Rep: Sarah Wardle/Jayne Loader

Articles, information and contributions 
for the Association Magazine
should be sent to:
BATOD Co-National Executive Officer: Teresa Quail 
Email: batod_aneo@icloud.com Tel: 07506 400280

Association information and general queries
Contact: Paul Simpson and Teresa Quail 
Email: exec@batod.org.uk Tel: 07506 400280

Advertisements for the Association Magazine 
Contact: Teresa Quail
BATOD Advertising Manager
Email: advertising@batod.org.uk Tel: 07506 400280

DISCLAIMER  The Editors and the Association do not necessarily endorse items or the contents of advertisements published in the Magazine and
cannot accept responsibility for any inaccuracies. Please note that items from this Magazine may not be reproduced without the
consent of BATOD and the source must be acknowledged. Photocopying items may breach copyright.

BATOD Magazine distribution by: 
Lynne Harris, Menzies Response,
The Boulevard, Orbital Park, Ashford, Kent TN24 0GA
Association Magazine: ISSN 1366-0799
Published by: British Association of Teachers of Deaf Children and
Young People
Printed by: Wealden Print, 
Cowden Close, Horns Road, Hawkhurst, Kent TN18 4QT
Magazine Project Manager: Rosi Hearnshaw  

BATOD activities are funded from your membership fee and some advertising income.
Colleagues who share your Magazine and Journal also benefit from BATOD negotiations with
government and other influential bodies – but they are not contributing! 

ToDs in training will be entitled to a £20 reduction in annual membership fee. This applies for
the two years of the course.

The BATOD Treasurer may be contacted via treasurer@batod.org.uk 

Journal: ‘Deafness & Education International’
For full guidelines for submissions and abstracts of papers published in the
Journal, plus any other enquiries related to the Journal, please contact
Associate Professor Jill Duncan. Email: jill.duncan@newcastle.edu.au

BATOD membership

Full details of membership are available on the website and new members
are able to join online at www.batod.org.uk 



HAMILTON LODGE, WALPOLE ROAD, BRIGHTON, EAST SUSSEX BN2 0LS
Telephone: 01273 682362 Email: admin@hamiltonlsc.co.uk  

www.hamiltonlsc.co.uk    @hamiltonlodge   HamiltonLodgeSC   hamiltonbrighton
Registered charity in England: Hamilton Lodge (Brighton) no. 307066. Registered in England company no. 544254.

BRIGHTON
Situated in the heart of Brighton, our school has 
educated and cared for Deaf children for over 
75 years.

Our Specialist Team includes:

• Health Care Assistant

• Occupational Therapist

• Emotional and Mental Health support 

Please contact us for further information, to discuss a placement or to 
arrange a visit: admin@hamiltonlsc.co.uk
01273 682362

HAMILTON LODGE SCHOOL & COLLEGE 
EDUCATION & CARE FOR DEAF STUDENTS FROM PRIMARY TO F.E. 


